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FOREWARD

Client:
There are 59 Community Boards in New York City, each one representing a specific local district
(or community) within one of the five boroughs of Manhattan. Each Board is comprised of up to 50
volunteer members, who serve as a local review board for proposed projects within their respective
district and make recommendations on a wide range of land use, zoning, budget, and local planning
issues. In addition, a Community Board monitors traffic and transportation issues, capital projects
in parks, the concerns of seniors and youth, economic development, and public safety. Essentially,
a Community Board serves as a liaison between residents within the area, City, State and federal
elected officials, community groups, and other City agencies on numerous issues.
Manhattan Community Board #6 (CB6) represents the East Side of Midtown Manhattan. It's
borders are roughly from East 14lh Street (southern border) to East 59lh Street (northern border)
and from Lexington Avenue (western border) to the East River (eastern border). It also includes a
small area from East 34lh street (southern border) to East 40lh street (northern border) and from
Madison Avenue (western border) to the East River( eastern border).
Since the establishment of the United Nations Headquarter's seat in the early 1950's, Manhattan
CB6 has been concerned with increasing demands of commercial office space needs by UN-related
uses, including permanent missions to the UN, nongovernmental organizations, UN specialized
agencies, UN programmes and funds, as well the UN Secretariat. This long-range planning study of
the spatial needs of the UN System and its permanent missions, as well as consular corps in New
York City is being conducted in response to the apparent increasing demand for commercial office
space associated with the international community along the east side of Midtown Manhattan.

Purpose:
The purpose of the study is to: (a) identify the past and present spatial trends and forecast longterm future office space needs of the international community; (b) quantify the ability of the Turtle
Bay, Kips Bay, and Murray Hill neighborhoods, as well as the rest of Manhattan CB6 to
accommodate the international community's current and projected future office space demand; and
( c) help develop recommendations and a long-term plan to continue to meet the needs of the
international community in New York City. Furthermore, the study aimed to provide CB6 with a
better understanding of the UN and the international community, and their effects on the area
represented by CB6.
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Executive Summary

I.

OVERVIEW

The United Nations Headquarters campus, occupying approximately 18-acres above the Franklin D. Roosevelt
Drive on the east side of Midtown Manhattan, is a major economic, social, and physical presence in the City of
New York, particularly within the surrounding communities of Turtle Bay, Murray Hill, and Kips Bay (see
Figure S-1 ). Five of the United Nations' (UN) main bodies, including the UN Secretariat, are headquartered in
New York City, and several of the UN' s specialized agencies, and programmes and funds, such as the United
Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
(UNICEF), maintain headquarter offices in New York City. Almost all of the UN' s member states and observer
entities also maintain offices in New York City. In addition, numerous non-governmental organizations
(NGO's) affiliated with the UN are located within the New York City Metropolitan Area. As New York City is
a world city and a significant part of the global economy, numerous foreign states have also established consular
offices in Manhattan.
The presence of the UN System extends from the UN Headquarters campus, located roughly at the termini of
East 44lh and East 49lh streets, to many of the residential and commercial streets of eastern Midtown between
East 34lh and East 53n1 streets which are home to almost all of the UN' s specialized agencies, UN programmes
and funds, the majority of permanent missions to the UN, several NGO's, as well as many foreign consular
uses. A substantial portion of the total floor area occupied by the UN and its associated uses and permanent
missions, as well as consular offices, are concentrated in Manhattan Community Board 6 (CB6), and are
therefore a strong influence on the neighborhood characteristics and real estate conditions in the area.
As long as the UN Headquarters remains at its current New York City location, the actions of the UN and its
missions (in terms of space planning needs) will continue to be a defining characteristic of the surrounding
community. This long-range planning study of the spatial needs of the UN System and its permanent missions,
as well as consular corps in New York City is being conducted in response to the apparent increasing demand for
commercial office space associated with the international community. The purpose of the study is to: (a) identify
the past and present spatial trends and forecast long-term future office space needs of the international
community; (b) quantify the ability of the Turtle Bay, Kips Bay, and Murray Hill neighborhoods, as well as the
rest of Manhattan CB6 to accommodate the international community's current and projected future office space
demand; and (c) help develop recommendations and a long-term plan to continue to meet the needs of the
international community in New York City.
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Project Area Map
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TASK I:

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM,
PERMANENT MISSIONS, AND CONSULAR USES

The United Nations (UN) officially came into existence in October 1945, when the United Nations Charter was
ratified by 51 nations from around the world. These countries committed to preserving peace through
international cooperation and collective security. Today, with a current total membership of 189 countries,
nearly every nation in the world belongs to the UN.
The UN Headquarters seat is located along the eastern edge of Midtown Manhattan, on the banks of the East
River. It is bound by East 48lh Street to the north, the East River to the east, East 42"d Street to the south, and
UN Plaza (First Avenue) to the west. As the site is a relatively small property, the UN Headquarters seat is a
park-like campus stretching from First Avenue to the East River's edge with one tall building accommodating
the UN ' s tremendous office space demand. Currently, there are six buildings that stand within the UN
Headquarter campus including the Secretariat building, the General Assembly building, the Conference
building, the Dag Hammarskjold library, the North Lawn building, and the South Annex.
The UN is a sophisticated network of organizations that perform a range of duties that affect global relations and
provide an invaluable forum through which nations can resolve differences and implement shared objectives .
The entire UN System consists of three major components including, ( 1) the UN, (2) UN programmes and
funds, and (3) UN' s specialized agencies. The principal organs of the UN System are the six main bodies that
comprise the UN. Five of these main bodies, including the General Assembly, the Security Council, the
Economic and Social Council, the Trusteeship Council, and the Secretariat, are headquartered in New York City
and make up the core of the New York City international community. The UN' s specialized agencies and UN
programmes and funds are a diverse group of international organizations that have focused missions and interests
in a vast range of areas. They work with the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council to promote
and implement the shared goals and policies of the UN System. Several of the UN' s most renowned specialized
agencies, and programmes and funds are headquartered in New York City.
Permanent missions and consular uses are separate entities from the UN System. Although part of the New York
City international community, they represent and serve the interests of foreign nations within the United States.
Missions are the UN member states' business offices (or embassies) to the UN, while consular uses serve as the
official representation of foreign states within New York City. Currently, New York City serves as host to 187
permanent missions ( 186 in Manhattan) and 99 consular uses. Almost all of the permanent missions and many of
the consular uses are concentrated along the east side of Midtown in CB6.
Non-governmental organizations (NGO's) are nonprofit, diverse voluntary citizens' groups that serve as
grassroots advocates for the UN System. They are task-oriented and driven organizations with a common
interest, that bring attention to citizens' issues, monitor policy, and encourage political participation at the
community level. Currently, the New York City Metropolitan Area serves as host to more than a thousand
NGO's. However, less than 200 NGO's have commercial office facilities in Manhattan.
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TASK II:

ASSESSMENT OF LAND USE, ZONING, AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER IN
THE STUDY AREA

Manhattan Community Board 6 (CB6) is a densely populated, mixed-use area that serves as the home to
numerous office, commercial, institutional, and residential uses. Covering more than 875-acres, CB6 lines most
of the eastern edge of Midtown from East 59th Street to East 14th Street, from Lexington Avenue to the East
River, as well as a small area between East 40th and East 34th streets from Madison Avenue to the East River and
a small are between East 2 200 and East 19th streets from Park Avenue South to the East River. Overall, this area
of Midtown is generally less developed than the commercial core of Midtown, and is largely defined by its
distinct residential neighborhoods and large institutional uses. Within this area there is a range of neighborhoods
and districts, each with its own unique character, including the residential neighborhoods of Turtle Bay, the
Sutton Area Community (SAC), Murray Hill, Tudor City, Rose Hill, Kips Bay, Gramercy Park, Stuyvesant
Square, Stuyvesant Town, and the Peter Cooper Village, and the commercial corridors of Lexington and Third
avenues, and East 42°d and East 34th streets .
Generally, commercial, retail, hotel and office uses, and moderate to high-density commercial (C1 -9, C2-8,
CS-2, and C6-6) zoning districts are concentrated inland towards the center of Manhattan, and line the
Lexington and Third Avenue and East 42°d Street corridors. Residential uses and moderate to high-density
residential (R-7, R-8, and R-10) zoning districts are located closer to the East River between First and Second
avenues lining cross-town streets. Institutional and public facility uses, including the UN System, permanent
missions, and consular uses, however, are scattered throughout much of CB6. Very few industrial areas and
vacant parcels are located within CB6. The largest remaining industrial sites (the former Con Edison sites),
situated along the East River between East 35th and East 41 " streets, are expected to be developed into
office/residential uses in the near future pursuant to a zoning change.
CB6 also contains the Special United Nations Development District. Located directly west of the UN
Headquarters campus, the United Nations Development District was created to preserve and promote the City
of New York as a center for international organizations and as an office headquarters, as well as a cosmopolitan
residential community. Through encouraging the development of suitable office, meeting, and conference
facilities, hotel accommodations, and housing for the UN System, permanent missions, and related NGO ' sin
the immediate vicinity of the UN Headquarters campus, this special overlay district is designed to promote the
coordinated redevelopment of the area adjacent to the UN Headquarters campus, and assure the retention of the
UN Headquarters in New York City .
As there is very minimal vacant commercial space and no current plans for zoning changes in CB6, the
commercial space demands oflocal companies and institutions are extremely limited in CB6 without major site
redevelopment. Currently, CB6 is experiencing some major development opportunities. Among them, is the
redevelopment of the Con Edison facilities. This prime river-front property is 9. 2-acres, and is the largest tract
of "undeveloped" land remaining in Midtown Manhattan. FMS East River Associates, LLC has signed a contract
to purchase these properties and intends to develop the area into a mixed-use facility with retail, office, and
residential uses. No detailed development plans or proposals, however, have been presented for this site at this
time .

In addition, the UN Secretariat is evaluating options for renovating and upgrading its headquarters campus, and
is currently in its schematic planning stage. It is anticipated that the UN Secretariat will require approximately
800,000 gsf of office swing space during its proposed renovations to temporarily accommodate its staff while
renovations are underway .
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TASK III:

ASSESSMENT OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS IN COMMUNITY
BOARD6

CB6 is comprised of five office submarkets. The Midtown North office submarkets of Plaza, Grand Central, and
UN Plaza, and the Midtown South office submarkets of Gramercy Park and Murray Hill are all entirely or
partially included within CB6. In total, CB6 has a total office inventory of approximately 67 million square feet
(about 17 percent of Manhattan's total office market). Approximately 8.2 percent (5.5 million square feet) of
this office space was available prior to September 11, 2001 . Most of CB6's office facilities are located within the
northeastern portion of CB6 in the office submarkets of Plaza and Grand Central (approximately 82 percent)
and more than half (approximately 58 percent) of CB6's available office facilities are concentrated in the Grand
Central office submarket.
One of CB6's major commercial office tenants is the international community. Since the establishment of the
UN Headquarters in New York City, the UN System has greatly expanded its membership, programs, and
services. The UN Headquarters campus can no longer accommodate all of the UN Secretariat's various
departments and all of the UN' s specialized agencies and UN programmes and funds. To meet these increasing
functions of the UN System, the UN presence in New York City has gone through periods of office expansion .
However, the UN System has been able to minimize its demand for commercially (privately) leased office space
in New York City through the assistance of the United Nations Development Corporation (UNDC), a state
public benefit corporation, which was created to respond to the increasing needs and accommodations of the
UN, its affiliated uses, and its member states. UNDC is mandated to formulate development plans for the
coordinated development of the United Nations Development District and to provide advice and services with
respect to real estate needs and development to the UN and its related uses in New York State. Since its
establishment in 1968, UNDC has developed and operated approximately 1. 8 million square feet of space in the
vicinity of the UN Headquarters campus to be used by the UN and related entities.
As of August 2001, the entire UN System leased approximately 1 .4 million square feet of Manhattan office space
in CB6. Almost half of this leased space is occupied by the UN Secretariat, while the remainder serves the UN' s
specialized agencies and UN programmes and funds. More than 5 8 percent (approximately 819, 000 sf) of this
leased space is owned by UNDC and less than 42 percent (approximately 582,000 sf) is privately owned
(commercially leased).
The UN's membership has also greatly expanded over the years and most member states (187of191) have
leased, bought, or developed commercial office space in Manhattan to accommodate permanent mission space.
Although permanent missions possess the flexibility to locate anywhere within the City, the vast majority of
permanent missions are concentrated near or adjacent to the UN Headquarters campus along the eastern side of
Midtown in CB6. Approximately 83 percent (154) of permanent missions are currently located in CB6 and
occupy approximately 1.61 million square feet of office space. Less than 3 percent (approx. 63,000 sf) of
permanent mission office space in Manhattan is owned by UNDC .
As the UN System has grown and expanded its efforts, the UN's related NGO's have also diversified and
expanded . Currently, there are approximately 200 NG 0 's in Manhattan. However, as affordable office space is
severely limited in Midtown, less than 28 percent (55) of NGO's are located in CB6. Most of the NGO's that
are located in CB6 occupy small, leased office facilities.
In addition, New York City also hosts the largest foreign consular community in the world. One-hundred
foreign consular uses are located in the New York Metropolitan Area, 99 of which are in Manhattan. As consular
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uses are not directly affiliated within the UN, consular offices are slightly more dispersed throughout the City
and are generally located farther away from UN Headquarters than the majority of permanent missions.
However, many consular uses are located within the same office buildings or within the same general area as
their respective country's mission to the UN. Approximately 63 percent (63) of foreign consular uses are
currently located in CB6 and occupy approximately 690,000 sf of office space. The majority (86 percent) of
consular office space in Manhattan is commercially leased.
As Midtown is one of the most densely developed urban neighborhoods and one of the most competitive office
markets in the country, CB6 possesses very few potential development sites and a limited amount of available
office facilities. Only seven major potential development sites and approximately 2.1 million square feet of
available commercial office space are located in the immediate vicinity of the UN Headquarters campus. Most of
the identified potential development sites are relatively small (less than 6,000 sf) and are not located adjacent to
other sites that could be developed. In total, if all the identified sites were developed, 1. 11 million square feet of
commercial office space could be developed as-of-right under current zoning regulations. The three largest and
most suitable potential development sites identified were the four former Con Edison properties. Office
development on a portion of these four sites could potentially accommodate a significant amount of conference
and meeting facilities for the UN Secretariat, new permanent mission space, and new consular space, NGO
offices, and I or other UN -related uses.

TASK IV:

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY'S SPACE NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR 2010 & 2020COMMERCIAL OFFICE SPACE

Given the UN's zero-growth policy, the entire UN System within New York City is not expected to grow
significantly by 2020. As most of the UN' s specialized agencies and UN funds and programmes are anticipated to
maintain existing staff levels in New York City, the UN System (including the UN Secretariat) is expected to
continue to occupy approximately 1.4 million square feet ofleased office space in Manhattan CB6. More than 58
percent (approximately 819, 000 gsf) ofthis leased office space would continue to be owned by UNDC and
approximately 582,000 gsf (about42 percent) would be commercially leased. However, the UN Secretariat is
expected to lease, purchase, and/ or construct approximately 800,000 gsf of office swing space in the near
future to accommodate all of the UN Secretariat's staff during the UN Headquarter' s proposed capital
refurbishment of the Secretariat building.
Assuming that the utilization trends of permanent missions during the last twenty years will continue through
the next two decades, the vast majority of the existing and projected UN member states are expected to occupy
mission facilities in close proximity to the UN in CB6. If existing trends continue UN membership can be
expected to increase by approximately 3-8 percent (5 to 10 missions) by 2010, and approximately 6-16percent
(11 to 31 missions) by 2020. The maximum amount of office space occupied by permanent missions in
Manhattan is expected to be approximately 2 .14 million square feet in 2010, and approximately 2. 29 million
square feet in 2020 an increase of about 130,000 sf and 280,000 sf, respectively, compared to current
conditions. CB6 is expected to experience a 7 to 20 percent increase in the total number of UN member states
maintaining mission offices in their community board. Approximately 2.1 to 2.3 million gross square feet of
office space in CB6 is expected to be occupied by approximately 165 to 185 permanent missions in 2020.
Assuming that the utilization trends of foreign consular uses during the last twenty years will continue through
the next two decades, the vast majority of the existing and projected foreign consulates are expected to occupy
commercial office facilities within Midtown. As more than 48 percent of permanent missions do not have
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consular representation in New York City, the New York City consular community has the potential to expand
significantly by 2020. If existing trends continue, the Manhattan consulate community can be expected to grow
by approximately 10 percent (10 consulates) by 2010, and approximately 20 percent (20 consulates) by 2020.
The maximum amount of office space occupied by foreign consular uses in Manhattan is expected to be
approximately 1.33 million square feet in 2010, and approximately 1.52 million square feetin 2020 an increase
of about 1S2,000 sf and 367,000 sf, respectively, compared to current conditions. CB6 is expected to
experience a 41 percent increase (26 consulates) in the total number of consular uses maintaining commercial
offices in their community board. Approximately 1.52 million gross square feet of commercial office space in
CB6 is expected to be occupied by approximately S9 (74 percent of) foreign consulates in 2020.
Permanent missions, consular uses, the UN Secretariat and the remainder of the UN System are expected to
occupy approximately 4.7 to 4.S million square feet of commercial office space in Manhattan by 2010 and
approximately 5.0 to 5.2 million square feet by 2020, versus 3.7 million square feet of commercial office space
occupied by the international community today. If current utilization trends continue, the majority of the
projected office space for the international community is expected to be accommodated by office facilities in
CB6 and CBS. In addition, some of the existing consular uses in CBS are anticipated to relocate to CB6 or CBS.
The maximum amount of commercial office space occupied by the UN System, permanent missions, and/ or
foreign consular uses in CB6 is expected to be approximately 4.01 million square feet in 2010, and
approximately 1.13 million square feet in 2020.

Conclusions
Currently the international community occupies approximately 4.2 percent (approximately 2,SS2,000 sf) of the
entire CB6 commercial real estate market. If the international community continues to maintain its existing
growth rate and exhibits similar utilization trends to the 19SO's and 1990's, the international community can be
expected to occupy approximately 5. 9 percent of the commercial real estate market in CB6 by 2010 and
approximately 6. 4 percent of the market in 2020. As the international community is only expected to grow by
approximately 1, 112,000 sf by 2010 and approximately 1,447,000 sf by 2020, it is reasonable to expect that
office development will readily expand, if necessary, to meet this demand based on market forces alone.
There is more than 1.5 million square feet of commercial office space under construction in the immediate
vicinity of the UN Headquarters campus and seven major potential development sites that could accommodate
commercial office development as-of-right under existing zoning regulations near the UN headquarters. In total,
approximately 1 .11 million square feet of commercial office space could be developed as-of-right near the UN
Headquarters which could potentially accommodate UN-related uses, permanent missions, and/or consular
uses. The four former Con Edison sites, which are one of the largest tracts of undeveloped land (soft-sites)
within Manhattan, represent some of most viable sites for UN-related uses, permanent missions, and/ or
consular uses in the future. Located between three to seven blocks from the UN Headquarters, these four
properties are in close proximity to the UN Headquarters campus and could potentially accommodate
approximately 1.0 million square feet of commercial office/meeting/ conference space in a concentrated area,
as-of-right under current zoning regulations.
Based on historic trends, it is reasonable to assume that office stock in CB6 will expand if necessary to
accommodate the international community' s future office space demands. Throughout the last twenty years,
CB6's office inventory has grown by approximately 13 percent to approximately 67 million square feet. Office
space vacancy rates within CB6 and Midtown have fluctuated since 19SO, and have remained between 3 to 16
percent. Currently, there is approximately 5.5 million square feet (about S percent) of office space available in
CB6.
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TASK 1
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF TH E U NITED NATIONS SYSTEM,
PERMANENT MISS IONS, AND CONSULAR USES

I.

BACKGROUND

The name 'Unjted Nations' was devised by United States President Franklin D. Roosevelt, and was first used in
the 'Declaration by Urutcd ations' of January 1, 1942, during World War II, when representatives of 26
nations pledged their governments to continue fighting together agamst the Axis Powers. The United Nations
(U ) officially came into existence in October 1945, when the LJnjtcd ations Charter was ratified by China,
France, the Soviet Unjon, the United Kingdom, and the United States, as well as a majority of other
signatories. These countries committed to preserving peace through international cooperation and collective
security. Today, with a current total membershjp of 191 countric , nearly every nation in the world belongs to
the UN.
The U , while headquartered in New York City, maintains a sigruficant presence in Geneva, Vienna, and
Nairobi. The U Office at Geneva (U OG) is a center for conference diplomacy and a forum for disarmam ent
and human rights. The UN Office at Vienna (UNOV) is the headquarters for UN activities in the fields of
international drug-abuse control, crime pre,·cntion and criminal justice, peaceful uses of outer space, and
international trade law. The UN Office at Nairobi (UN 0 ) is headquarters for U activities in the fields of
environment and human settlements.
The UN family of organjzations consists of ( 1) the UN Secretariat; (2) U programmes and funds; and (3)
U 's specialized agencies, whjch together comprise the "UN System." As a network of organizations, the UN
System performs a range of duties that affect global relations. These duties range from the decision of the
Security Council to illspatch peacekeeping operations in response to international illsputcs, to setting standards
for air safety and communications compatibility, and to coordinating emergency relief of natural disasters
throughout the world. Ultimately, the UN System's mission is to create an open dialogue among nations, and
provide an invaluable forum through which nations can reso lve differences and implement shared objcctiYc . .
Another valuable component or partnership of the U System is the "U Civil Society" or related non governmental orgaruzations (NGO's). NGO's arc separate autonomous entities from the U System that work
in close cooperation with the U to secure peace and prosperity throughout the world. They arc committed,
voluntary orgaruzations that have a broad range of mjssions, mandates, and venues, and work in uch diverse
fields as human rights, the environment, and health . They arc also fully involved in the international process,
and arc mobilizers of public opinion, policy makers, and policy imp lementers. Currentl y, New York City
serves has host to more than 200 djffcrcnt GO's.
Permanent missions and consular uses arc also separate entities from the UN System. Although part of the
international communjty within cw York City, permanent missions and consular uses represent and serve the
interests of foreign nations withjn the United States. Missions arc the U member states' business offices to the
U . They defend the economy, sovereignty, and values of individual nations (member states) in the U
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Currently, New York City serves as host to 188 permanent missions (Kiribati, Palau, and East Timar) do not
have permanent representation in New York City). Consular offices have no connection to the U and serve as
the official representation of a foreign state within New York City. A consulate office serves members of the
general public in matters pertaining to travel to and residence within its country's boundaries, general
information about its country, and promotes the development of trade between its country and the United
States. A consulate office is the cultural and information liaison between the United States and a foreign nation.

II.

THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM-ORGANIZATION AL STRUCTURE

The UN System is a network of more than 30 affiliated organizations that serve to resolve the problems which
challenge humanity. It is a global effort to improve the quality of life throughout the world by working to
promote peace and the respect of human rights, preserving the environment, combating disease, protecting
intellectual property rights, fostering development and humanitarian assistance, and reducing poYcrty. The U
System provides an invaluable utility that enables nations to peacefully resolve disputes, reach collective
decisions, and implement shared objectives.

A.

Six Main Organs of the United Nations

The UN has six main organs. Five of them - the General Assembly, the Security Council, the Economic and
Social Council, the Tru tee hip Council and the Secretariat - arc based at UN Headquarters in New York
City. The sixth, the International Court of Justice, is located at The Hague, ctherlands. Figure 1- 1 provide
an organizational chart of the U System, and each of the six main bodies of the U is described below.

The General Assembly
The General Assembly is the U 's main deliberative body which provides an open forum for multilateral
discussion of the board range of international issues covered by the United ations Charter. Each of the UN' s
member states has one representati,·e to the General Assembly (total: 191 representatives), who in turn has one
vote. Although the decisions of the Assembly have no legally binding force for member governments, the U
General Assembly represents a collective voice of world opinion on major international issues. It also provides a
source of ethical accountability in the global community. Most of the U 's year-round work is derived from
the discussions and decisions of the General Assembly, and is carried out by committees and other sub-bodies
established by the Assembly, within international conferences called for by the Assembly, and by the UN
Secretariat.
The General Assembly's regular session begins each year on the third Tuesday in September and continues
usually until the third week of December. In recent years, the General Assembly has been in session throughout
the year. In addition to it<; regular sessions, the Assembly may also decide to meet in special sessions at the
request of the Security Council or the majority of Member States.
Due to the great number of issues and dispute which the General Assembly i requested to review, the
Assembly allocates most issues to its six main committees:
First Committec-- Disarmament and International Security Committee;
Second Committee -- Economic and Financial Committee;
Third Committce--Social , Humanitarian and Cultural Committee;
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The Security Council
The UN Security Council's primary function, under the UN Charter, is to maintain and protect international
peace and security. It operates continuously and requires that a representative of each of its current members be
present at all times at UN Headquarters in New York City. The Council, however, may decide to meet in
other parts of the world at various times.
The Security Council deals with crises as they arise. It assists disputing parties in working towards peaceful and
equitable settlements. Under the UN Charter, the Security Council's decisions are legaJly binding. Although
other organs of the UN make collective recommendations to governments, the Council has the authority to
make decisions that UN member states arc obligated to implement.
The Council is made up of fifteen members, ten nonpcrmancnt members, periodically elected by all UN
member states for a two-year term, and five permanent members. Although each Council member has one
vote, the system of voting gives added weight to the five permanent members of China, France, the Russian
Federation, the United Kingdom and the United States. These five countries have 'veto power' and can block a
proposal by casting a negative vote, even if the other four permanent and all nonpcrmanent members vote in
fayor. When a country's interests arc affected, a State which is not a member of the Security Council may
participate, without a vote, in the Security Council's discussions.

The Economic and Social Council
The Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) is the central UN forum for international economic and social
issues. ECOSOC was established by the UN Charter as the principal organ, under the authority of the General
Assembly, to promote: (a) higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social
progress, as well as development; (b) solutions of international economic, social, health and related problems,
and international cultural and educational cooperation; and (c) universal respect for and observance of, human
rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.
The ECOSOC's mandate accounts for more than 70 percent of the human and financial resources of the entire
UN System. It coordinates the work of all the UN's specialized agencies and the UN programmes and funds.
Through its discussion of international economic and social issues and its policy recommendations on them, the
ECOSOC plays a key role in fostering international cooperation for development and in setting the priorities
for action.
The Cmmcil has 54 members, elected by the General Assembly for three -year terms. It meets monthly for
short sessions of two or three days and holds a major four -week-long session in July of each year, alternating
between New York and Geneva. Furthermore, its many subsidiary bodies, whose members arc elected by
ECOSOC, meet regularly year round and report back to the Council.

The Trusteeship Council
The Trusteeship Council of the UN was established to administer and supervise the Trust Territories of the UN
System. The major goals of this Council arc to promote the advancement of the inhabitants of Trust Territories
toward self-government or independence. Under the UN Charter, the Trusteeship Council is authorized to
examine and discuss reports from the Administering Authority on the political, economic, social, and
educational advancement of the peoples of Trust Territories and, in consultation with the Administering
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Authority, to examine petitions from and undertake periodic and other special missions to Trust Territories.
The Trusteeship Council is made up of the five permanent members of the ccurity Council -- China, France,
the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
The goals of the Trusteeship System have been fulfilled to such an extent that all UN Trust Territories have
attained self-government or independence, either as separate States or by joining neighboring independent
countries. The Trusteeship Council suspended operation in November 1994, with the independence of Palau,
the last remaining U Trust Territory. By a resolution adopted in May 1994, the Council agreed to meet as
occasion required.

The Secretariat
The UN Secretariat, an international staff working at the UN Headquarters in ew York and all over the
world, carries out the diverse day-to-day work of the UN System. It serves and administers the programs and
policies laid down by the other principal bodies of the UN. At its head is the Secretary-General, who is
appointed by the General Assembly on the recommendation of the Security Council for a five -year, renewable
term.
The duties carried out hy the ecretariat are as ,·aricd as the problems dealt with by the entire UN System.
These range from administering peacekeeping operations to mediating international disputes, and from
surveying economic and social trends and problems to preparing studies on human rights and sustainable
development. The Secretariat staff also sensitizes and informs the world's communications media about the
work of the U System, organize international conferences on issues of worldwide concern, monitor the
extent to which the decisions of UN bodies arc being implemented, and interpret speeches and translate
documents into the Organization's official languages.
As international civil servants, the U Secretariat staff and the Secretary -General answer to the U alone for
their activities. They arc required to take an oath and not to seek or receive instructions from any Government
or outside authority. Under the UN Charter, each member state undertakes an oath to respect the exclusively
international character of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and the Secretariat staff, and to refrain
from seeking to influence them improperly in the discharge of their duties.
The UN employs people from all over the world, and recruits globally. Competitive examinations arc used to
recruit the core professional staff at the junior and middle levels. The UN Secretariat currently employs
approximately 8,900 staff members under the regular budget, and 5,700 under specially funded programs or
projects. Coming from 160 countries, the U S~crctariat staff administers the U System's policies and
programs, in New York and at field stations around the world. The UN System as a whole - the U
Secretariat, its related programmes and funds, and the specialized agencies including, the World Bank and the
IMF-- employs approximately 64,700 people worldwide.

The International Court of Justice
The International Court of Justice is the principal judicial body of the UN. Its headquarters scat is at the Peace
Palace in The Hague, Netherlands. The International Court hcgan work in 1946, when it replaced the
Permanent Court of International Justice which had functioned in the Peace Palace since 1922. It operates
under a Statute similar to its predecessor, the Permanent Court of International Justice, and is an integral part
of the UN Charter.
The Court has a dual role: ( 1) to settle in accordance with international law the legal disputes submitted to it by
Member States; and (2) to give advisory opinions on legal questions referred to it by duly authorized
international organs and agencies.
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The Court is composed of 15 judges, each elected to nine-year terms of office by the UN General Assembly and
Security Council. It may not have more than one judge of any given nationality. Elections arc held every three
years for one-third of the seats, and retiring judges may be reelected. The members of the Court do not
represent their governments but arc independent magistrates.

B.

The UN Programmes and Funds

The following provides a small subset list of the numerous UN programmes and funds which report directly to
the UN General Assembly or the UN Economic and Social Council. The U Internationa l Children's
Emergency Fund (UN ICEF), the UN Development Program (UNDP), the U Population Fund (U FPA), and
the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UN HCR) represent a small sample of the many diverse
UN programmes and funds that work for development, humanitarian assistance, and human rights across the
globe. The following provides a brief overview of the above -listed programmes and funds:

UNICEF: The United Nations International Children 's Emer9ency Fund- Founded in
1946, this organization advocates and works for the protection of children's rights, to help the
young meet their hasic needs and to expand their opportunities to reach their full potential.
U ICEF is mandated by the U General Assembly and guided by the Convention on the
Rights of the Child. Currently, UNI CEF i headquartered in cw York City.
UNDP: The United Nations Development Pro9ram - Founded in 1965, with the merger of
two earlier programs, this organization is the UN's largest source of assistance for
development and the main body for coord inating such development. UNDP acts as a unifying
force for sustainah le human development and international cooperation. At the request of
governments, the UNDP assists countries in building capacity for good governance, popular
participation, and private and public sector development and growth with equity. UNDP
deliver most of its serYices via seven sub-regional facilities and 132 country offices throughout
the world. The UN Development Program Regional Bureau for all sub -regions is currently
headquartered in New York City.
UNFPA: The United Nations Population Fund- Created in 1969, this organization is the
largest international source of population assistance. U FPA is designed to assist developing
countries in providing quality reproductive health and family planning services on the basis of
individual choice, as we ll as formulating population policies that promote sustainable
development. Through developing education programs, quality health services, and
employment opportunities, U FPA attempts to empower women and men with choices and
awareness of population an<l development issues. Curren tly, UNFPA is headquartered in New
York City.
UNHCR: The United Nations Hi9h Commissioner for Refu9ees- First created in 1951 by
the General Assembly, this organization serves as a non -political, humanitarian temporary
relief agency and provides protection and assistance to the world's refugees. U HCR is
currently headquartered in Gcncrn, Switzerland.
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C.

The UN Specialized Agencies

The UN specialized agencies, which arc located in various cities throughout the world, arc related to the U
through special cooperative international agreements . They arc sepa rate, autonomous organizations that
coordinate their work with the U . They work in such diver c areas as health, agriculture, international
aviation, finance, and meteorology (sec the list below). The following provides a list of many of the U 's
current specialized agencies.
International Labor Organization (ILO)- Geneva, Switzerland,
Food and Agriculture Organization of the U

(FAO) - Rome, Italy,

UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UN ESCO) - Paris, France,
World Health Organization (W H.0)- Geneva, Switzerland,
World Bank Group - Washington, D.C., United tates,
Internationa l Monetary Fund (IMF)- Washington, D.C., United States,
International Civil A,-iati on Organization (ICAO)- Montreal, Canada,
Uni ver al Postal Union (UPU )- Berne, Switzerland,
International Telecommunication Union (ITU )- Geneva, Switzerland,
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) - Geneva, Switzerland,
International Maritime Organization (IMO )- London, England,
World Intcllcctual Property Organization (W IPO )- Geneva, Switzerland,
Internationa l Fund for Agricultural DeYelopmcnt (IFAD)- Rome, Italy,
U

Industrial Development Organization (U IDO) - Vienna, Austria,

International Atomic Energy Agency (IA EA) - Vienna, Austria.

III.

HISTORY OF THE UN HEADQUARTERS IN NEW YORK CITY

The U Headquarters campus, occupying 18 -acrcs, is located along the ca tern edge of Midtown, on the bank
of the East River, directly north of the cw York City Robert Moses Playground and Park. It is bounded by
East 48th Street to the north, the East River to the cast, East 42"d Street to the south, and U Plaza (First
Avenue) to the west (sec Figure 1-2). As tl1c property is owned by the UN, it is an international property. No
city, state, or federal officers or any other representative official of the US may enter UN Headquarters without
the permission of the Secretary-General of the U . However, the U is bound by an agreement with the US to
prevent the UN Headquarters campus from becoming a refuge for persons avoiding arrest.

A.

Site Selection and Key Design Features

Nations from across the globe competed to be se lected as the headquarters scat of the UN. The decision on
where to locate the U Headquarters di trict was finally made in February 1946 during the first meeting of the
General Assembly. A special site committee of the U examined a number of possible sites throughout the
world . US Cities such as Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Boston were all considered. Manhattan had been
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Figure 1-2
United Nations Headquarters Campus
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considered too crowded to be a serious candidate . However, a last-minute offer by John D. Rockefeller, Jr. to
donate a large parcel of land along the East River waterfront, made New York City a serious contender for the
UN Headquarters site. In addition, the City of New York also complemented the Rockefeller site with the
donation of several City-owned properties adjacent to the site, as gifts to the UN. The area at this time was
blighted with slaughterhouses, light industry, and a railroad barge landing.
Once the headquarters site was selected, an 11 -mcmbcr board of design was chosen to plan the world
headquarters campus. This board was composed of diverse and internationally renowned architects nominated
by their respective governments.
As the site was a relatively small property, the design board envisioned the UN Headquarters district as a parklike campus that would stretch from First Avenue to the East River's edge with one tall building
accommodating the UN's tremendous office space demand. The UN Secretariat building was located at the
south end of the site to allow access along East 42"d Street, and a Conference Building was located on a pier
extending over the FDR Drive. Large statues and manicured lawns adorned a large section of the northern part
of the grounds space. Although the UN' s international status did not bind the UN to New York City building
regulations, both of these structures were built in compliance with New York City regulations at the time.
Building construction at the UN Headquarters was comp leted in 1951.

B.

The Present Buildings of the UN Headquarters

The present buildings of the UN Headquarters campus generally accommodate two distinct types of work: ( l)
the delegate work of the UN General Assembly, UN Security Council, and the UN Economic and Social
Council, and (2) the administrative and analytical work of the UN Secretariat. Representatives of 191 countries
come to the UN Headquarters in New York City to discuss and decide global issues of peace, justice, and
economic well-being, while the UN's administrative staff work towards implementing and evaluating these
policy decisions. Currently, there arc six buildings that stand within the UN's New York City headquarters
scat: the Secretariat building; the General Assembly building; the Conference building; the Library building;
the North Lawn building, and the South Annex (see Figures 1-3 through 1-6). In addition, the UN aJso owns a
small building directly west of the UN Headquarters campus on the northwest corner of First Avenue and East
45'h Street (see Figure 1-3). Each of these structures is described below.

Secretariat Buildin9- The Secretariat building is approximately 550-fcct tall, with an
exterior made of aluminum, glass, and marble. The building is 39-storics tall, with three
basement levels, as well as a connection to the Conference Building. Overall, there is
approximately 653,000 square feet of useable office space within the Secretariat building.
General Assembly Buildin9- The General Assembly building is a plenary hall that is a sloping
structure with concave sides (see Figure 1-3). It is approximately 380-fect long and 160-fect
wide and topped with a shallow dome. Its north end opens onto a landscaped plaza and serves
as the main public entrance to the headquarters scat. Primarily, the building is composed of
translucent glass, marble, and limestone. Four medium -sized meeting rooms and a large
conference room are located on the concourse level, and retail shops and services can be found
at the basement level. The General Assembly Hall, the largest room in the UN, with seating
capacity of 1, 800, is located on the second floor (see Figure 1-7).
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Assessment of the Future Office Space Needs of the International Community Figure 1-3
View of the Secretariat, Conference, General Assembly and UNITAR Buildings

View looking southwest to the UN Headquarters from the East River.

Assessment of the Future Office Space ~eed of the International Community Figure 1-4
l.Tl\ Secretariat Building

View looking east to the UN Secretariat building from Tudor City.

Assessment of the Future Office Space Needs of the International Community
Figure 1-5
View of the Secretariat, Conference, Dag Hammarskjold Library, South Annex, and General Assembly Buildings

View looking across the East River to the UN I leauquarters.

Assessment of the Future Office Space Needs of the International Communitv
Figure 1-6
View of the Dag Hammarskjold Library, Secretariat, and General Assembly Buildings

View looking northeast to the UN Headquarters from Tudor City.

Asscssnient of the Future Office Space Needs of the I ntcrnational Community

Figure 1-7
View of the General Assembly Hall

The Conference Buildin9 - The Conference Building, which connects the General Assembly
and Secretariat Buildings, extends approximately 400-fcct along the waterfront and is
cantilevered over the Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive. It is four stories tall and contains the
complex's dining rooms and cafeterias, the Security Council Chamber, the Trusteeship
Council Chamber, and the Economic and Social Council Chamber (sec Figure 1-8 & 1-9).
The Da9 Hammarskjold Library- The Dag Hammarskjold Library, built in 1961 as a gift to
the UN from the Ford Foundation, is located at the southwest corner of the UN grounds and
is linked to the Secretariat Building. It measures about 219-fcct wide by 84-feet long and
consists of six levels-- three-above-grade and three below -grade. This building is primarily
constructed in white marble, glass, and aluminum.

The North Lawn Building- The

orth Lawn building is located within the northern
portion of the UN Headquarters campus, beneath the great lawn. It has two basement levels,
and scn·es as the U 'sprinting plant.

The South Annex Building- The South Annex building is connected to the south side of
the Secretariat building, and is directly behind the Dag Hammarskjold Library, along the East
River waterfront. It is a 2 -story building that predominantly serves as a cafeteria.

The UNITAR Building- The UNITAR building is not actually located on the UN
Headquarters campus. It is, howc,·cr, owned by the LI and is located directly across the
street of the LI Secretariat building on the northwest corner of East 45 th Street and First
Avenue. The building is 5-storics tall and is composed primarily of stone.

C.

UN System's Space Utilization

Since the inception of the UN, the membership of the organization has vastly expanded and the UN' efforts
and services have intensified (sec Table 1- 1). As the U complex was originally designed to accommodate
approximately 70 member states, several physical alterations and expansions to the headquarters campus have
been necessitated by the drastic increase in membership. o,·cr the last 50 years, the interiors of the existing
buildings have been altered to accommodate the many additional member states that have joined the
Organization, since its inception. In 1964, a . 3 million dollar expansion program that affected mainly the
meeting areas was completed to accommodate some of the U 's space needs. In 1976, the seating area of the
General Assembly Hall and all the other major conference areas were refurbished to accommodate
approximately 146 member states.
As the U organization has began to outgrow the existing Secretariat Building, it has also been necessary for the
UN Secretariat (UN's administrative body), as well as the U System as a who le to rent office space in adjacent
buildings outside of the U Headquarters campus. However, private enterprise has largely been ineffective in
proYiding the UN System with affordable, high-quality office, conference, and meeting facilities, as well as
adequate hotel accommodations, housing, and parking facilities for U staffers, foreign diplomats, and other
related parties, in close proximity to the U Headquarters. The major land uses surrounding the UN
Headquarters throughout the l 960's, 1970's, and much of the 1980's were largely incompatible with the U related uses, and the existing office stock was extremely limited and typically older and of lo'vver quality than
much of Midtown and Downtown Manhattan.
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Figures 1-8 & 1-9

Figure 1-8: View of Trusteeship Council Chambers

Figure 1-9: View of Economic & Social Council Chambers

Table 1-1: Membership of the UN
1992

No. of Member States

51

76

117

144

159

179

189

191

Source: United Nations Website, www.un.org/0,·erview / growth.htm

In response to private enterprise's inability to provide the UN System with sufficient, suitable, and affordable
facilities, the New York State Legislature and the City of New York established a public benefit corporation
(United Nations Development Corporation), in 1968, to respond to the increasing needs and accommodations
of the UN, its affiliated uses, and its member states. The United Nations Development Corporation (UNDC)
was mandated to formulate development plans for the coordinated development of the United Nations
Development District (sec Figure 1-10) and to provide advice and services with respect to real estate needs and
development to the UN and its related uses in New York State. UNDC was given the authority and
responsibility to survey the present and future needs of the UN System and its permanent missions in order to
formulate a development plan for the United Nations Development District. It was also provided with the
power to acquire real property and/ or construct, rehabilitate, or improve existing buildings to be used by the
UN System and / or related uses. In addition, UNDC has the authority to finance and/ or sponsor projects and
manage properties for UN -related uses.

Since its establishment in 1968, UNDC has deve loped and operated approximately 1.8 million square feet of
space in the vicinity of the UN Headquarters campus. UNDC' s three largest construction projects included
One, Two, and Three UN Plaza. One and Two UN Plaza are distinct 39- and 40-story towers that arc located
directly west of the UN Secretariat building and contain more than 700,000 sf of office space. Various
departments of the UN Secretariat, UNDP, and a few permanent missions arc located in One and Two UN
Plaza (see Figure 1- 11). Three UN Plaza is located directly across East 44 th Street from the other two office
tower buildings, and is the headquarters of UNICEF. Apartment units and a tree -lined public plaza arc also
contained within Three UN Plaza.
Currently, the New York City UN Headquarters campus accommodates four major groups:
Delegations- who represent 191 UN member states and who send more than 4, 000 to 5, 000
persons to New York each year for the annual session of the General Assembly,
The UN Secretariat- UN 's administrative staff numbering about 5,700 persons in New York
out of a total of about 14, 600 throughout the world,
Visitors- annual average of approximately 1,000,000,
Journalists- more than 1,300 arc permanently accredited, while more than 5,000 are present
during major meetings.
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Figure 1-10
United Nations Development District
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View

or One and Two

Figure 1-11
View of One and Two UN Plaza

UN Plaza looking southwest from the North Lawn of the UN Headquarters campus.

IV.

EMPLOYMENT IN THE UNITED NATIONS

The formation of the UN Secretariat was intended to provide a corps of dedicated professionals from around
the world who would set aside national differences in the interest of world peace. Pay was to be comparable to
that of U.S. government workers, with extra benefits to entice foreign workers to live abroad . As mentioned
on page 1-4, the UN employs highly qualified people from all over the world through rigorous competitive
examinations and intensive international recruiting. Salaries for professional staff arc derived from a direct, net
comparison with the earnings of U.S. federal civil service employees and arc regulated by the International
Civil Service Commission. The International Civil Service Commission is an independent, 15 -mcmbcr body
composed of experts from all across the globe. On average, UN salaries are significantly lower than other
international organizations such as the European Union (EU), the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), the North Atlantic Treaty- Organization (NATO), and the World Bank.
The UN Secretariat staff members arc not diplomats and must pay taxes. For example, U Secretariat staffers,
who are US citizens, pay US income taxes and French citizens, who arc UN Secretariat staffers, pay income
taxes to France. UN emp loyees arc not permitted to accept any su pplementary payments or subsidies from
their respective Governments in order to not compromise their independence as international civil servants.
Currently, the UN Secretariat employs approximately 8 ,900 staff members under the regular budget and 5, 700
under specially funded programs and projects. The U System as a whole - the UN, U programmes and
funds, and the UN's specialized agencies - emp loys approximately 64, 700 people worldwide. Table 1-2 shows
the employment numbers for the entire U System, the worldwide U Secretariat staff, and the UN
Secretariat staff at the New York City headquarters for 1983, 1993, 1995, and 2000.

Table 1-2: The United Nations System Employment Statistics
1983 (1)

1993 (2)

Worldwide Employment

46,000

53 ,589

52, 100*

64,700

UN Secretariat
Worldwide

11,964

14,625

13,896*

14,600

6,000

5,500

4,500**

5,700

NYC Secretariat
Headquarters
Employment

2000 (3)

Sources:
(I)
Trimble, Jeff (February 21, 1983) The UN: A Bureaucrat's Land of Milk and Honey. US News and World Report.
(2)
Beigbeder, Yves ( 1997) The Internal Mana9emenc cf United Nations Or9anizations: The Lon9 Ql}esr for Reform.
Composition of the Secretariat Report of Secretary- General (Sept. 28, 2000), www.un.org
(3)
Chi lders, Erskine & Urquhart, Brian ( 1994) Rene11 in9 the Unit ed Nations System. Motala Frafiska, Sweden.
*
United ations Wehsite , www.un.org
**
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A.

Current Management Trends Affecting the UN Secretariat's Employment

The current UN employment patterns have generally evolved as a resuJt of the U Secretariat's change in
management style, decentralization, and fmancial constraints. The effects of these combined efforts were meant
to make the UN leaner and more effective. Initiatives including the consolidating of several Secretariat bodies,
streamlining management, and shifting resources from administration to development work was initiated by the
Secretary-General in July 1997. Each of these three factors is discussed below.

Human Resource Mana9ement Chan9es
In the early 1990's, a number of private entities provided the UN with recommendations of more effective
management. These private entities suggested that management reform should be geared towards improving
the effectiveness of the UN and not at cutting its budget. The basis for a more effcctive management process has
been clearly defined by the General Assembly. It lays out an effective system of accountability and
responsibility, and requires the establishment of clear responsibilities for program delivery, including
performance indicators as a measure of quality control.
Decentralization
The decentralization of the U was another issue that arose from the management reform and reorganization
discussions of the UN . In December 1989, the UN General Assembly ca ll ed for a 'more decentralized and
strengthened capacity of the UN System at the countr y level.' UN operational activities were reoriented to the
national level versus the international leYcl. Many UN organizations were physically relocated closer to
developing countries and closer to the people in need of international assistan e. This management strategy
sought to ensure that the U organization was a':varc of regional and individual countries' differences and
needs. The main motivation for this decentralization was to bring the U organizations closer to the 'customer'
(the recipient countries and their population) and to better adapt their cooperation or assistance to the specific
needs or claims of the developing countries.

Financial Constraints
The fmancial strains and money shortages arc nothing new at the U , which relics exclusively on its member
countries for funding. The problem has plagued the Organization since its founding in 1945. However, the
UN ' s continuing financial crisis is intensifying. The financial state of the U remains precarious, threatening the
Organization's ability to fulfill mandates given to it by its member states.
The UN runs on assessed contributions from Member States under the terms of its 1945 Charter. The
Organization has never been given authority to borrow from commercial institutions. Instead, it relics
exclusively on member countries to honor their treaty obligations and pay their membership dues in full and
on -time . Each country's contribution is calcu lated, according to a formula approved hy all Memhcr States, on
the basis of its share of the world economy and ability to pay. According to the established formula, the top
seven contributors to the UN arc the USA (25%), Japan (18%), Germany (10%), France (6%), Italy (5%), the
United Kingdom (5%), and Russia (3%) which collectively account for more than 72 percent of the regular UN
budget.
Currently, the annual UN budget is approximately S 1.25 billion, although the total expenditure of the UN was
$10.6 billion in 1995. This budget supports the 64,700 persons who work within the U system. Of this
annual budget, $4 .8 billion a year arc spent towards economic and social development, to assist countries in
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such areas as health care, sanitation, agriculture, and food distribution. The U
absorbed $907 million of this budget.

peacekeeping operations

The current UN Secretariat has a zero -growth budget of$ 2. 5 billion. This is down $ 100 million from 1994-9 5,
the result of efficiency gains and the elimination of nearly 1,000 jobs. Globally, the UN Secretariat staff has
been cut by 25 percent, from a high of 12,000 in 1984-85, to 8,900 currently.

V.

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

A non-governmental organization (NGO) is any non -profit, voluntary citizen's group with a common interest
that is organized at the local, national, or international level. Currently, more than 1,600 NGO's with varying
missions and mandates comprise what is commonly referred to as the "U Civil Society." The "U Ci\·il
Society" is a diverse group of NGO's that perform a broad range of services, and humanitarian functions that
bring local citizens' issues and concerns to the forefront. They arc the UN System's invaluable links to people
across the globe. They serve as experts and advisors to the U System and help the UN monitor and
implement international agreements. They also develop, implement, analyze and evaluate policy, provide
humanitarian services, and promote political activism at the community level. In addition, each NGO strives to
disseminate general information about the UN System to its constituency and build knowledge of and support
for the UN System at the grassroots level. They help the public to better understand the aims and objectives of
the UN System and discuss the broad range of issues and conflicts that the UN System wrestles with on a daily
basis.
For more than 50 years, numerous NGO's have been locating headquarter or regional offices in the New York
City Metropolitan Area near the UN Headquarters campus. Today more than 200 NGO's offices arc located in
Manhattan. Several of these arc located along the eastern edge of Midtown in Community Board 6, and along
the Upper East Side in Community Board 8, in close proximity to the UN Headquarters campus.

VI.

DIPLOMATS- MISSIONS AND CONSULATES

Diplomats arc appointed officials that represent and work for specific Governments, not for the UN. Almost all
member states of the U maintain permanent missions or liaison offices in ew York City, which in effect arc
their countries' embassies to the UN and serve their countries' i.ntcrests. Missions arc headed by ambassadors,
known as "permanent representatives," who make up the core of the diplomatic community in cw York City .
Diplomats posted at the UN enjoy the legal privileges and immunities allowed under international law for
diplomats everywhere. Each year, between September and December, nearly 4,000 to 5,000 diplomats come
to ew York to take part in the annual session of the General Assembly. Almost all of the permanent missions
in ew York City are located within a few blocks of U Headquarters within the boundaries of Manhattan
Community Board 6 (CB6), specifically the neighborhoods of Turtle Bay, Murray Hill, and Tudor City.
In addition to establishing permanent missions in the cw York City area, many member states of the U and
other international states from around the world have also stationed consular offices in the New York City area.
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As mentioned previously, consulates and consuls arc not directly involved with the U . Like permanent
missions, consular offices represent and serve the mtcrcsts of individual countries in the New York City area.
They arc headed by consuls, who arc state officials and also part of the diplomatic community. Consuls, like
ambassadors, also enj oy the legal privileges and immunities allowed under international law. Currently, New
York City hosts the largest consular community in the world and accommodates approximately 99 consu lar
uses (100 in the New York City Metropolitan Arca). Almost all of the cw York City consular offices arc
located within the boundaries of CB6 and CBS. The general responsibilities of consuJatcs include encouraging
trade and developing economic tics with the host country, issuing passports and visas, and assisting its citizens in
the host country.
Since the late 1970's and the early 1980's, numerous new mi ssions and consu lar uses have been established in
the cw York City area. As a result of this increased international presence, the need for commercial office
space, hotel accommodations, and residential housing has been expanding at a high rate. In addition, the
number of UN System, missions, and consulate employees has been increasing. As of 1999, there were
approximately 4,570 U mission employees and 3, 100 consulate employees.

VII.

INTERNATIONAL TREATY OBLIGATIONS

The practice of bestowing privileges and immunities to members of foreign diplomatic missions and consular
posts is an o ld customary norm of international law originating in Ancient Greece. Through recognizing the
sovereign equality, irrespective of nations' diffcring constitutional and socia l systems, these civil practices arc
believed to contribute to friendly relations among nations. They arc practiced bilaterally throughout the world,
and their reciprocity therefore makes them effective. They arc not granted to foreign officials for personal
benefit but for the interest of the U and the maintenance of international peace and security. These practices
arc regarded as effective tools that facilitate relations among states and ensure the efficient performance of
diplomatic mission s. Although diplomatic representatives arc exempt from criminal, civil, and administrative
jurisdiction of a receiving state or host . tatc, this exemption is not abso lute and they arc still under the
jurisdiction of their sending state or national state.
As the U is headquartered in cw York City, current international law requires the law enforcement
authorities, and administrative and judiciary bodies of the United States to extend certain privileges and
immunities to diplomatic envoys. Although the majority of perman ent UN staff members do not have
diplomatic status and do not enjoy any special legal privilege or immunity, the ecretary-Gcncral and the most
senior officials of the UN System, member missions, and consulates possess diplomatic status. These
international rights and obligations arc explicitly set forth in the United ations Headquarters Aereement (Public
Law 80-357 of August 4, 1947), the Comrention on the Privile9es and Immunities qfche United ations (2 1 UST 148
(1970)), the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations (23 UST 3227, Public Law 95 -393 of December 30,
1978), and the Internationa l Or9anizations Immunities Act (Public Law 79-29 1 of December 29, 1945). A fifth law
which is also uscfuJ to American businc ses or private individuals dealing with foreign governments is the
Forei9n Soverei9n Imm unities Act (Public Law 94-583 of September 30, 1978).
Headquarters A9reement- The Headquarters Agreement of August 4, 1947 is a treaty
agreement between the U and the United States that explicitly sets forth the location of the
headquarters scat of the U , the regulations and jurisdictiona l authority pertaining to that
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district, and proYisions for the communi cation and transit of representatives of members or
officials of the UN or other specia lized agencies as defined in Article 57, para9raph 2, ef the
Charter. The Agreement:
1.
Established the location and boundaries of the UN Headquarters District.
2.
Established the Headquarters District as inviolable and under the explicit control and
authority of the UN.
3.
Declared that UN regulations supercede and overrul e US Federal, state, and loca l
regulations within the Headquarters District.
4.
Stated federal, state, or local authorities of the US shall not impose any impediments
to transit to or from the Headquarters District of representatives of member states or
officials of the UN, the families of such representatives, experts performing missions
for the UN , representatives of the press, and representatives ofNGO's recognized by
the UN .
The Convention on the Privile9es and Immunities of the United Nations- The Convention
on the Privile9es and lmmtmities ef the United Nations is a resolution that was adopted by the U
in February 1946 that pro vided for the legal rights and privileges of the UN , its property, and
its representative members. The Convention:
1.
Established that the LI shall possess juridical personality- It shall be able to contract,
acquire and dispose immoveable and moveable property and institute legal
proceedings.
2.
Declared that the U and its property and assets shall enjoy immunity from every
form of legal process, except where it has been waived by the U .
3.
Stated that the U premises shall be inviolable, immune from search, confiscation,
expropriati on, and any other form of interference, w hether by the executive, the
judicial, or the legislative branches of government.
4.
Declared that the representatives of member states to the principal and subsidiary
organs of the UN shall also enjoy immunity from legal processes of every kind whi le
engaged in their capacity as representatives.
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations- The ~ ienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations
is a resolution adopted by the U in April 1961 that described the responsibilities of both the
sending and receiving state of diplomatic representatives and officials, and formally cod ifi ed
the privileges and immunities of diplomatic envoys to the UN Headquarters District. The
Convention:
1. Stated that a receiving state can declare any member of a sending state's diplomatic staff a
persona non grata without having to justify its decision.
2. Declared that a diplomatic agent (head of the mission/ a member of the diplomatic staff)
is in violahl e.
3. Established that a diplomatic agent hall enjoy immunity from the criminal, civil, and
administratiYe jurisdiction of the receiving state, except in the case where: (a) a real action
occurs on the immovable property situated on the territory of the receiving state; (b) an
action where the diplomatic agent is involved as an executor, administrator, heir or
legatee or private person, (c) an action relating to the commercial or professional actiYity
exercised by the diplomatic agent out5ide of his/her official functions.
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4.

5.

Established that familv, members and members of the administrative and technical staff of
missions that arc not nationals of the receiving state shall enjoy the privileges and
immunities.
Declared that it is the duty of all persons enjoying these privileges and immunities to
respect the laws and regulations of the receiving state as they have a duty not to interfere
in the internal affairs of that state.

International Or9anizations Immunities Act- The United States International
Organization Immunities Act was enacted by the United States Congress on December 29,
1945 to extend certain privileges, exemptions, and immunities to international organizations
and to the officers and employees thereof. The Act:
I.
Granted Internationa l organizations the capacity to contract, acquire and dispose of
real property, and to institute lega l proceedings.
2.
Declared that international organizations, including their property and assets, shaU be
immune from every form of judicial process, except to the extent that such
organizations may waive their immunity.
3.
Declared that representatives of foreign governments in international organizations,
an alien officer or emp loyee of an international organization, and the family,
attendants, and emp loyees of such a rcprcscntati,·c arc entitled to enjoy pridlcges,
exemptions, and immunities as an international organization under the International
Or9anizations Immunities Act.

4.

Stated that no person shall be entitled to the benefits of this Act without the Secretary
of State notification and approval.
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TASK2
ASSESSMENT OF LAND USE, ZONING, AND NEIGHBORHOOD
CHARACTER IN THE STUDY AREA

I.

INTRODUCTION

This section considers the land uses, zoning, and neighborhood character in the vicinity of the United Nations
Headquarters campus, including the land use trends, zoning, and public plans or policies that may affcct land
use patterns in the study area. The purpose of this section is to provide a context for analysis of space utilization
patterns by the UN System, permanent missions, and consu lar corps, as well as to describe the relationship
between the international community and the key characteristics of the surrounding neighborhood. This task
involves assessing land use changes in the study area, as well as identifying the study area's zoning classifications.
The neighborhood character assessment provides a brief overview of the communities comprising the study area
and their interaction with the UN System, its member missions, and the New York City consular corps.
Since the completion of the UN Headquarters in 1951, the United Nations and other related uses have had a
prominent presence in the Kips Bay, Murray Hill, and Turtle Bay neighborhoods, as we ll as the rest of
Community Board 6 (CB6) (see Figure 2-1 ). The UN has affected the land use of the immediate area both
directly and indirectly. The eastern edge of Midtown Manhattan ha been transformed from a largely industrial
area in the 1940's to a thriving residential and commercial/ office district today. lndircctl y, the presence of the
UN has affected the land use of the area, as numerous permanent missions to the UN have selected to establish
their offices near the UN Headquarters campus, and as many consular uses have also located their offices in the
area. This international presence has transformed the area's economy and residential composition.

II.

BACKGROUND- HISTORIC LAND USE

As described earlier, the general study area is defined by the boundaries of CB6 and extends from East I 4'h
Street on the south to East 59th Street on the north and from the East River west to Lexington Avenue, and
includes a small area extending west of Lexington Avenue to Madison Avenue between East 34th and East 40'h
streets, as well as a small area between East 19th and East 22"d streets from the East River west to Park Avenue
South (see Figure 2- 1). This study area encompasses parts of 10 neighborhoods: Turtle Bay; the Sutton Arca
Community (SAC); Murray Hill; Tudor City; Kips Bay; Rose Hill ; Gramercy Park; the Peter Cooper Village;
Stuyvesant Square; and Stuyvesant Town (see Figure 2-2).
Throughout much of the mid 19'h century, this area of Manhattan remained large ly undeveloped and primarily
housed country estates and farmland. In the late 1800's, however, the landscape was drastically transformed
into a predominantly residential district. Block by block, low -rise, brick brownstones and row houses were
erected on a grid street pattern and occupied by the middle and working-class . By the early l 900's, the area's
conditions changed once again. Much of the East River shorelin e was converted into a manufacturing precinct
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Figure 2-2
Map of All Neighborhoods and Residential Developments in Community Board 6
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and factories, warehouses, and breweries were erected along the easternmost edge of Midtown Manhattan.
Waves of immigrant populations brought tenement and boarding houses, and the area began to decline both
physically and economically. The site currently occupied by the UN Headquarters campus served as a slaughter
house, and much of the surrounding landscape was characterized by blight and tenement housing.
With the removal of the Second and Third avenue elevated rail lines in the late 1940's and early I 950's, the
westerly expansion of Midtown, and the construction of the UN Headquarters campus, the area once again
changed significantly. The mid 20th century has brought significant revitalization, and the once deteriorating
industrial landscape of eastern Midtown is now a thriving eclectic mix of uses.
CB6 is a densely populated mixed -use area that serves as the home to numerous office, institutional, hotel, and
residential uses, as well as some commercial uses. High-rise office buildings, hotels, and retail shops line many
of the sites along the north-south avenues of CB6, and a cohesive mix of low -rise row houses/town houses and
high-rise apartment/ co-op/ condominium buildings line the cross-town streets and mid -block sites. CB6 is
home to the UN Headquarters campus, numerous permanent missions and consular uses , six major hospitals,
several universities, and a number of religious institutions.
Currently, CB6 has approximately 136, 100 residents that represent 8. 8 percent of the total population of
Manhattan (see Table 2- 1). 1n 1989 the median income of CB6 was approximately $45 ,900, about $ 16,000
more than the median income of all of New York City. 1 In 1999, 3 .2 percent of the total population of CB6
rccci vcd some type of income support, as compared to 18. 7 percent of the total population of Manhattan which
received some type of aid. 2
Like the population of CB6, the total number of housing units and the total number of occupied units have also
been increasing (see Table 2-2). According to the 2000 Census, there were approximately 91,200 housing units
within CB6. Of these 91,200 units, 8.2 percent of the housing units were vacant and over 83,700 units were
occupied. Although CB6 has a slightly higher vacancy rate than Manhattan and cw York City as a whole, CB6
has a higher percentage of owner-occupied units than all of Manhattan. The total number and percent of renter
occupied units have been declining in CB6 since the 1980's (91 . 9% in 1980, 7 5. 6% in 1990, and 73. 8% in
2000). Most of CB6, however, is still comprised of renter occupied units (73.8%).

III.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

CB6 occupies 1.4-squarc miles along the eastern edge of Midtown and is comprised of approximately 2,900
City Tax Lots. This area of Manhattan is predominantly characterized by a diverse mix of residential uses. More
than 26 percent of the total land use in CB6 is one to two family or multi -family residential uses, and
approximately 29 percent is a mix of residential and commercial uses. Vcry few industrial itcs and vacant lots
remain within CB6. Less than one percent of the land use in CB6 is comprised of industrial or manufacturing
uses and less than two percent is vacant land. Commercial office and institutional uses, however, arc scattered
throughout CB6 and comprise more than 30 percent of the land use.

Census lookup tables,
2

http://venus.census.gov/cdrom/lookup.

Department of City Planning. Community District Needs for Manhattan Fiscal Year 200 I & 1990
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Table 2- I: General Population Characteristics of CB6 as Compared to New York City & the Borough of Manhattan
Percent Change

Total Population

Percent of Manhattan

Percent of
New York City

1980*

1990*

2000**

1980 to 1990

1990 to 2000

1980

1990

2000

1980

1990

2000

New York City

7,071,639

7,322,564

8,008,278

3.5 %

9.4%

100%

100%

100%

N/A

N/A

NI A

Manhattan

1,428,285

1,487,536

1,537,195

4.1%

3.3%

20.2%

20.3%

19.2%

100%

100%

100%

Community
Board# 6

127,554

133,748

136,152

4.9%

1.8%

1.8%

1.8%

1.7%

8.9%

9.0%

8.8%

Sources:

*

All 1980 & 1990 data were taken from: City of New York Department of City Planning (August, 1992) Demo9raphic Pr'?filcs: ,I PortrGll '?}"lVe1r York City's Communi1y Districts From 1hc

1980 &..1990 Censuses '?}"Population and Housin9.

**

All 2000 data taken from: City of >lew York Department of City Planning's website- http: I / www .ci .nyc.ny. us/html/ dc.:p / html / pop2000.html

Table 2-2: Housing Characteristics of CB6
Total No. of Housing Units

Percent of Vacant Housing
Units

Total No. of Occupied Units

Percent of Renter Occupied
Units

1980*

1990*

2000**

1980

1990

2000

1980

1990

2000

1980

1990

2000

New York
City

2,941 ,860

2,992, 169

3,200,912

5.2%

5.8%

5.6%

2,788,530

2,8 19,401

3,021,588

76 .6%

7 1.4%

65.9%

Manhattan

754,416

785, 127

798, 144

6.6%

8.8%

7.5%

704,502

716,422

738,644

92.3%

82 .1 %

79.9%

Community
Board# 6

84,759

92,829

91,189

5.5%

10.4%

8.2%

80,062

83,151

83,740

91.9%

75.6%

73.8%

Sources:

*

All 1980 & 1990 data were taken from : City of 1'ew York Department of City Planning (August, 1992) Demo9raphic Pr'?flles: A Portrait '?]".New York City's Community Districts From the

1980&_ 1990 Censuses '?]"Population and Housin9.

**

All 2000 data taken from: City of New York Department of City Planning's website- http: I / www .ci.nyc.:.ny.u~/html / dcp/ html / pop2000. html

A.

Methodology

As the study area covers more than 875-acrcs and is dcfmcd by the boundaries of CB6, certain parameter were
established to conduct an in -depth analysis ofland use trends. Although the entire study area was evaluated with
regard to the UN System and international community presence (i.e. permanent missions, consulates, and
NGO's), a smaller, more manageable area was defined as the primary study area for a detailed land use analysis.
The primary study area, which encompasses the UN Headquarters campus, was selected based on the apparent
concentration of the UN Secretariat, the UN' s specialized agencies, UN funds and programmes, permanent
missions, and to a lesser extent, consular uses, within portions of the Turtle Bay, Tudor City, Kips Bay, and
Murray Hill areas. For example, 155 of the 188 permanent missions to the U (approximately 82%), and 63
consulates (approximately 63%) were identified within the primary study area. As shown in Figure 2-3, the
primary study area is defmed as the area bordered by East 53rd Street to the north, Lexington Avenue to the
west, East 34th Street to the south, and the East River to the cast.
The current land use and neighborhood character were determined by site visits, 1980 and 1990 Department of
City Planning Land Use Maps, 2000 Sanborn Maps and the Department of City Planning' s Primary Land Use
Taxlot Ouput (PLUTO) files, as well as the Department of Finance Real Estate Tax Records.

B.

Land Use

At the turn of the 20th century, the study area predominantly served as a major industrial center. During the
early l 900's, there were a number of manufacturing workshops, stockyards, and other industrial entities
located throughout the area. With the establishment of the UN Headquarters in 1951 , however, the area
drastically changed and began to accommodate a variety of uses. The study area has been essentially
transformed into a mix of residential, institutional, and office uses, with some commercial retail and service
uses. Within the past few decades, there have also been a series ofland use changes in the area extending from
East 34th to East 53rd streets between the FDR and approximately Lexington Avenue.

The General Study Area
The general land use study area covers most of the eastern edge of Midtown from East 59th to East 14th streets,
from Lexington Avenue to the East River, as well as a small area between East 40th and East 34th streets from
Madison Avenue to the East River and a small area between East 22"d and East 19th streets from Park Avenue
South to the East River (sec Figure 2-3). It includes such significant bui)djngs as the UN Secretariat building,
the UN General Assembly building, Bellevue Medical Center, the N cw York University Hospital, the Citicorp
Center, and the Chrysler Building. Overall, this area of Midtown is generally less developed than the central
commercial core of Midtown, and is largely defined by its distinct residential neighborhoods and large
institutional uses. Within this overall area there is a range of neighborhoods and districts, each with its own
unique character, including the residential neighborhoods of Turtle Bay, the Sutton Arca Community (SAC),
Murray Hill, Tudor City, Rose Hill, Kips Bay, Gramercy Park, Stuyvesant Square, Stuyvesant Town, and the
Peter Cooper Village (sec Figure 2-2), and the commercial corridors of Lexington and Third avenues, and East
42"d Street.
Generally, commercial, retail, hotel, and office us~s arc predominantly concentrated inland towards the center
of Manhattan and line Lexington and Third avenues and East 42"d Street, while residential uses arc located
closer to the East River between First and Second avenues, lining cross-town streets. Institutional and public
facility uses including the UN, hospitals, permanent missions, consular uses, and univcrsitic , however, arc
scattered throughout CB6. The UN Headquarters, UN's specialized agencies, UN programmes and fund s,
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Figure 2-3
Study Area Map

permanent missions, and consular uses arc largely located within the northeastern section of CB6 within the
neighborhoods of Turtle Bay, Tudor City, Murray Hill, and Kips Bay. The Bellevue Medical Center, the New
York University Hospital, Stern College for Women, and CUNY Baruch College arc located within the
southern portion of CB6 and dominate the neighborhoods of Kips Bay, Rose Hill, and Gramercy Park.
Very few industrial areas and vacant parcels arc located within CB6. The few remaining industrial sites arc
situated along the East River between East 35th and East 41" streets and along East 14th Street. Parks and open
space areas are also dispersed throughout CB6. Some of the larger parks in CB6 arc St. Vartan's Park, located
along First Avenue between East 42"d and East 43"1 streets, Stuyvesant Square, situated on Rutherford Place
between East 15th and East 17th streets, John J. Murray Park, located on East 17th Street between Avenue C and
the FDR Drive, and Peter Detmold Park, situated along the west side of the FDR Drive between East 49'h and
East 51" streets. Although open space areas and public parks arc prevalent throughout much of CB6, CB6 has
less park space per capita than most parts of New York City.

The Primary Study Area
Figures 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6 illustrate the primary study area's generalized land use in 1980, 1990, and 2000 . As
all three figures illustrate, the primary study area has remained a relatively stable area with minimal vacant or
underutilized space. Residential uses have dominated the area since the l 980's and arc largely concentrated in
the northeast in the Turtle Bay, SAC, Beckman Place, Tudor City, and Murray Hill neighborhoods and in the
south in the Gramercy Park, Stuyvesant Park, Peter Cooper Village, and Stuyvesant Town neighborhoods,
along the mid-block areas of cross-town streets . Commercial, office, and institutional/public facility uses,
however, have been expanding in the area since the 1980's. Small areas of residential use and significant areas of
industrial use arc rapidly being con vcrtcd in to commercial, office, and institutional I public facility uses. 0 fficc
and commercial uses have largely been expanding and converting residential uses along the avenue corridors of
Third, Lexington, and Second avenues, and along major cross-town streets, such as East 34'h and East 46'h
streets . As Figure 2-6 shows, Lexington and Third avenues and East 42"", East 43•", East 44tl', and East 45'"
streets are currently the central commercial, office, and public facility corridors of the area.
Many of the industrial areas in the 1980's and 1990's along the East River between East 41 ''and East 34th streets
have also been converted into large areas of institutional/public facility uses. In addition, small pockets of
residential areas north of East 41 •< Street and cast of Second Avenue (especially along First Avenue) have been
converted into institutional/public facility uses. As shown in Figure 2-6, institutional/public facility uses arc
1
largely concentrated in areas along the East Ri ver between East 34'" and East 48 hstreets in the neighborhoods
of Murray Hill, Tudor City, and Turtle Bay, encompassing the UN Headquarters. The four largest remaining
industrial sites, located between East 35th and East 41 '' streets and Second Avenue and the FDR Drive, have
been sold by Con Edison and arc anticipated to be converted into office, residential, and/ or public facility uses
in the near future. Currently, all four sites arc unutilizcd and vacant. They arc the largest tract of
"undeveloped" land within Midtown, and represent some of the most significant potential for future
commercial/residential development in the community district.
The primary study area's public parks have remained largely unchanged throughout the 1980's and 1990's.
Growing only slightly, public parks arc located throughout the landscape and vary in size from the izc of
neighborhood lots to several city blocks. Some of the parks in CB6, including CB6's largest park, St. Vartan's
Park have undergone significant upgrades and improvements in recent years .
Table 2-3 summarizes the changes in land use classifications in the area by comparing the estimated percentage
ofland (lot area) in 1980, 1990, and 2000 occupied by various uses. Permanent missions, consulates, and UN
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Figure 2-5
Primary Study Area Land Use Map for 1990
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Figure 2-6
Primary Study Area Land Use Map for 2000
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System-related uses are classified and included as public facilities and institutional uses. As shown in Table 2-3,
the amount ofland classified as industrial uses continues to decrease, declining from approximately 14 percent
in 1980 to less than one percent in 2000 . The f~rmer Con Edison facilities located just south of the UN
Headquarters, abutting the FDR Drive represent the largest portion of these industrial uses within the area. In
contrast, reflecting the shift in the economy, the amount of land utilized for office use has nearly doubled from
13 percent in 1980 to 26 percent in 2000. The amount of land occupied by public facilities and institutions has
also increased slightly. Residential land uses , however , still remain the dominant land use within the study area,
at 40 percent in 2000. Commercial uses have also fluctuated since 1980, dropping from 8.0 percent in 1980 to
less than 5 percent in 1990, to approximately 7 percent in 2000. The other land use classifications, parks and
vacant land, have remained relatively stable throughout the past few decades.

Table 2-3: Land Use Percentages in CB6

1980

1990

2000

Residential

45.0%

49.0%

40.0%

Office

13.0%

14.0%

26.0%

Public Facilities &..Institutions

14.0%

15 .0%

19.0%

Industrial

14.0%

11.0%

1.0%

Commercial

8.0%

5.0%

7.0%

Parks

4.0%

4.0%

4.0%

Vacant

2.0%

2.0%

3.0%

Land Use Classification

C.

Zoning

CB6 is composed of a mix of primarily high to moderate density residential and commercial zoning districts. R7 , R-8, and R- 10 residential district s and C 1, CS, and C6 commercial districts dominate the landscape. Figure
2-7, shows a map of the zoning districts that comprise CB6 and the previously defined primary study area. As
shown in Figure 2-7, office and commercial zoning districts are largely concentrated around Third Avenue and
the blocks to the west and along some cross-town streets like East 42"d and East 34th streets . Residential districts
arc predominantly concentrated to the cast of Third Avenue and along the maj ority of cross-town streets,
although not to the exclusion of significant institutional uses. Some of these notable institutions arc the New
York University Hospital, the Bellevue Medical Center, and the UN Headquarters campus. The few
0
manufacturing districts that remain are concentrated between First Avenue and the East Ri ver from East 3S ' to
East 41 " streets and along East 14'h Street. Tabi c 2-4 provides a detailed breakdown of all the zoning
designations included within CB6 .

Primary Study Area
The primary study area is largely composed of a mix of moderate to high density commercial uses, with CS,
C6, and CI zoning districts dominating the landscape. The area's CS zoni ng districts arc largely located within
the southern portion of Turtle Bay, between East 42"d and East 49'h streets from Lexington Avenue to the East
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Table 2-4: Zoning Designations in the Study Area
Zonin9
District

Permitted Uses / Bulk

Residential Districts
R-7, R-10

Mid-density residential districts, allowing for tall buildings with low lot co\'erage set back from the street.

RSB

Mid -density residential districts that encourage high-co\'cragc buildings. A maximum FAR of 4.0 is permitted
for residential uses. The front of a building must occupy the full lot width and align with the front walls of
adjacent buildings .

Commercial Districts
Cl-8, Cl-9,
Ci-9A

Local Retail Establishments- all ow for low-density neighborhood shopping services that arc la1·gely located
adjacent to residential areas and prohibit local service and manufacturing establishments. Use groups I through
6 are allowed as of right and a maximum FAR of 2.0 is permitted fur commercial developments, and a FAR of
10.0 is permitted for community facilities.

C2-7, C2-8,
C2 -8A

Local Service Establishment>- allow for low -density neighborhood services that often break tht: continuity of
prime retail frontage and convenknt shopping. Use groups I through 9, and 14 arc allowed as of right, and a
maximum F R of 2.0 is permitted for commercial developments, and a FAR of up to I 0.0 is permitted for
community facilities.

CS -2, CS -3

Rcsn·ictcd Central Commercial Districts- allow for high -density office and retail commercial uses that arc
generally found in cenn·al business disn·ict areas and occupy the prime retail frontage in the CBD. Use groups
I through 6, and 9 through 11 arc- all owed as of right and a r:AR of I 0.0 is permitted for commercial uses and
community facilities (r:AR of I 5.0 for CS-3).

C6-2A, C6-3,
C6-3A

General Central Commercial Districts- all ow for medium to high density office, 1·etail, and custom
manufacturing commercial uses outside the CBD. Use groups I through 12 arc allowed as of right, and a FAR
of I 0.0 is permitted for commercial developments (FAR of 6.0 for C6-2/ 3) and a FAR uf I 0.0 is permitted
for community faci lities (FAR of7.S for C6-3A)

C6-4A, C6-6

General Central Commercial Districts- allow for allow high density office, retail, and custom manufacturing,
commercial uses outside the CBD. Use groups I through 12 are allo" eel as of right, and a FAR of I 0.0 is
permitted for commercial dcYclopmcnts (FAR of I 5.0 for C6-6) and a FAR of 10.0 is permitted for
community faci lities (FAR of I 5.0 for C6-6).

Manufacturin9 Districts (residential uses prohibited)
Ml-5

Light Manufacturing Districts- ,1 ll ow for low -density light industrial uses (with high performance) and certain
community facility uses. Use groups 4 through 14, and 16 and 17 arc allowed as of right and a maximum FAR
of 5 .0 is permitted for co mmercial rkvclopmcnts, and 6. 5 is pcrmittccl for community facility uses.

M2 - 3

Medium Manufacturing Districts allow for medium -density industrial uses (with moderate performance.
Community faci lity uses arc not pcrmittccl. Use groups 6 through 14, and 16 ancl 17 arc allowed as of right
ancl a maximum r:AR of 2.0 is pcrmittccl for commercial clcvclopmcnts.

M3 -2

Heavy Manufacturing Districts - allow for high -clcnsity industrial uses (with low performance). Community
faci lities arc not permitted. Use groups 6 through 14, ancl 16 through 18 arc allowccl as of right ancl a
maximum r:AR of 2.0 is permitted for commercial development.

Special Purpose Districts
MiD

Special Midtown District

u

Special Unitccl Nations Dcvc-lopmcnt District

Source: Zoning Resolution of the Cit) of New York

River, and generally run north-south along the avenues and include such notable institutions as the U
Headquarters campus and the Ford Foundation. CS districts arc Restricted Central Commercial Districts and
allow for high-density office and retail uses that arc generally found within Central Business District (CBD)
areas and occupy prime retail frontage in the CBD. Use groups 1 through 6, 9, and 11 arc allowed as-of-right
within CS zoning districts, and the FAR for commercial use ranges from 4.0 to lS.O depending on the use
group (a maximum FAR of 10.0 is permitted for community facility uses). The area's C6 zoning districts arc
located within the western portion of Turtle Bay just north of the CS districts between East 49th and East 56'h
streets and line Lexington and Third avenues. C6 districts are General Central Commercial Districts and allow
for medium to high density office, retail, and custom manufacturing uses outside of the CBD. Use groups 1
through 12 are allowed as-of-right in C6 zoning districts and a maximum FAR of 10.0 is permitted for
commercial and/ or community facility uses. Ct zoning districts are located within the Murray Hill and Rose
Hill neighborhoods just south of the CS districts, and line Second and Third avenues, as well as part of First
Avenue. Ct districts are Local Retail Districts that largely overlay Residential districts and allow for low density neighborhood shopping services that arc largely located adjacent to residential areas. They prohibit local
. service and manufacturing establishments and arc designed to promote convenient shopping and encourage
continuous retail frontage. Use groups l through 6 arc aJlowcd as of right within C 1 zoning districts, and the
maximum FAR of a Cl district is determined by the Residential district within which such Commercial district
is mapped. A maximum FAR of 2.0 is permitted for commercial developments in a Ct district when mapped as
overlays in R6 districts and above (a maximum FAR of 10.0 is permitted for community facilities) .
Other zoning districts that arc found within the primary study area arc small pockets of residential (R-8 and R8B) and manufacturing (M 1-5 and M3 -2) districts. R8 residential districts arc located within the northeastern
corner of the primary study area, within the Turtle Bay, SAC, and Beckman Place neighborhoods, between East
49'h and East 53rd streets, east of Third Avenue. R-8 districts are mid -density residential distri cts that allow for
tall buildings with low lot coverages set back from the street. M3 and Mt districts arc located in Kips Bay along
the East River, between the FDR Drive and First Avenue from East 3Sth to East 41 " streets and include the
former Con Edison industrial sites. M 1 zoning districts arc Light Manufacturing Districts that aJlow for low dcnsity light industrial uses and certain community facility uses. Use groups 4 through 14 and 16 and I 7 arc
allowed as-of-right within Ml zoning districts, and a maximum FAR of 2.0 is permitted for comm ercial
developments. M3 zoning districts are Heavy Manufacturing Districts that allow for high -density industrial
uses. Community Facilities are not permitted in M3 districts. Use groups 6 through t 4 and t 6 through 18 arc
allowed as-of-right within M3 zoning districts, and a maximum FAR of 2.0 is permitted for commercial
development.
Special United Nations Development District

Also included within the primary study area, i the Special United Nations Development District. Located
1
directly west of the UN Headquarters campus on significant portions of two City blocks between East 43" and
East 45th streets, the United Nations Development District was created to protect and promote the City of cw
York as a center for international organizations and as an office headquarters, as well as a cosmopolitan
residential community. Through encouraging the provision of suitable office, meeting, and conference facilities,
hotel accommodations, and housing for the U System, permanent missions, and non -governmental
organizations (NGO's) related to the U , in the immediate vicinity of the UN Headquarters campus, thi s
special purpose district is designed to maintain cw York City's pre-eminent status as a world city, and assure
the retention of the UN Headquarters in cw York City. This special ovcrla y district is designed to promote
the coordinated redevelopment of the area contiguous to the UN Headquarters campus. Flexible architectural
design guidelines, floor area bonuses, and use modifications of the underlying zoning regulations arc intended
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to facilitate the continued growth of the programs .and activities of the UN System, permanent missions, and
NGO' s in the vicinity of the UN Headquarters campus.

General Study Area
As mentioned above, CB6 is a mix of residential, institutional / public facility, office, and commercial uses.
Residential areas and R -7, R-8, and R- 10 zoning dfatricts arc predominantl y located north of East 4 3rd Street,
along the East River, south of East 35'h Street, and along the cross-town streets or the mid -block areas. These
zoning districts include such notable residential communities as Stuyvesant Town, Stuyvesant Park, Gramercy
Park, Tudor City, Murray Hill, SAC, and Beekman Place and allow for mid -density resid ential developments .
Also included within these zoning districts arc such notable institutions as the cw York University Hospital
and the Bellevue Medical Center.
Commercial areas and Cl -9, C2 -8, CS -2, and C6-6 zoning districts arc generally located along avenue
corridors and along major cross-town streets such as East 42"c1, East 34tl', and East 23rd streets. CS -2 and C6-6
are high -density commercial zoning districts that allow for a wide range of high bulk commercial uses, including
department stores, large office buildings, hotels, and mixed -use buildings . They arc generally located north of
East 41 st Street and west of Third Avenue within the western portion of Turtle Bay. C 1 and C2 zoning di tricts
arc designed to serve local retail and service needs of the residential community. They allow for low density
commercial retail and office developments and arc located throughout CB6 along the avenue corridors and
major cross-town streets.
Special Midtown District

As illustrated in Figure 2-7, CB6 also includes the eastern edge of the Special Midtown District (MiD) . The
special purpose Midtown District covers most of Midtown, extending from approximately 58'h Street in the
north to 39th Street in the south and from Eighth Avenue on the west to Third Avenue on the cast (sec Figure 28). In addition to the underlying zoning of the area, this special purpose districts was created to strengthen the
business core of Midtown and expand and enhance the pedestrian circulation network connecting Grand
Central Terminal to the surrounding development. Established in 1998, the Special Midtown District was
created to further stabilize development in Midtown by providing direction and incentives (e.g. floor area
bonuses) for appropriate growth and development in the area. Through improving both the living and working
environments of Midtown, the Special Midtown District is intended to preserve the hi storic character of
development, encourage relatively low building bulk in mid -block locations, as compared to avenue frontages,
and improve the pedestrian orientation of ground floor uses. This special purpose distri ct is also intended to
improve the quality of new development through improving pedestrian access and circulation, fostering the
provision of specific public amenities, and controlling the impact of buildings on the access of light and air to
the street.

D.

Neighborhood Character

As discussed above, CB6 is largely comprised of a nlix of residential, institutional, office, and commercial uses
(sec Table 2-3) and contains such notable features/ structures as the UN Headquarters campus, the New York
University Hospital, and the Bellevue Medical Center, and distinguished residential areas as SAC, Beckman
Place, Tudor City, Stuyvesant Town and the Peter Copper Village. This 875 -acrc area on the eastern side of
Midtown also includes the neighborhoods of Turtle Bay, Murray Hill, Kips Bay, Stuyvesant Square, and
Gramercy Park (see Figure 2-2). Each area is discussed briefly below .
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Turtle Bay
Turtle Bay first originated as a 68-acre farm and has since experienced a boom of unprecedented growth. After
the Civil War, the pastoral landscape was slowly converted into brownstone buildings, while the once glorious
waterfront became an industrial precinct. Waves of immigrants poured into the area and transformed the
shoreline of Turtle Bay into a home of tenements and rooming houses. The 1920's however, brought ambitious
renovation to the area and restored many of the brownstones into fashionable townhouses and created large
communal gardens. Today, the area is a mix of residential buildings, office, and retail space.
Turtle Bay is a 40-acrc district located within the northern section of CB6, just north of the Chrysler Building
and the commercial corridor of East 42"d Street . .ft is bounded by East 59'h Street to the north, Lexington
Avenue to the west, East 43ro Street to the south, and the East River to the cast, and encompasses such notable
residential areas as Beekman Place and SAC. In addjtion, the area also contains such noteworthy structures as
the 59-story Citicorp building on the corner of Lexington Avenue and East 53"1 Street, and the 39- and 40-story
office towers of One and Two UN Plaza along East 44 th Street. Turtle Bay is home to the largest concentration
of member missions to the UN and consular offices in the City, approximately 86 permanent missions and 35
consular offices arc located within Turtle Bay. The area also contains several small parks including Grccnacrc
Park along East 51" Street between Third and Second avenues, Peter Dclmold Park along the FDR Drive
between East 51 •• and East 49th streets, Douglas MacArthur Playground just one block south of the Peter
Delmold Park, Dag Hammarskjold Park along East 47th Street between Fir t and ccond avenues, and Ralph
Bunche Park along First Avenue between East 43'd and East 42"d streets.

The Sutton Area Community (SAC)
The area that comprises the current Sutton Arca Community originated as a vacation retreat for the wealthy.
During the mid-1800's, thjs area underwent a major transformation and much of the East River shoreline was
converted into an industrial precinct. Several factories, warehouses, and breweries encroached upon the once
pa toral landscape. After the Civil War, Effingham B. Sutton, a real estate speculator, acquired several City
blocks and slowly revitalized some of the area. He gave the neighborhood a new image an<l a new name.
Numerous small low-rise, brick row houses were erected for the middle and working class. The early 1900's
and the Great Depression, however, brought significant economic decline to the area and many of the mjddlcclass residents left. Not until the mid I 900's did the area experience significant redevelopment and
gentrification. Today, SAC is a thriving apartment district with a cohesive mix of high -rise apartments and co ops, and low-rise row houses.
The Sutton Arca Community is a small residential enclave located withjn the northeastern corner of CB6 just
south of the Queensboro Bridge. It is generally bounded by East 59th Street to the north, Second Avenue to the
west, East 52"d Street to the south, and the East River to the cast. The area contains such distinguishjng
structures as the Archdiocese of New York at 1011 First Avenue between East SS'h and East 56'h streets. There
is currently only one permanent mission and one consular office located within SAC.

Murray Hill
Also originating as the home of several large country estates, this prominent neighborhood has remained a
relatively stable affluent residential neighborhood comprised of luxury brownstones, row houses, and
apartment buildings. Presently, Murray Hill is less densely developed than the rest of Midtown and is the home
of numerous high-rise apartment buildings, churches, clubs, and restaurants. There is also ground floor
neighborhood retail scattered throughout the area.
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Murray Hill is a unique residential neighborhood located just south of Grand Central Station, northeast of the
Empire State Building, and cast of the Tudor City Village. It is bounded by East 42"d Street to the north,
Madison Avenue to the west, East 32"d Street to the south, and Second Avenue to the cast. It is the home of
such significant structures as the Pierpont Morgan Library and Annex at 29-33 East 36'h Street, and the Chanin
Building at 122 East 42"" Street. It also includes two historic districts designated by the New York City
Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC), the Murray Hill Historic District and the Sniffen Court Historic
District. The Murray Hill Historic District is located from East 35'h to East 38th streets, from Park to Lexington
avenues. It represents a culturally rich, historic residential neighborhood that contains a variety of intact row
houses built between the 1850's and 1910's. The Sniffen Court Historic District, New York City's smallest
historic district consists of ten round -arched stables erected in 1863-64. In addition, the Murray Hill
neighborhood also plays host to approximately 25 permanent missions and 13 consulates.

Tudor City
Tudor City is a self-contained residential neighborhood and a New York City LPC designated hi storic district,
located just south of Turtle Bay and cast of Murray Hill. Built in the mid to late I 920's as a middl e-class
residential community by Fred F. French, Tudor City is a residential complex of twelve buildings along Tudor
City Place. Bounded by East 44th Street to the north, Second Avenue to the west, East 40th Street to the north,
and First Avenue to the East, Tudor City offers a Tudor-styled residential housing development that is located
in close proximity to Midtown but possesses a serene atmosphere. Although overwhelmingly residential, there
is a hotel along East 41 " Street, and a number of neighborhood retail shops and services within Tudor City.
Tudor City also serves as the host for 30 permanent missions and 10 consular uses. In total, Tudor City includes
12 buildings, 3,000 apartments, 600 hotel rooms, private parks, restaurants, shops, and a post office. All of the
Tudor City buildings range in height between I 0 to 32 stories and are oriented inwards to the private op n
spaces of the complex. Currently, all the apartments are cooperatively owned and hou c approximately 5 ,000
residents.

Kips Bay
Similarly to Turtle Bay and the SAC, Kips Bay originated as farmland and the home of a few large country
estates. During the turn of the 20'" century, the area also became the hom e of numerous tenement and
boarding houses and two elevated railroad ]foes along Second and Third avenues. Not until after the 1960's was
the area revitalized and converted into large apartment complexes.
Kips Bay is dominated by large institutional structures and is located just south and cast of Murray Hill along the
East River. It is bounded by East 38'h Street to the north, the Third Avenue to the west, East 23'" Street to the
south, and the East River to the east. It includes such notable structures as the New York University Hospital
and the Bellevue Medical Center. The New York University Hospital and the Bellevue Medical Center arc
located along the southern and eastern edge of the Kips Bay from East 26th Street on the south to East 34'"
Street on the north, between First Avenue and th.c FDR Drive . In addition, Kips Bay is also the hom e of 4
permanent missions and 3 consular uses.

Rose Hill
1
Rose Hill is located just south of Murray Hill and west of Kips Bay, and is bounded by East 32"' Street to the
north, Madison Avenue to the west, East 23'd Street to the south, and Third Avenue to the cast. Part of CUNY
Baruch College and the Stern College for Women arc located within Rose Hill. o permanent missions or
consular uses arc located within Rose Hill.
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Gramercy Park
Originating as swampland, in the mid - l 800's, Samuel B. Ruggels converted the area into a prominent EngUsh stylcd residential development around a private park, Gramercy Park. By the early 1880's, the area grew to
accommodate some of the City's first luxury apartments . During the mid - 1900's, however, the Gramercy Park
neighborhood become far less fashionable with the extension of the Third Avenue elevated rail line. Most of the
remaining 19th century townhouses were converted into apartments. Not until the beginning of the 20th century
did the area become popular with an influx of artists and the development of duplex cooperatives and
renovation of row houses. Today, th.is neighborho~d remains as one of Manhattan 's highly desirable residential
communities.
Gramercy Park is mainly a private residential neighborhood that is home to a mix of medium -rise residential
uses that surround a small private park (Gramercy Park). The park is in the center of the neighborhood and is
restricted to the tenants of the surrounding lots. Gramercy Park is a New York City LPC designated histori c
district and is located just south and west of Kips Bay and directly west of the Peter Copper Village. It is
bounded by East 23"' Street to the north, Park Avenue to the west, East I 8'h Street to the south, and Third
Avenue to the east. It is also home to CU Y Baruch College. No permanent missions or consular use arc
located within Gramercy Park.

Peter Cooper Villane
Planned in 1943, the Peter Cooper Village was constructed by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company as a
component of the Gashouse District. After more than 500 existing building were demolished , constru ction
began on the 21 buildings, ranging in height from 12 to 15 stories, of the current Peter Cooper Village. Since
the buildings first opened, the Peter Cooper Village development has remained as one of the City's highly
desirable housing complexes because of its close proximity to the business districts of cw York City.
The Peter Cooper Village is a small high -density residential development that is located just north of Stuyvesant
1
Town, east of Gramercy Park, and south of the Veterans Hospital. It is bounded by East 23n Street to the
north, First Ave to the west, East 20th Street to the·south, and the FDR Drive to the cast. It is composed of 2 1
apartment buildings, 2,495 apartments, playgrounds, and fifteen additional recreational facilities. In 1990, the
Peter Cooper Village housed approximately 5 ,000 residents.

Stuyvesant Square
Stuyvesant Square was originally part of Peter Stuyvesant's farm. During th e early 19th century the land wa
donated to the City to be partially converted into a park. Most of the private houses of Stuyvesant Square were
built between the 1850's and 1880's. In the late l 900's the area experienced a drastic change when eastern and
western European immigrants moved into the newly built brownstones and row houses . ot until the late
1970's and after the area was designated as a historic district was the area revitalized .
Stuyvesant Square is located within the southwest corner of CB6, just south of Gramercy Park and west of the
Stuyvesant Town housing development along the East River. It is bound by East 18'h Street to the north, Third
Avenue to the west, East 14th to the south, and First Avenue to the cast and is bisected by Second Avenue
between East 15th and East 17th streets. Although the area is largely a residential community, the Beth-Israel
Hospital, the Hospital for Joint Disease-Orthopedic Institute, the Bernstein Pavilion, and St. George Memorial
Hospital are all located within Stuyvesant Square. Stuyvesant Square is also recognized as a cw York City LPC
designated historic district.
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Stuyvesant Town
Stuyvesant Town was built in 1943 by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, after the passage of a state
law to encourage slum clearance by private firms. Since the development's inception, Stuyvesant Town has
remained as a highly desirable residential community with a waiting list of over 8,000 applicants.
Stuyvesant Town is located within the southeastern tip of CB6, just south of the Peter Cooper Village and cast
of Stuyvesant Square. It covers approximately 18 City blocks and is bounded by East t 8th Street to the north,
First Avenue to the west, East 14th Street to the south, and Avenue C to the cast. It consists of 35 red -brick
buildings of 13 to 14 stories and 8,756 rent-stabilized apartments, tree -lined walkways, and a park. In 1990,
the Stuyvesant Town housing project accommodated approximately 7,000 residents.

E.

Transportation

Street Network
The existing street network of CB6 is typical of most of Manhattan and is a grid system of local cast-west streets
with major north-south roadways carrying heavy volum es of traffic. Four avenues, Lexington, Third, and
Second, and First avenues, and forty -five cross-town streets comprise the study area. Some of the major crosstown streets located within the study area arc East'59th, East 42m1, East 34'\ East 23'd, and East t4'h trccts. A
small section of Park and Madison avenues, between East 40thand East 34 th Streets, arc also included within the
study area. East 59th Street delineates the northern boundary of CB6 and East t 4th Street marks the southern
boundary. Lexington Avenue forms the western boundary, except for an six block area between East 40'h and
East 34'h streets where Madison Avenue forms the western boundary and a three block area between East 22"d
and East 19th streets where Park Avenue South forms the western boundary. The Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive
(FDR Drive) outlines the eastern edge of CB6 and forms the line of demarcation between the interior of the
East Side and the East River. The FDR Drive serves as the main artery along the eastern edge of Manhattan
from the Battery to the Triborough Bridge. It is a 9 .5 -mile, six-lane, limited access highway that largely serves
non -commercial traffic.
The entrance to the Queens Midtown Tunnel also lies within CB6 . The Queens Midtown Tunnel is part of
Interstate 495, and serves as the westbound terminus of the 71 -mile Long Island Expressway. Situated one mile
south of the Queensborough Bridge, the Queens Midtown Tunnel enters into Manhattan in the mid -30's,
between East 37th and East 38th streets, within the residential neighborhood of Murray Hill. The Queens
Midtown Tunnel serves to both alleviate traffic congestion on the City ' s East River Bridges, and provide a
direct connection between Long Island City, Queens and Midtown Manhattan . The Queens portal of the tunnel
is in the Hunters Point district of Long Island City.

Public Transportation
As shown in Table 2-5, CB6 is well served by public transit facilities. CB6 is very accessible to both subway and
New York City Transit bus service. The IRT 4/ 5 I 6 subway line travels along the western boundary of CB6 and
serves as the main subway line within the study area. The Q/W, E, F, L, 7 and S subway lin es also transverse
through CB6 at either East 59•h, East 5 1" , East 4 2'"1 or East 14'h streets and fun ction as crosstown subway lines
to the western side of Manhattan and Brooklyn/Queens. Grand Central Station is situated just one block west
of the CB6 and serves as a major inter-modal tran portation hub with connections to commuter rail, ubway,
bus, and taxis services . In addition, numerous New York City Transit bus routes directly serve areas within
CB6. Ferry service from East 34th Street to Atlantic Highland, New Jersey is also available.
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Table 2-5: Public Transit Fac ilities within Community Board 6
Sub wa,,_v Lines

Trains
41516

7

Q.IW

Subw a y Line Route

Stations

4/ 5- Lexington Express
6- Lexington Local

!RT- 59'h, 51'', 42"<l, 33ro, 28'h, 23'd& 14th
Street Stations

Flushing Ave. Local

42"d Street Station

Q - Continental Ave. to Stillwell Ave.

59'" & 14'" Street Stations

W - Ditmars Blvd. to Stillwell Ave.
E

Eighth Ave. Local

SI '' Street Station

F

Ave. of the Americas Local

5 I'' Street Station

s

Shuttle between Times Sguare & Grand Centra l

42"" Street Station

L

14'" Street/ Canarsie Local

14'" Street Station and First & Third AYe.
Stations along 14'" Street.

Bus Routes
Bus No.

Bus Route

9

Avenue B/East Broadway

14

14"' Street Cross-town

15

local/ limjted First /Second AYenues

16

34'" Street Crosstown

21

Houston Street/ Avenue C

23

2r1 Street Crosstown

27

49 I 50th Streets Crosstown

31

57"' StTeet / York Avenue

34

34'" Street Crosstown

50

49 I 50th Streets Crossto\\'n

98

Limited stops, Washington Heights/ Midtown

101

Third / Lexington / Amsterdam A,·en ucs

102

Third/ Lexington / Lenox A\'enues

103

Third/Lexington AYenues

Ferri es
Fen y Ser vice

Route

1'.'Y Fast Ferry

Atlantic Highlands, NJ tor:. 34"' Street Manhattan

Sea- Streak

Atlantic Highlands, NJ to E. 34'" Street Manhattan

The Lexington Avenue local and express (4/ 5 I 6 lincs) subway line is the only subway line that runs the entire
length of the cast side of Manhattan from 125'h Street to Lower Manhattan. It provides both local and express
service between the Bronx and Brooklyn along Lexington and Park avenues in Manhattan, and is the only
subway line to serve the entire area of CB6 . The Lexington Avenue local number 6 subway line, serves seven
stations within CB6 along Lexington and Park avenues (see Table 2-5). The Lexington Avenue express number
4 and 5 subway lines only serve three stations, the !RT East 59'h, East 42"d, and East 14th Street Stations.
The Q/W subway lines provide service between Brooklyn and Queens via Manhattan. They have replaced the
N/R subway lines and provide local service in Manhattan between 57'h and Canal streets. The Q subway line
travels between Continental Avenue, Queens to Stillwell Avenue, Brookl yn, while the W subway line travels
between Ditmars Boulevard, Queens to Stillwell Avenue, Brooklyn . Both of these subway lin es have two
subway entrances within CB6, the East 59th Street Station and East 14'h Street Station (Union Sguare). Transfer
is available between the Lexington local and express trains and the Q/W lines at both the East 59'h Street
Station and Union Sguarc Station. Transfer between the 14th Street/Canarsic Local, the Lexington local and
express, and the Q /W arc available at the Union Sguare Station. The 14'h Street/ Canarsie local, the L subway
line, provides local subway service between the westside of Manhattan and the eastern edge of Brooklyn,
Canarsie, Rockaway Parkway. This subway line has three subway entrances within CB6 along 14°' Street, at the
junctions of First and Third avenues, and at Union Sguare.
The Sixth Avenue local and the Eighth Avenue local subway lines also provide service between Brooklyn and
Queens via Manhattan . The Sixth Avenue subway line, F route, provides service between Jamaica, Queens and
Lower Manhattan along Sixth Avenue in Manhattan to Coney Island in Brookl yn. The Eighth Avenue subway
line, E route, runs on the same tracks as the F route for most of its trip in Queens and provides ervice along
Queens Boulevard and the west side of Manhattan . Both of these subway lines serve only one station within
CB6, the 51 " Street Station. Transfer between the 6, E, and F, subway lines at the 51" Subway Street Station is
possible.
As the number of people living, working, and traveling in and through the East Side of Manhattan has increased
dramatically since the 1940's and the East Side's Lexington Avenue subway lines (4, 5, & 6) arc severely
overcrowded and operating at or near capacity during the peak AM and PM hours of the day, there has been
renewed interest in the construction of a Second Avenue subway line. During the mid - 1940's and 1950's, to
further encourage and promote development along the East Side of Manhattan, two former subway lines were
removed (the Second Avenue "El" [1942) and the Third Avenue "El" [1956]), leaving the Lexington Avenue
subway lines as the only subway serving the East Side population. Since the late 1920's, there has been intcrc t
to construct a north-south subway line along Second Avenue. The most recent development proposal, devised
in the 1960's, proposed a two-lane track line from Co-Op City in the Bronx to Lower Manhattan . In 1999, the
MTA issued the Manhattan East Side Alternative Study Draft Environmental Impact Statement (MESA/ DEIS)
that identified a short list of alternatives to alleviate the transit congestion on the East Side of Manhattan.
Comments on the public hearing for the MESA/ DEIS identified an overwhelming preference for a full -length
Second Avenue subway line. In March 2001, the Second Avenue Subway (SAS) Team began work on a Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) to evaluate a full-length Second Avenue subway. A
summary report was issued in October 2001, and work on the DSEIS is ongoing.
Grand Central Terminal provides rail services to Upstate New York and Connecticut via Metro-North
commuter rail lines and to New York City subways. Two levels of station platforms and tracks arc available for
Metro -North service, connecting upstate New York and Connecticut with Grand Central Terminal. The Grand
Central Subway Station also provides access to the Lexington Avenue 4, 5, and 6 subway routes, the Flushing
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Avenue number 7 line (service between West Midtown to Flushfog, Queens), and the 42'" 1 Street Shuttle (Sline to Times Square).
Figure 2-9 provides a map of all the local bus routes within CB6. Fourteen cw York City Transit Local bus
routes operate within the area. North-south bus routes serving the area run along Third, Lexington, First, and
Second avenues, while east-west routes run along 50'\ 49'h, 42"'1, 34'\ 23"1, and 14'h streets.
Two private ferry services, NY Fast Ferry and Scastrcak, provide public transit between East 34'" Street
Manhattan and Atlantic Highland New Jersey during the week. Additional seasonal ferries also run from East
34th Street to Shea and Yankee Stadiums during the baseball season. Scastrcak used to run ferries between East
34th Street and the Brooklyn Army Terminal but its service was terminated in July, 200 l . Prior to March, 200 I
NY Waterways operated ferry service between Long Island City and East 34'h Street. NY Waterway is
intending to reinstate its fe rry service from Long Island City once the area is more developed.

IV.

LAND USE FORECASTS-A LOOK AHEAD

As the project area comprises the eastern section of Midtown and there is very minimal vacant commercial
space and no current plans for zoning changes in the area, the commercial space demands of local companies
and institutions, such as the UN, New York University Hospital, the Bellevue Medical Center, CUNY Baruch
College, and the Stern College for Women arc extremely limited without major site redevelopment. As noted
above, only two percent of CB6's land area is currently vacant space. Since the I 980's, almost all of the
commercial, office, or institutional/public facility development or expansion in CB6 has arisen from the
conversion of residential or industrial space to commercial, office, or institutional space.
Currently, the study area is experiencing some major development opportunities (sec Table 2-6). Among
them, is the redevelopment of the former Con Edfaon facilities, located on four parcels between East 35'h and
East 41 " streets on First Avenue. These prime riverfront properties occupy 9. 2-acres and comprise the largest
tract of"undeveloped" land remaining in Midtown. Recently, FMS East River Associates, LLC signed a contract
to purchase these four parcels, and is intending to develop a portion of the site into a mixed use facility with a
residential and office tower component . The design process for the former Con Edison facilities is still in its
preliminary stages. No detailed development plans or proposals have been established for the site at this time .
In order to improve the site, FMS East Ri ver Associates, LLC will need to rezone the site, and conduct an
environmental review of the proposed use. Presently, the Con Edison sites arc vacant and unused. A waterside
steam-generating plant consisting of two meant industrial buildings is located on two of the parcels and the
other two parcels accommodate parking lot facilities.
Excluding the future development of the former Con Edison properties, there arc on ly two other major
commercial office developments planned for the study area. A 393,000 square foot commercial office building
is expected to be developed at 225 East 41 ''Street, and a 1.2 million square foot office building is planned at
300 Madison Avenue. Both these commercial developments arc expected to be office tower designs, and will
add at total of approximately 1.6 million square feet of commercial office space to CB6. The Scient
Corporation is expected to be a major tenant of the planned building at 225 East 41 ''Street, and the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce is expected to be the major tenant of the planned building at 300 Madison Avenue.
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Figure 2-9
New York City Transit Local Bus Routes within Community Board 6
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Other major development projects located in the study area arc predominantly residential apartment buildings.
Nine high-rise apartment buildings arc being developed or renovated within the northern neighborhoods of
CB6 and one high -rise apartment building is being developed within the southern section of CB6 in Gramercy
Park. These major residential projects include, the newly constructed 860-foot Trump Tower along First
Avenue and East 47th Street, the newly developed Montrose at the Midtown Tunnel entrance, the newly
restored 19-story Beekman Regent at 931 First Avenue, the 32 -story Grand Beekman at 400 East 51 ''Street,
the 34-story Chatham apartment building at 181 East 65th Street, a 22 -story apartment building at 52 Park
Avenue, the ExcuStay Suites at 554-6 Third Avenue, the Benson Condominium building at 143 East 34'h Street,
and another residential apartment building at 301 East 53rd Street.
The southern portion of the project area is also undertaking a major waterfront redevelopment project for
Stuyvesant Cove. A 1.9-acrc linear site area along the East River between East 18'h and East 24th streets will be
redeveloped into a pedestrian esplanade, bikcway, and public park to continue the East River esplanade of
Lower Manhattan. Currently, the area contains a gas station, 515 -spacc parking garage, 36-slip marina, and
428-spaces of surface parking under the FDR Drive, and 297-parking spaces along the water's edge. The
proposed waterfront park will bring CB6 one step closer to the creation of a continuous esplanade along the
East River.
The East 54th Street Recreational Center, the third most heavily used recreational center in the city, is also
undergoing reconstruction. For the past 20 years, the East 54'h Street Recreational Center has been
experiencing extensive rehabilitation and is expected to have the potential to serve a much greater population
when fully restored. In addition, the New York City Economic Development Corporation is spearheading the
proposed development of a commercial biotcch park, the East River Science Park, in the southern portion of
CB6. The proposed project site would be located just north of the Bellevue Medical Center, and south of the
New York University Hospital, between First Avcn,uc and the FDR Drive. The proposed biotcch park would be
compatible with the predominant adjacent uses and revitalize and redevelop a long-underutilized parcel. Views
of the East River waterfront would be maintained and the proposed development would pro\·idc the
opportunity for future waterfront access at East 29'" Street.
Apart from the German mission, consulate, and tourist office building on East 49tl' Street and First Avenue,
there arc no other new large scale UN -related construction projects currently underway. The UN Secretariat,
however, is evaluating options for renovating and upgrading its headquarters campus, and is currently in its
schematic planning stage. It is anticipated that the UN Secretariat will require approximately 800,000 gsf of
office swing space during its proposed renovations to accommodate all of its staff while renovations to the
campus are underway. In addition, the US mission is planning to cvcntuall y rebuild its facility at East 45t1' Street
and First Avenue.
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Table 2-6: Recent Development Proposals in Community Board 6
Address- Approx. Location

Description

Con Edison Industrial Sites

abutting FDR Dr., between E.
35th & 40th St.

Office and residential towers

Scicnt Corporation

222 -225 E. 41 '' St.

25 -story office building with 393,000 gsf

Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce

300-310 Madison Ave

35 -story office building with 1.2 million gsf

Trump Tower

845 U

90-story residential / office tower with 376 apartments
in T urtl c Bay.

Montro e

at E. 38'h St. & the Midtown
Tunnel Entrance

20-story building with 97 apartments in Murray Hill.

Beekman Regent

931 First Ave.

21 -story apartment building in Turtle Bay

Grand Beekman

400 E. 51" t .

32 -story building with 89 apartments in Beckman
Place

The Chatham

181 E. 65th t.

34-story building with 94 apartments in Turtle Bay

52 Park Ave.

52 Park Ave.

22 -story building with 17 apartments in Murray Hill.

301 E. 53r<1 St.

301 E. 53"1 St.

Residential apartment building in Sutton Place

Benson Condominiums

143 E. 34 t.

16-story residential condominium building in Murray
Hill

ExccuStay Apartments

554-556 3rd Ave.

30-story apartment building in Murray Hill

Post Lumina

385 1'' Ave.

20-story building with 138 apartments in Gramercy
Park

Waterfront Esplanade

along the East River between E.
18th and 24th t.

1.9-acrc pedestrian esplanade, bikcway, and public
park development.

E. 54th St. Recreation Ctr.

E. 54th St.

Reconstruction of E. 54 St. Recreation Ctr.

Proposed Project
Commercial Development

R esidential Developments
Plaza, along First Ave.

Parks & Recrea tional Spaces

Source:
Department of City Planning (Spring 2000) Community District eedsfor the Fiscal Year '!]"2001 Manhattan.
Turtle Bay Neighborhood Association Website (9/ 12/200 I) www.turtlcbay -nyc.org
Murray Hill cighborhood Association Website (9 / 121200 I) www.murrayhill.org
The ew York City Real Estate Exchange Website (9/28 / 2000) www.dtyrcalty.com
Municipal Art Society (200 I) Wide Open Report.
Studley Report (9126/2001) East Meets Wes1 on the ..J2"J Street Corridor.
cw York City
www .studclyrcport.com/ quarterly I 2q0 I I ncw_york / submkt_profilc.html
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TASK3
ASSESSMENT OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS
IN MANHATTAN COMMUNITY BOARD 6

I.

INTRODUCTION

This section provides a detailed overview of the commercial real estate conditions in the vicinity of the United
Nations (UN), including a description of the type of commercial space available, ownership versus rental ratios,
price per square foot, and vacancy rates. The purpose of this task is to describe the existing real estate climate in
the areas surrounding the United Nations Headquarters and to identify any surplus/ deficit of commercial office
real estate space in Manhattan Community Board 6 (CB6).
This task also involves examining both the past and present real estate market conditions in Midtown Manhattan
and in CB6. A comparison of the current real estate climate in Turtle Bay, Tudor City, Murray Hill and Kips
Bay is also provided, to reveal trends in cost, availability, tenure, and type of space available. In addition, this
section verifies and updates the commercial properties identified in the Urbitran Associates', United Nations Area
Space Availability Study (1998), that could accommodate future commercial office expansion and, in particular,
UN-related office space demand.
As the UN and affiliated uses, permanent missions, and consulates have a significant presence in CB6, this task
also describes the pattern of commercial space utilization typical of the international community. This section
provides a detailed survey of the existing commercial real estate needs and conditions of the UN Secretariat, the
UN' s specialized agencies, UN programmes and funds, permanent missions, consulates, and NGO' s, including
the total office space occupied by each entity, typical turnover rate of office space for a UN -entity, mission or
consulate, agencies/missions/ consulates in the market for office space, and tenure trends .

II.

BACKGROUND- COMMERCIAL OFFICE SPACE IN MANHATTAN

Commercial office space in New York City is generally classified into three categories, and varies according to
building type and size, location, and the quality of systems and services rendered. The most prevalent type and
highest quality of commercial office space in New York City is classified as Class A. Class A office space is
located throughout most of the office markets in Manhattan and represents approximately 60 percent of the
total office space inventory in Manhattan. However, the vast majority of Class A office space is concentrated in
Midtown. There is approximately 25 .0 million square feet of Class A office space in CB6.
Class A office facilities are predominantly located within prime business districts. They are usually
contemporary or recently refurbished buildings that project an overall perception of superior quality . Most
Class A office buildings were constructed within the last 20 years and possess at least 100,000 sf of floor area.
Class A office facilities also have more than 5-stories and are constructed primarily from steel and concrete with
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high-quality exterior and interior fmishes. They are well-maintained and professionally-managed buildings with
modern mechanical, electrical, and life safety systems.
Class A office facilities are also the most prestigious office buildings available in New York City. They compete
for premier office tenants by offering state-of-the-art systems and services, and providing exceptional
accessibility. Average asking rents for Class A office facilities in New York City are generally well aboveaverage, and are some of the highest in the nation. As of May 2002, the average asking rent for Class A office
facilities in Manhattan was approximately $50.00 per square foot. 1
Class B office space is also located throughout much of New York City and represents a significant portion of
the City's office facilities. Approximately 30 percent of the total office space inventory in Manhattan is classified
as Class B. Although Class B office space projects an image of high quality and is professionally managed, Class
B office space does not compete with Class A office facilities. Class B office buildings are generally smaller and
older than Class A buildings. They may have wooden frames and are usually renovated office buildings in good
locations. Class B office facilities also show little deterioration or obsolescence. Class B office space competes
for a wide range of tenants and offers average rental rates and adequate building systems and services. Average
asking rents for Class B office facilities are generally $5. 00 to $ 10. 00 less per square foot than Class A office
facilities in Manhattan and range in price from approximately $4-0.00 to more than $60.00 per square foot. 2
The majority of office facilities in CB6 are Class B facilities. Approximately 32 million square feet of office
space in CB6 is Class B.
All other commercial office buildings that are not included within either Class A or Class B are classified as
Class C office facilities. Class C office facilities represent the smallest portion of office space in Manhattan and
comprise less than to percent of the total office space inventory. Class C office facilities are predominantly
concentrated in the southern portion of Midtown and Downtown, and include industrial loft buildings that have
been converted into commercial office space. They offer below-average rental rates and compete for tenants
requiring functional yet, affordable office space. Class C office buildings are generally older commercial
buildings and converted lofts that have not been renovated and are in fair condition. Average asking rents for
Class C office facilities are generally $15. 00 to $25. 00 less per square foot than Class A office facilities in
Manhattan and range in price from approximately $25.00 to more than $40.00 per square foot. 3
Approximately to million square feet of office space in CB6 is Class C.

III.

HISTORIC REVIEW OF MIDTOWN MANHAITAN'S COMMERCIAL OFFICE MARKET

The international community, including permanent missions and foreign consulates, as well as the UN
Headquarters campus and other affiliated uses, are predominantly concentrated in Midtown Manhattan and in
CB6. Historic data for Midtown from 1980 and 1990 were evaluated and compared to current commercial
office real estate conditions to assess any trends, patterns, or unique occurrences in the last twenty years.

Colliers ABR (05/2002) Manhauan Office Market Report.
GVA Williams Real Estate Corp. (9/27/2001) Market Research Tools. www.william~gva com
GVA Williams Real Estate Corp. (9 I 27 I 2001) Market Research Tools. www.williamsgva.com
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In the 1980's, the Manhattan office market was one of the strongest and most balanced rental markets in the
country.• Although Manhattan experienced a slower rate of growth in the 1980's than in the 1970's, New York
City was still attracting numerous foreign and domestic commercial real estate investors. Many foreign
governments and international businesses acquired sizeable commercial properties throughout much of
Midtown.
The Midtown office market of the 1980's offered its investors and its tenants both a stable and competitive office
5
real estate market that had one of the lowest office vacancy rates in the United States. During the 1980's,
Midtown was recognized as one of the strongest and most popular office markets in the nation with an
extremely high leasing demand. Its office space availability rate was approximately 2. 7 percent in 1980 and 7 .2
percent in 1985, less than half the national average of approximately 16 percent (see Table 3-1).

Table 3-1: The Midtown Office Market in the 1980's
Tot. Office Space*

Occupied Space*

Available Space•

Percent Available

1980

155.5SF

151.3 SF

4.2 SF

2.7%

1985

172.0 SF

159.6 SF

12.4SF

7.2%

* Square feet are represented in millions of Square feet.
Source:
Allee King &sen &_Fleming, Inc., et al ljanuary, 1994)
Environmental Impact Statement

42"" Street Development Project: General Project Plan Amendment Final Supplemental

Although the Midtown office market in the first half of the 1980's was extremely tight, with less than 2. 7
percent (approximately 4. 2 million square feet) of available office space, the latter half of the 1980's brought
Manhattan's office tenants lower rental rates and more flexible lease terms. By 1985, approximately 7.2 percent
( 12 .4 million square feet) of office space was available. Class A office space rental rates also dropped significantly
in the latter half of the 1980's to an average of approximately $ 35. 00 to $40. 00 per square foot due to a large
influx of available space through new construction. Most of the available commercial office space in Midtown
could be leased for less than $30.00 per square foot. However, new commercial office space was slightly more
expensive, averaging about $44.00 per square foot. Large continuous blocks of office space were also in very
6
limited supply and extremely difficult to find.
As the late 1980's brought substantially less office space construction and relatively low vacancy rates, the
7
Midtown real estate market began to expand both south and west of the commercial core of Midtown. The

Derven, Ron (August, 1985) City Review- New York: City's dynamism continues to draw investors of all
types; experts are optimistic for continuing growth in all sectors. National Real Estate Investor, 25:9 p. 99- 127.
Kelman, Harold ed. ( 1989) New York: Realty Report. Conrtruction.
Derven, p. 102, City-Review- New York
Derven, p.112, City Review-New York
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peripheral area of Midtown South became extremely active, as office space south of 34lh Street became more
desirable. The landmarked and architecturally significant buildings of the southern end of Fifth Avenue between
14lh and 2 3n1 Streets were also exceedingly popular as advertising, publishing, and architecture firms quickly
absorbed renovated office space. Average asking rents for commercial properties in southern Midtown were
significantly cheaper than the majority of office space in Manhattan and ranged from approximately $14.00 to
8
$22 .00 per square foot. Commercial buyers and tenants also began to have increased interest in prime office
space along the West Side of Manhattan, from West 40lh Street to West 60lh Street between Sixth and Eighth
Avenues. Major development initiatives such as the 42 00 Street Redevelopment Plan, the West Side Highway
Plan, and the Jacob Javits Convention Center served as major catalysts for further development along the West
Side. 9

42"dStreet Redevelopment Plan
The 42n<lStreet Redevelopment Plan was a collaborative undertaking between the City of New York and the
New York State Urban Development Corporation (UDC) to eliminate blight that characterized West 42ndStreet
near Times Square during the first half of the 20lh century. It was an extensive rehabilitation and redevelopment
project that sought to restore the vitality, richness, and productivity of a central and historic part of New York
City along West 42"dStreet between Broadway and Eighth Avenue. Through creating a 24-hour community and
00
promoting large scale mixed use development, the intent of the 4 2 Street Redevelopment Plan was to establish
and preserve a healthy, active commercial district at one of New York City's regional and local transportation
hubs. The plan redistributed density and bulk regulations under the City's existing zoning regulations and
increased floor area from approximately 2 .1 million square feet to more than 8. 0 million square feet to enable
the development of a mix of office uses, a hotel, a wholesale mart, restaurants and other retail uses, as well as
the renovation of several historic theaters.
Jacob ]avits Convention Center
The Jacob Javits Convention Center was a large-scale public works project undertaken by a consortium of public
and quasi-public agencies including, the Triborough Bridge and Transit Authority (TBTA), the Urban
Development Corporation of New York State (UDC), and the Convention Center Operation Corporation
(CCOC), during the early 1980's. The overall objective of the project was to expand the City's existing
convention center facilities, and develop one of the country's largest, state-of-the-art convention and trading
centers. It was also intended to both directly and indirectly raise and generate economic activity in the City, and
increase private investment along the City's west side- a long neglected area that largely accommodated parking
facilities and warehousing and manufacturing uses related to the garment industry. The City's new convention
center would be located on a 22-acre site along the West Side of Manhattan and generally bound by West
39lhStreet to the north, Twelfth Avenue to the west, West 35~treet to the south, and Eleventh Avenue to the
east.

Cushman & Wakefield ( 1983) City Review: New York: Powerhouse office market. Real Estate Forum 25 :9.
Derven, p. 112, City-Review- New York
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B.

The Midtown Office Market in the 1990's

During the early 1990's New York City's and Midtown's office market was racked by a myriad of problems. As
the nation plunged into a recession and the overall economy began to slow, bankruptcies and substantial job cuts
within the financial sector lead to a large accumulation of vacant office space in New York City. Substantial
quantities of office space surged into the market. Large-scale office construction in the late 1980's and early
1990's further increased this accumulation of available space. Sublease space essentially flooded the Midtown
office market as companies downsized, and office space availability and vacancy rates soared throughout all of
Manhattan. 10 The Manhattan office market in 1990 had a composite vacancy rate of 13. 7 percent (more than
48.2 million square feet of office space was available) and the Midtown office market had an even greater
vacancy rate of approximately 16 percent (more than 30.3 million square feet of available space, approximately
63 percent of the total available space in Manhattan was located in Midtown), as shown in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2: The Midtown Office Market in the Early 1990's

1990

Tot. Office Space•

Occupied Space•

Available Space•

Percent Available

189.0SF

158.7 SF

30.3 SF

16.0%

* Scjuare feet is represented in millions .
Source:
Allee Kin9 Rosen &...flemin9, Inc., et al. ljanuary, 1994) 42,,.i Street Development Project: General Project Plan Amendment Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement

Because New York City and Midtown's vacancy rates were high and office space net absorption was extremely
negative during the early 1990's, New York City and Midtown, in particular, were viewedasoneoftheworld's
least expensive office markets, as compared to the office markets of London, Paris, Tokyo, and Singapore. New
York City was also viewed as one of the world's three top financial centers. Rental rates for all types of office
space were considered reasonable and landlord concessions were generous. Class A rental rates for prime office
space ranged from approximately $18.00 to $78.00 per square foot, and Class B/Class C rental rates for
secondary office space ranged from approximately $10.00 to $50.00 per square foot. Foreign investors
continued to invest and acquire commercial properties.
A few areas of Midtown, however, experienced a significant amount of interest and growth throughout the
1990's. The western side of Midtown continued to be one of the most popular commercial office real estate
submarkets in New York City and a dominant location for new office construction. Tax abatements and zoning
bonus incentives for land parcels along the western side of Midtown made the West Side of Manhattan an
extremely appealing location for new development. The immediate area surrounding Grand Central Terminal
also experienced a significant amount of interest throughout much of the 1990's. The demand for and the net
absorption of commercial office space in the Grand Central submarket was significantly higher than in the
1980's. 11 In addition, the once predominantly commercial retail corridor of Fifth Avenue between East 34th and
East 40th Streets began to incorporate a significant commercial office component as vacancy and availability rates
for commercial office sharply declined.
10

(1992) Society of Industrial and Office Realtors, Landowners, Real Estate Counselors

II

Ciandella, Donald R. Uun . 1995) National Real Estate Investor. Atlanta 37:6.
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During the latter half of the 1990's, the office markets of Manhattan improved slightly reflecting the overall
improved economy. As Manhattan's job market improved modestly, the Midtown office market tightened its
supply of quality office space. Most office industries possessed an increased demand for commercial office space
12
and sought Class A office space in Midtown. Throughout the last four years of the 1990's, availability and
vacancy rates for Class A office space declined substantially as rental rates for Class A office space increased
steadily. Numerous office users also sought affordable alternatives in the Downtown and southern Midtown
13
office markets as the dot.com space consumption emerged in earnest. The Manhattan net vacancy rate for
Class A office space decreased by more than eight percent from 199 3 to 1998. In 1999, the overall vacancy rate
14
for office space in Manhattan dropped to 6. 7 percent, the lowest level in over a decade.

IV.

AN OVER VIEW OF EXISTING 2001 COMMERCIAL OFFICE REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS
IN NEW YORK CITY

New York City's office market is one of the most noteworthy and sought-after real estate markets in the United
States, if not the world. New York City is also one of the largest and most expansive markets in the country
composed of several substantial office markets, including Downtown Brooklyn, Long Island City, and
Manhattan .
Primarily a service-oriented economy, New York City's office market is recognized as the corporate and
financial capital of the United States. It is also acknowledged as one of the most prominent business centers in
15
the world and home to one of the most diversified economies and a significant international community.
Downtown Brooklyn is recognized as one of the oldest commercial districts in the nation and includes such
significant commercial office developments as MetroTech and Renaissance Plaza. Long Island City, Queens is
one of the largest commercial employment centers in the Tri-State area and is host to such significant office
buildings as the Queens Atrium Building, Citibank Building, and Bridge Plaza Terrace. Manhattan is New York
City's largest and most important office market. It is the home of such distinguished office and institutional uses
as the New York Stock Exchange, the World Financial Center, the UN Headquarters seat, and several elite
universities and hospitals. In addition, Manhattan has also established itself as a leading international capital of
publishing, education, fashion, art, and entertainment.

A.

The Manhattan Office Market

Prior to September 11, 2001, Manhattan had one of the most diverse, expansive, expensive, and healthy
16
commercial real estate markets in the nation. With a total inventory of approximately 350 million square feet
of commercial office space, Manhattan has the largest concentration of commercial office space and office-

12

Ciandella, p. 82 .

13

Corso, Stacey (Feb. 2001) Manhattan Market Scope . Real Esr.ar.e Forum

14

Cushman & Wakefield (1999) Manhattan qffice Markers Sr.rongesr. in Decade,
www.propnews .com/ market_studies/ CW I cw_manhattan_of_ 11200 .htm

15

Derven, p . 99, City Review-New York

16

Corso, p. , Manhattan Market Scope.
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related employment in the nation. It is also the home of the largest Central Business District in the nation, if not
17
the world.
As office-dependent economic sectors of New York City such as finance, insurance, banking, and real estate are
such a significant and substantial part of the City's and Manhattan's economic base, and have been the prime
source of job growth in New York City for the last several decades, the status of the office industry is critical to
the economic health of New York City. The office industry and the City's overall economy have always been
interrelated, each dependent on and contributing to the economic health of the other.
Manhattan's office real estate market is fragile and experiencing a slowdown. Although New York City's office
market is relatively stable and stronger than those of most other US cities, Manhattan's office market is
experiencing the impact of the collapse of the "dot.com" industry and the flattening of the national economy.
18
Job growth is slowing and the unemployment rate in New York City is rising. Prior to September 11, 2001,
the overall demand for office space was declining throughout most of Manhattan and the office space vacancy
and availability rates were increasing. The net absorption rates of commercial office space were also becoming
increasingly negative with the failure of dot.com and new media companies. As numerous Manhattan-based
companies downsize and/ or reconsider future expansion plans, more and more office space has returned to the
19
market and fewer office space transactions have occurred.
Since January 2000 and prior to September 11, 2001, substantial quantities of sublease space flooded New York
City's real estate market, increasing Manhattan's commercial office space availability rates from extreme lows in
the late 1990's. More than 7 million square feet of sublease space has returned to the market, providing
approximately 9.1 million square feet of available commercial office sublease space. As Table 3-3 shows,
approximately 8 .15 percent (28 million square feet) of commercial office space was available in Manhattan prior
to September 11 , 2001 . Since that time, vacancy rates of Class A office space have increased by approximately
20
3. 4 percent to a vacancy rate level of 9. 7 percent.
As a result of the destruction of the World Trade Center complex (WTC) and adjacent buildings on September
11, 2001, approximately 14 percent of Manhattan's Downtown commercial office market was destroyed.
Although it is too early to assess the total effect of the tragic events on the commercial real estate market of
Manhattan, it is estimated that more than 50 million square feet of commercial office space was impacted by the
terrorist attacks. Since September 11, approximately 30 percent of displaced companies moved out of
21
Manhattan, taking approximately 62,000 jobs. Many other displaced companies have found refuge in the
unconventional offices of prior new media/internet-related firms in Midtown South, while others opted to
relocate to office space in Midtown North. Although a significant amount of displaced Downtown companies
have stayed in Manhattan and relocated to the office submarkets of Midtown North and South, the existing
supply of available office space still greatly exceeds the current demand. Average vacancy rates throughout all
three of Manhattan's main markets continue to escalate, as the current status of the economy forces many
companies to continue to downsize and forego expansion plans. In December 2001, average vacancy rates were

17
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insignia ESG (Sept. 200 I) Special Report on the Market of New York
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approximately 8. 8 percent, slightly higher than vacancy rates prior to September 11, 2001 (refer to Appendix
A) . Since December 2001, vacancy rates have continued to climb to approximately lOpercent. As vacancy rates
have been increasing, a softer rental market has emerged, and average asking rents for commercial office space
22
have dropped be more than $2.00 to approximately $46.00 per square foot since September 11, 2001.

Table 3-3: Inventory of Available Commercial Office Space in Manhattan Prior to 9I11
(Data estimates are from the 2nd Quarter of 200 I & reflect office inventories prior to September 11, 200 I)

Tot. SF*

Percent of Tot.

Available Office Space (SF)

.

.

Direct

Sublet

Tot.

.

Percent
Available

Class A

207

71.6%

8.3

4.8

13.1

6.3%

Class B

108.7

24.4%

7.8

3.7

11.5

10.6%

Class C

.li.±

4.0%

ti

M

1..1

10.7%

Total

350.1

100%

19.2

9.1

28.3

8.1%

•Square feet are represented in millions.
Source: GVA Williams Real £rtate Corp (912712001) Market Research: Research Tools. www. williams9va.com

Although commercial office space vacancy rates and availability rates are increasing, large blocks of available
office space are still in very short supply. Throughout Manhattan, there are approximately 28 office buildings
with 100,000 to 250,000 sfof available space and four office buildings with an excess of 250,000 sfof available
23
space. In addition, Class A office space is also in very limited supply.
The lack of new office space construction, and Manhattan's diverse tenant base and healthy employment growth
within the last four years, however, have kept the commercial real estate markets of Manhattan for the most
part steady and balanced. 2"' On average, office space costs are affordable, at approximately $47 . 00 per square
foot. 25 In addition, most of Manhattan's office space submarkets are secure and office space rents are not
dropping significantly. Three of Manhattan's office submarkets (Grand Central, the Financial District, and
Gramercy Park) are performing well and are experiencing an influx of office use. The remainder of this section
briefly outlines the existing conditions in Manhattan's three major office markets, Midtown North, Midtown
South, and Downtown (see Figure 3-1).

The Midtown North Office Market
The Midtown North office market is located in central Manhattan. It is generally bound by 61 "'Street to the
North, 38th Street to the South, the East River to the east, and the Hudson River to the west. The submarkets

22

Kreahling, L. (I I 13/200 I) Manhattan rents fall, vacancies rise . Crains New York Business.
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24
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of Columbus Circle, Grand Central, Plaza, Times Square, and UN Plaza are generally considered to be included
in Midtown North (see Figure 3-2).
Midtown North is Manhattan's largest and tightest commercial office market. With a total inventory of
approximately 182 million square feet of commercial office space and 8 million square feet of office space
26
currently under construction, Midtown North comprises approximately 73 percent of Manhattan's
commercial office space. Midtown North's office market is also one of Manhattan's most desirable, highest
quality, and most expensive office markets (refer to Table 3-4). Almost 72 percent, or 130.9 million square
feet, of Midtown North's office space is classified as Class A. Prior to September 11, 2001, the average asking
rent of office space in Midtown North was also the most expensive in Manhattan by more than $20.00 per
square foot.
As shown in Table 3-4, approximately 7.4 percent, of Midtown North's office space was available prior to
September 11, 2001. Since September 11, 2001, office space vacancy rates have continued to increase and in
December 2001 approximately 7. 9 percent of Midtown North's office space was available. Although the
majority of office space in Midtown North is Class A, only a small percentage of Class A office space in Midtown
North is actually available. Class Band Class C office space, however, have significantly higher availability rates,
as primarily Class Band Class C sublease space have returned to the market within the past two years.

Table 3-4:
Inventory of Available Office Space in the Manhattan Office Markets Prior to 9I11
(Data estimates are from the 2nd Quarter of 2001 & reflect office inventories prior to September 11, 2001)

TQt, Qffi~~*

Cliul!A*

Clal!ii s*

ClaHC*

A~ailabl~

Per~~nt

(Sf

(Sf).

(Sf).

(Sf).

Space* (SF)

Available

Avg.
Asking Rent

Midtown N.

182.9

131.0

44.6

7.4

13.6

7.4%

$64.42

Midtown S.

71.0

21.4

34.5

15.0

7. 1

10.0%

$42.43

Downtown l

95.4

~

2.2....Q

11.Q

u

8 . 1%

S41.62

Total

349.3

206.2

108.7

34.4

28.4

8.1%

$49.022

•Square feet are represented in millions .
Downtown estimates are based on an office space inventory prior to the events of September 11 , 2001 .
Weighted asking average rent.
Source: GVA Williams Real Estate Corp (9I27I2001) Market Research: Research Tools. www. williams91•a. com

Prior to September 11, 2001, the commercial office space vacancy and availability rates were increasing most
evidentially in Midtown North, as compared to the rest of Manhattan. The demand for commercial office space
in Midtown North was significantly less than the office space demand in Downtown. However, as a result of
September 11, more than 27 ,000 dislocated Downtown employees have relocated to office space facilities in
27
Midtown, absorbing some of the returned sublet space.
26
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\.ssessment of the Future Office Space Needs of the International Community
Figure 3-1
Map of the Major Commercial Office Markets in Manhattan

Assessment of the Future Office Space Needs of the International Community
Figure 3-2
Map of the Commercial Office Sub markets in Manhattan
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As office space vacancy rates have continued to increase, average asking rents in Midtown North are continuing
to drop. Prior to September 11, average asking rents for Midtown North office space had decreased by
approximately a dollar within the last two years. Since the events of September 11 , average asking rents have
dropped to approximately $58.54 per square foot. Although Midtown North's average asking rents have
dropped, Midtown North remains as Manhattan's most expensive office market.

The Midtown South Office Market
The Midtown South office market is located just south of the Midtown North office market and just north of the
Downtown office market. It is bounded by 381.h Street to the north, the East River to the east, the Hudson River
to the west, and 121.h Street to the South. The submarkets of Chelsea, Murray Hill, Gramercy Park, and Penn
Plaza/Garment are generally considered to be included in Midtown South (see Figure 3-2).
Midtown South is Manhattan's smallest commercial office real estate market. With a total inventory of
approximately 71 million square feet of commercial office space, Midtown South represents approximately 20
percent of Manhattan's office real estate, and is the home of primarily media, architecture, and publishing
firms. 28 It is also a much newer and less densely packed office market, as compared to either the Downtown or
Midtown North office markets. Much of its office facilities are considered to be within an "unconventional
29
neighborhood" by many Manhattan firms. Only within the last 30 years has there been a strong interest in
commercial office space in the Midtown South market.
Unlike Manhattan's Midtown North or Downtown office markets, Midtown South is not predominantly
comprised of Class A office space. As shown in Table 3-4, the Midtown South office market largely consists of
Class B office space. Approximately one-half (34.5 million square feet) of office space in Midtown South is Class

B.
Similarly to the Midtown North office market, the Midtown South office market is currently experiencing
climbing vacancy rates and a high influx of sublease space. Office space demand is sharply declining and the net
absorption of office space in Midtown South is becoming increasingly negative as increasing quantities of office
sublease space enter the real estate market. Currently, Midtown South has the highest vacancy rate within all of
Manhattan. Prior to September 11, approximately 10 percent of commercial office space in Midtown South was
available (refer to Table 3-4). Since September 11, vacancy rates have continued to increase to approximately
30
11 . 3 percent, as new media firms downsize and collapse.

As a result of these high vacancy rates and the slowdown of commercial real estate transactions, average asking
rental rates for commercial office space are declining significantly in Midtown South. Prior to September 11, the
average asking rent for commercial office space in Midtown South was approximately $41.62 per square foot
(refer to Table 3-4). As of December 2001, the average asking rent for office space in Midtown South was
31
approximately $40.00 per square foot, the least expensive price for office space in Manhattan.
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The Downtown Office Market
Manhattan's Downtown office market is located in the southern portion of Manhattan and is generally located
south of 12'.h Street from the East to the Hudson Rivers. It includes the real estate submarkets of City Hall, the
World Trade Center, the Financial District, Noho/Soho, Tribeca, and the Insurance district, and is largely
dominated by the Financial, Insurance, and Real Estate (FIRE) sector industry . Major banks, brokerages,
commodity exchanges, securities firms, government offices, and other financial industries have established their
headquarters in Downtown. As of 1998 the FIRE sector industry occupied approximately 10 million square feet
of office space in Downtown and in 1999 the securities industry occupied 15. 1 million square feet of office space
below Canal Street.
Prior to September l l , the Downtown real estate market was one of the strongest markets in the country with
32
vacancies that rivaled Midtown North. It had a total office space inventory of approximately 95. 4 million
square feet and an availability rate of 8 percent (see Table 3-4) . Similar to both the Midtown North and the
Midtown South office markets, the Downtown office market was experiencing higher vacancy rates in recent
years. However, unlike the office markets of Midtown South and Midtown North, the Downtown average
asking rents held steady and did not drop significantly.
The recent events of September l 1, 2001, however, have drastically changed the landscape of Lower Manhattan
and the Downtown office market conditions. Over 13. 5 million square feet of commercial office space,
approximately 4 percent of Manhattan's total office space inventory was destroyed (WTC buildings 1-7) and
33
approximately l. 7 million square feet of office space was severely damaged. In total, over 50 million square
feet of commercial office space in the Downtown office market has eitherbeen destroyed, severely damaged, or
impacted.
Currently, Manhattan's Downtown office market is one of the least desirable office markets in the New York
City Metropolitan Area. It has a vacancy rate of 8.56 percent and there are more than 15 available office
buildings with approximately 100,000 square feet of high-quality space.
Average rental rates are also slowly decreasing. In December 2001, average asking rents were approximately
$41.48 per square foot, and by May 2002, average asking rents dropped to approximately $39.47 per square
foot. * Although local, state, and federal governments are offering incentive packages and rental rates are
dropping, very few displaced tenants are seeking space in Downtown. In addition, very few Downtown tenants
are seeking to renew their leases without 25 to 30 percent rent reductions. Uncertainty, risk, psychological
distress, and poor transit options are causing many tenants and employees to relocate to other areas in
Manhattan, New Jersey, Long Island, etc. More than 20 percent of displaced companies have moved to New
Jersey, and more than 5,300 jobs have moved to other areas outside of New York City. Many companies are
also attempting to disseminate some of their holdings in case of future emergencies. However, only a few of
these displaced companies have signed long-term leases. 35
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The majority of partially damaged and/ or impacted buildings surrounding the Word Trade Center (WTC) site
will be operational by late Fall 2002. Progress on the cleanup and restoration of the area surrounding the WTC
site, however, is extremely difficult and problematic because of the necessary testing for environmental safety
and needed structural repairs. 36 Approximately 16. 3 million square feet of office space is expected to reopen and
38
be operational by late 2003 or early 2004. 37 Seven WTC is expected to be rebuilt by early 2006.

V.

COMMERCIAL OFFICE MARKET CONDITIONS IN COMMUNITY BOARD 6

As shown in Figure 3-3 and Table 3-5, CB6 is comprised of five office submarkets. The Midtown North
submarkets of Plaza, Grand Central, and UN Plaza, and the Midtown South submarkets of Gramercy Park and
Murray Hill are all entirely or partially included within CB6. The following describes the current real estate
conditions in each of these submarkets. In addition, Appendix B provides a detailed table of the real estate
conditions of each commercial office submarket in CB6, as of the second quarter commercial real estate market
report of 2001 . In total, CB6 has a total office inventory of approximately 58 million square feet ( 17 percent of
Manhattan's total office market). Approximately 8.2 percent (5.5 million square feet) ofthis office space was
available prior to September 11, 2001.

Table 3-5: Real Estate Markets in Community Board 6- 2001 Conditions
(Data estimates are from the 2nd Quarter of 2001 & reflect office inventories prior to September 11, 2001)

.

Tot. SF of Office

Available SF*

Percent Available

Avg. Asking Rent

Alidto>Vll "!Yorth

182.9

13.6

7.43%

$64.42 1

Plaza

87.8

5.7

6.5%

S71 .22

Grand Central

49.7

4.6

9.2%

S60.52

1.8

0 . 15

8.3%

S46.46

Alidto>Vll South

71.0

7.1

10.0%

$42.431

Murray Hill

9.3

0.86

9.2%

S41.70

Gramercy Park

19.3

1.6

8.3%

S42.59

Totai2

167.9

12.91

7.7%

$52.50

UN Plaza

•Square feet is represented in millions.
Weighted average asking rent.
Total estimate includes all of the real estate sub markets that are included or partially included in CB6.

Source: GVA Williams Real Estate Corp (912712001) Market Research: Research Tools. www.wil1iams9va.com
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ssessment of the Future Office Space Needs of the International Community
Figure 3-3
Map of Commercial Office Submarkets in Community Board 6
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A.

The Plaza Submarket

The Plaza submarket comprises the entire northeastern corner of the Midtown North office market. It is also
located within the northern portion of CB6 and largely includes the residential neighborhoods of Turtle Bay, the
Sutton Area Community, and Beekman Place, as well as the commercial corridors of Fifth, Madison, Park,
Lexington, and Third Avenues. As shown in Figure 3-3, only the southeastern portion of the Plaza submarket,
the land to the east of Lexington Avenue and to the south of East 59th Street, is actually included in the CB6
boundaries.
The Plaza submarket is generally bounded by East 65th Street to the north, the East River to the east, East 4 7th
Street to the south, and Fifth Avenue to the west (see Figure 3-2) . Included within the Plaz.asubmarketare such
significant office buildings as the Citicorp Building on the corner of Lexington Avenue and East 53nl Street, and
the General Motors Building and Plaza at 767 Fifth Avenue. In addition, the Plaza submarket also contains a
large concentration of permanent missions and consular offices. Approximately 24 permanent missions ( 19 of
which are located in CB6 boundaries) and 2 3 consular offices ( 15 of which are located in CB6 boundaries) are
located in the Plaza submarket. Most of these foreign government offices (more than 85 percent) are located
within either Class A or Class B office facilities.
With a total inventory of 87.8 million square feet (see Table 3-5), the Plaza submarket is the largest office
submarket of Midtown North, comprising approximately 48 percent of the entire Midtown North office real
estate market. Although the Plaza submarket is one of Manhattan's largest office markets (representing 25
percent of the total Manhattan office market), the majority of office buildings and office uses in the Plaza
submarket are located outside of CB6 boundaries, between Lexington and Fifth Avenues. The only major
pockets of commercial office space that are within CB6 are areas along the commercial corridors of Lexington
and Third Avenues . Less than 25 percent (approximately 20 million square feet) of office space in the Plaza
submarket is located in CB6.
In addition to being one of the largest office submarkets, the Plaza submarket is also one of the most desirable
markets within all of Manhattan. As of September 1, 2001, the Plaza submarkethad one of the lowest vacancy
rates, with approximately 5. 7 million square feet of available office space (see Table 3-6) . Approximately 1.4
million square feet of this available space is located in CB6. As office space in the Plaza submarket is highly
demanded and often very limited, the average asking rents of the Plaza submarket are also significantly more
than the average asking rents of most of Manhattan. Currently, the Plaza submarket is the most expensive office
market within CB6. As shown in Table 3-5, the average asking rent for office space in the Plaza submarket is
$71 . 2 2 per square foot, approximately $7. 00 more than the average asking rent of Midtown North office space.

Table 3-6 provides a further breakdown of the Plaza submarket and shows an inventory of all available office
space in the Plaza submarket according to the second quarter report of the office real estate market in 2001 . Like
most Midtown North office markets, the predominant type of office space in the Plaza submarket is Class A.
Approximately 5. 9 percent of this Class A office space was available for lease in September 200 I . Average asking
rents for office space within the Plaza submarket vary according to office type, and range from approximately
$63.00 to $72.00 per square foot.
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Table 3-6: Inventory of Available Office Space in the Plaza Submarket
(Data estimates are from the 2"" Quarter of 2001 & reflect office inventories prior to September 11, 2001)

Tot. SF
*

Percent
of Tot.

Available Office Space (SF)*

Direct

Sublet

Tot.

Percent
Available

Avg.
Asking Rent

Class A

73 .0

83 . 1%

2.8

1.4

4.3

5.9%

S72.86

Class B

13 .9

15.9%

I. 1

0.22

1.3

9.3%

s66.19

Class C

0 .86

10%

QM

0.007

Q..l

7.0%

S63.30

Total

87.8

100%

4.0

1.6

5.7

6.5%

$71.22 1

•Square feet are represented in millions .
Weighted average asking rent.
Source: GVA Williams Real Estate Corp (912712001) Market Research : Research Tools. wmv.williamsgva.com

B.

The Grand Central/ Midtown East Submarket

The Grand Central real estate submarket is partially located in the central section of CB6. It includes the
commercial corridor of East 4 2°d Street, the northern section of the residential neighborhood of Murray Hill,
and the southern edge of Turtle Bay (see Figure 3-3). Although the Grand Central office market represents one
of the larger office submarkets in CB6, it is not entirely included within the community district boundaries. The
Grand Central market extends further westward than CB6 and includes the Fifth Avenue commercial corridor.
The Grand Central submarket is bound by East 47th Street to the north, Second Avenue to the east, East 38th
Street to the south, and Fifth Avenue to the west (see Figure 3-2) . It includes such significant office buildings as
Rockefeller Center, the Bear Stearns Building at 245 Park Avenue, and the Chrysler Building at405 Lexington
Avenue. Grand Central Terminal is also located in the Grand Central submarket. In addition to serving as a
popular commercial business real estate district dominated by large financial firms and law offices, the Grand
Central submarket also contains the second largest concentration of international businesses and institutional
offices in the vicinity of the UN Headquarters seat. Currently, 38 permanent missions (35 of which are located
in CB6 boundaries) and 24 consular offices (18 of which are located in CB6 boundaries) are located in the Grand
Central submarket. Approximately 80 percent of these foreign government offices are located in either Class A
or Class B office buildings.
With a total inventory of approximately 49. 7 million square feet of office space (see Table 3-5), the Grand
Central submarket is not only one of CB6's largest office markets, but also one of Midtown North's largest
office submarkets. In total, the Grand Central submarket represents approximately 27 percent of the Midtown
North office market and approximately 45 percent of CB6's office market. Unlike the Gramercy Park, Murray
Hill and Plaza submarkets, also located in CB6, the Grand Central submarket is densely populated with office
buildings that are evenly dispersed throughout its entire area. Approximately 26 million square feet of office
space in the Grand Central submarket is located within CB6's boundaries .
The Grand Central submarket has one of the higher office space availability rates in Midtown North, with an
availability rate of approximately 9 percent (refer to Table 3-5). Approximately 3.3 million square feet (70
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percent) of this available space is located in CB6 . Due to the slightly higher availability rate than the rest of the
Midtown North's real estate market, average asking rents of the Grand Central Submarket are also slightly less.
As of the second quarter commercial real estate market report of 2001, average asking rents for the Grand
Central submarket were $60 .52 per square foot .
A little more than 55 percent (27.6 million square feet) of office space in the Grand Central submarket is
classified as Class A office space (see Table 3-7) . Currently, 2.5 million square feet (9 percent) of Class A office
space is available for direct or sublet lease, while 1. 7 million square feet (approximately l 0 percent) of Class Bis
available and 300,000 square feet (7 .5 percent) of Class C is available.

Table 3-7: Inventory of Available Office Space in the Grand Central Submarket
(Data estimates are from the 2n<I Quarter of 2001 & reflect office inventories prior to September 11, 200 I)

Tot. SF*

Percent
of Tot.

Available Office Space (SF)

.

.

Direct

Sublet

Tot.

.

Percent
Available

Avg.
Asking Rent

Class A

27 .6

55.5%

1.6

0 .9

2.5

9.0%

S66.74

Class B

17.9

36.0%

1.2

0.53

1.7

9.5%

S53.92

Class C

Ll

8.2%

Q..ll

0.08

Q.l

7 .3%

S47.91

Total

49.7

1()()%

3.0

1.5

4.6

9.3%

$60.521

·Square feet are represented in millions .
Weighted average asking rent.
Source: GVA Williams Real Estate Corp (9 I 27 I 200 I ) Market Re.rearch: Research Tools. www.williamsgva.com

C.

The UN Plaza Submarket

The UN Plaza real estate market is the only office submarket that is located entirely within the boundaries of
CB6 (see Figure 3-3). Generally bound by East 49lh Street to the north, the East River to the east, East 38th
Street to the south, and Second Avenue to the west, the UN Plaza submarket, includes the residential
neighborhoods of Tudor City, Beekman Place, and the northern portion of Kips Bay, as well as the eastern edge
of Murray Hill and the southern edge of Turtle Bay. As the UN Plaza submarket is located along the central
portion of the eastern edge of CB6, it is largely influenced by the UN Headquarters campus and other affiliated
uses.
The UN Plaza submarket includes such major office uses and buildings as 866 UN Plaza, 800 Second Avenue,
and l Dag Hammerskjold Plaza, as well as the Ford Foundation Building along East 42°d Street. The UN Plaza
market is also home to the largest concentration of diplomatic uses within CB6 and within all of New York City.
Most of the major office buildings, including the previously mentioned, house several permanent missions,
consular offices, and/or NGO's affiliated with the UN . Currently, about one-half (95) of the permanent
missions and approximately one-third of (31) the consular offices are located in the UN Plaza submarket. More
than 70 percent of these foreign government offices are located in Class A office facilities.
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While UN Plaza is home to the largest concentration of international business offices related to the UN, the UN
Plaza office market is Midtown North's smallest commercial office market. With a total office space inventory
of approximately 1.8 million square feet (see Table 3-5), the UN Plaza submarket comprises less than 1 percent
of the Midtown North office market. The vast majority of buildings located in the UN Plaza submarket
boundaries house either residential or institutional uses. In addition, a significant section of UN Plaza is the
vacant former industrial facility of Con Edison, located between East 41 ... and East 35th Streets .
UN Plaza also possesses the smallest amount of available office space within the Midtown North office market
and within CB6. Although UN Plaza has a slightly higher availability rate than much of the Midtown North office
market, the amount of available space within UN Plaza is equivalent to less than three percent of the available
office space within the Plaza submarket. As of September 1, 2001, only 150,000 square feet of commercial
office space was available for direct or sublet lease within UN Plaza (see Table 3-8).

Table 3-8: Inventory of Available Office Space in the UN Plaza Submarket
(Data estimates are from the 2nd Quarter of 2001 & reflect office inventories prior to September 11, 2001)

Tot. SF*

Percent
of Tot.

Available Office Space(SF)*
Direct

Sublet

Tot.

Percent
Available

Avg.
Asking Rent

Class A

0 .75

38.9%

0.007

0 .0

0.007

0.9%

S60.00

Class B

I. I

60.1%

0.079

0.064

0 . 14

12.7%

S45.75

Class C

M

0.0%

M

M

M

0.0%

so.oo

Total

1.8

100"/o

0.09

0.06

0.15

8.2%

$46.46•

•Square feet are represented in millions .
Weighted average asking rent.
Source: GVA Williams Real Estate Corp (9127 I 2001) Market Research: Research Tools. www. williamsgva.com

Unlike the majority of office submarkets within Midtown North, UN Plaza does not consist of primarily Class A
office space . As shown in Table 3-8, the predominant type of office space within the UN Plaza submarket is
Class B. Approximately 58 percent ( 1. 1 million square feet) of office space in UN Plaza is Class B. The average
asking rent for this available office space in UN Plaza is also significantly less than the majority of office
submarkets within Midtown North, and is most comparable to the average asking rent of the Midtown South
office submarkets. As shown in Table 3-5, the average cost of renting office space within UN Plaz.a is $46.46 per
square foot, approximately $ 18. 00 less than the average asking rent of the majority of office space within the
Midtown North office market.
As the overwhelming majority of office space in UN Plaza is Class B, the majority of available office space is also
Class B. Approximately 13 .5 percent (140,000 square feet) of Class B office space is available in UN Plaza.

D.

The Murray Hill Submarket

The Murray Hill office submarket is located in the central section of CB6 and includes the commercial corridor
of East 34th Street, and the residential neighborhood of Murray Hill, as well as the northern edge of the
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residential neighborhood of Rose Hill (see Figure 3-3). Although the majority of the Murray Hill submarket is
included within CB6, the Murray Hill submarket extends further westward than CB6, and includes the
commercial corridor of Fifth Avenue.
The Murray Hill submarket is bound by East 38th Street to the north, the East River to the east, East 30lh Street
to the south, and Fifth Avenue to the west (see Figure 3-2), and includes such significant office buildings as the
Empire State Building. The Murray Hill submarket also includes New York University Hospital along its eastern
boundary. In addition, the Murray Hill submarket is home to a small portion of the international community.
Nine permanent missions (eight of which are located in CB6) and three consular offices (all of which are located
in CB6) are located in the Murray Hill submarket. Most of these foreign government offices are located in Class
C office facilities .
The Murray Hill submarket represents approximately 13 percent of the Midtown South office market and
approximately five percent of CB6's office facilities . With a total inventory of approximately 9 .3 million square
feet of office space (see Table 3-5), Murray Hill submarket represents one of the smaller office markets within
(or partially included within) CB6. Almost all of the office buildings and office space within the Murray Hill
submarket are congregated between Fifth and Madison Avenues. There are, however, a few small pockets of
office buildings in CB6. A small group of office buildings are located between Madison and Lexington Avenues,
and a few other office buildings are located just south of UN Headquarters along First Avenue between East 38lh
and East 39lh Streets. In total, approximately 3. 5 million square feet of office space in the Murray Hill submarket
is located in CB6.
The Murray Hill submarket possesses one of the higher availability rates of Midtown South. As of September 1,
2001 , 8.6 percent of office space was available within the Murray Hill submarket (see Table 3-9). Less than one
percent (approximately 210,000 square feet) of this available space in the Murray Hill submarketwas located in
CB6. The average asking rent for this available space was slightly less than the average asking rents of most office
facilities in Midtown South and Midtown North. The average asking rent for office space in Murray Hill was
$41 . 70 per square foot, approximately a dollar less than the average asking rent for all of Midtown South.

Table 3-9: Inventory of Available Office Space in the Murray Hill Submarket
(Data estimates are from the 2nd Quarter of 2001 & reflect office inventories prior to September 11, 2001 )

Tot. SF*

Percent of
Tot.

Available Office Space (SF)

.

.

Direct

Sublet

Tot.

.

Percent
Available

Avg.
Asking Rent

Class A

1.8

19.8%

0.07

0 . 13

0.20

11.1 %

S44.71

Class B

5.5

58 .8%

0 .26

0 .29

0.55

10. 1%

S4 1.18

Class C

ll!

2 1.3%

0 .08

0,02

Q...lQ

5.2%

S3 8.47

Total

9.3

100%

0.4

0.4

0.8

9.2%

$41.70 1

•S<Juare feet are represented in millions.
W eighted average asking rent.

Source: GVA Williams Real Estate Corp (9 I 27 I 200 I ) Market Research: Research Tools. www. williamsgva. com
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E.

The Gramercy Park Submarket

The Gramercy Park submarket is located within the southern portion of CB6 and includes the residential
neighborhoods of Peter Cooper Village, Stuyvesant Town, Stuyvesant Square, and Gramercy Park (see Figure 33). The southern portions of Rose Hill and Kips Bay are also partially included within the Gramercy Park
submarket. Similarly to the Murray Hill submarket, the Gramercy Park submarket also extends beyond the
boundaries of CB6.
As shown in Figure 3-2, the Gramercy Park submarket is generally bound by East 30th Street to the north, the
East River to the east, East 12th Street to the south, and Fifth Avenue to the west, and includes the Con Edison
facilities between East 14th and East 10th Streets along the East River. Notable office buildings included within
the Gramercy Park submarketinclude the New York Life Building at 51 Madison Avenue, Metlife Plaza at One
Madison Avenue, and the Con Edison Building at Four Irving Place. In addition, the Gramercy Park submarket
also includes the Bellevue Medical Center, the Veterans Administration Medical Center, and the Beth Israel
Medical Center. The Gramercy Park submarket also contains one permanent mission and one consular use (only
the permanent mission is located in CB6), which are both housed within Class B office facilities.
Similarly to the Murray Hill submarket, the Gramercy Park submarket is located in a predominantly residential
area. With a total inventory of approximately 19.3 million square feet of office space (see Table 3-5) , the
Gramercy Park office market is twice as large as the Murray Hill submarket and represents approximately 27
percent of the Midtown South office market. Almost all of this office space, however, is located outside of CB6
and is concentrated between the commercial corridors of Fifth and Madison Avenues, and in the vicinity of
Union Square. Only a few office buildings are scattered throughout the eastern section of the Gramercy Park
submarket and within CB6. In total, approximately 6.5 million square feet of office space in the Gramercy Park
submarket is located in CB6.
The Gramercy Park submarket also has relatively low vacancy and availability rates that are comparable to the
rates of the Midtown North submarkets. Approximately 8 percent of Gramercy Park's office space was available
prior tp September 1, 2001, and approximately 560,000 square feet of this available space was located in CB6.
The average asking rent for this available space in Gramercy Park is also slightly higher than the average rent of
most of Midtown South. The average cost for office space in Gramercy Park is approximately $42 .59 per square
foot (refer to Table 3- 10).
As shown in Table 3-10, Gramercy Park submarket has a relatively even mix of Class A, Class B, and Class C
office space. Approximately 6.6 million square feet of office space in Gramercy Park is Class A, approximately
7.6 million square feet is Class B, and approximately 5.0 million square feet is Class C. The vast majority of
available space in the Gramercy Park submarket, however, is Class B. Approximately 11 percent (840,000
square feet) of Class B office space is available for $44.00 per square foot.
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Table 3-10: Inventory of Available Office Space in the Gramercy Park Submarket
(Data estimates are from the Second Quarter of 2001 & reflect office inventories prior to September 11, 2001)

Tot. SF*

Percent
of Tot.

Available Office Space (SF)*

Avg.
Asking Rent

Direct

Sublet

Tot.

0 .03

0.28

4.2%

S43.60

0.84

11.1 %

S44.04

0 43

8.6%

S39.08

1.5

8.15%

$42.59

Class A

6.6

34.4%

0.25

Class B

7.6

39.6%

0 .55

Class C

~

26 0%

Q.11

Total

19.2

100%

I. I

·Square feet are represented in millions.

Percent
Available

I

l

0 .29
0 .09
0.4

I

l

1

Weighted average asking rent.
Source: GVA Williams Real Estat.e Corp (912712001) Market Re.rearch : Research Tool<. www.williams9va.com

VI.

PATTERN OF COMMERCIAL OFFICE SPACE UTILIZATION TYPICAL OF THE
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY IN NEW YORK CITY

Since its inception in the mid-1940's, the UN has greatly expanded its membership, budget, and efforts. To
meet these increasing functions, the UN presence in New York City has gone through periods of expansion, and
the UN Secretariat has also increased its staff levels . However, the UN has also equally experienced periods of
reduction in its office space needs and in its staff levels. During the past several years, the UN has been in its
reduction/ stability mode and has been reducing its demand for commercially leased office space in New York
City . In addition, the UN Secretariat has also reduced its staff levels over the past few years .
The UN System has been able to minimize its demand for commercially (privately) leased office space in New
York City through the assistance of the United Nations Development Corporation (UNDC) . Established in the
late 1960's, UNDC was created to help meet the increasing needs of the UN community (the UN System, UN
specialized agencies, programmes, and funds, and permanent missions) for more office space, hotel
accommodations, appropriate housing, and other essential facilities in close proximity to the UN Headquarters
campus. Through surveying the present and future needs of the UN community, UNDC formulates and
implements development plan(s) for the United Nations Development District (see Tasks 1 & 2) to meet the
existing and future office space, housing, and other facility needs of the UN community.
Although the UN has improved and refurbished its headquarters campus in New York City, the UN campus is
no longer sufficient or capable of housing all of the UN Secretariat's staff, the UN' s specialized agencies, and UN
programmes and funds . During the last two decades, in particular, most of UN's specialized agencies, UN
programmes and funds, and some of the UN Secretariat's staff have been forced to relocate and occupy
significant quantities of office space outside of the UN Headquarters in nearby commercial and/ or UNDC office
buildings.
The UN' s membership has also greatly expanded over the years and many member states have leased, bought,
or developed commercial office space in New York City to accommodate permanent mission space. Since 1945,
140 nations have become member states of the UN (East Timar and Switzerland became members in Fall
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of 2002), bringing the total membership to 191 states, 188 of which have established permanent mission offices
in the New York Metropolitan Area. Ninety-eight percent ( 187) of these permanent missions are located in
Manhattan, near the UN Headquarters campus.
As the UN Community has grown and expanded its efforts, what the UN refers to as a "Civil Society" (nongovernmental organizations [NGO 's) or grassroots connections) has also diversified and expanded. Over the
past 50 years, thousands ofNGO's, non-profit and voluntary citizens' actions groups, have become part of the
UN's Civil Society (affiliated with the UN Department of Public Information), and hundreds of these NGO's
have elected to establish headquarters or regional offices in New York City, near the UN Headquarters campus.
In addition to serving as the UN Headquarters, New York City is also considered a world city and a significant
part of the global economy. Throughout the last twenty years, 117 member states have established foreign
consular offices in New York City. Currently, there are 100 foreign consulates located in New York City, 99 of
which are located in Manhattan. The other 16 consular offices closed their respective consular offices during the
1980's and early 1990's.
The following sections provide an in-depth discussion of the existing commercial office space needs of the UN
Secretariat, the UN' s specialized agencies, UN programmes and funds, permanent missions, consular uses, and
NG 0' s. In addition, Appendix C provides a complete survey of the UN System's existing office space, as of
August 2001.

A.

The United Nations, Specialized Agencies, and Programmes & Funds

As discussed in Task 1, the UN System is an interwoven network of organizations and entities that perform a
range of duties to improve and shape global relations. It primarily consists of six major organs, including the
General Assembly, Security Council, and Secretariat (international, administrative staff of the UN), as well as a
variety of programmes and funds, and specialized agencies. Although the UN maintains a significant presence
throughout the world, its main administrative headquarters are located in New York City. The UN Secretariat,
the UN Office for Project Services (UNOPS), the UN Development Program (UNDP), and several funds,
including the UN International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and the UN Populations Fund (UNFPA),
all have their worldwide headquarters and administrative offices in Manhattan CB6.

The United Nations (UN Secretariat)
Throughout the last 35 years, the UN has experienced a constant shortage of adequate office space, conference
rooms, and meeting facilities. As the UN Headquarters campus was originally designed to accommodate
approximately 70 member states and currently there are 191 member states, the UN Secretariat building is
severely over-utilized.
Over the last 50 years, several physical alterations and expansions to the headquarters campus have been
necessary. During the late 1970's and early 1980's, the conference rooms of the headquarter' s buildings were
substantially reconfigured to accommodate additional seating for new member states. In addition, the
headquarters campus has been also improved with the construction of three buildings (the Dag Hammarskjold
Library [a gift of the Ford Foundation], the South Annex building, and the North Lawn Extension). Table 3- 11
shows the existing buildings' gross floor area and useable floor area on the UN Headquarters campus, as of
August 2001 .
In total, the UN Headquarters campus is approximately 18-acres and is occupied by approximately 1.3 million
square feet ofuseable floor area. However, only the Secretariat building (approximately 653,000 gsf) currently
serves as a major office facility and accommodates most of the administrative staff (Secretariat) of the UN. All
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other buildings on the headquarters campus have another primary function and accommodate only incidental
office space. The South Annex building serves as the campus's cafeteria. The General Assembly and the
Conference buildings largely contain meeting and conference facilities, while the North Lawn building mainly
serves as a printing plant. The UNIT AR building, which was purchased by the UN in 199 3, is not located on the
UN Headquarters campus. It is located immediately across the street from the Secretariat Building on the
northwest comer of First Avenue and East 45lh Street. The UNIT AR building serves as the UN's pass and
identification office. and also houses some incidental office space.

Table 3-11: Existing Buildings on the UN Headquarters Campus
Name of Building

Description

Gross Floor Area (SF)

Useable Floor Area (SF)

Coeference Bld9.

442,390

409,000

General Arsembly Bld9.

316,557

70,779

5 Fl, 1 basement

Secretariat Bld9.

900,000

653,000

35 Fl, 3 basements

Library

118,600

93,640

3 Fl, 3 basements

North Lawn Bld9.

99,500

84,300

0 FL, 2 basements

South Annex

39,300

30,075

2 Fl, 0 basements

~

NIA

5 Fl, I basement

1,938,967

1,340,794

UNITAJI. Bld9.
Total

I

5 Fl., 2 basements

The UNITAR building is not actually on the UN Headquarters campus. It is owned by the UN and is located directly across
the street, to the west of UN Headquarters, on the northwest comer of East 45th Street and First Avenue .
Source: UN Facilities Mana9ement qffice, 2001

In addition to refurbishing and improving the UN Headquarters campus, the UN System has also been forced to
seek and lease additional office space outside of the UN Headquarters campus to accommodate some of the UN
Secretariat's staff, and almost all of the UN' s specialized agencies, and UN programmes and funds. These efforts
have primarily been accomplished through the development of the United Nations Development District and the
creation of the UNDC.

As private enterprise had been ineffective in providing a sufficient supply of affordable office and other essential
facilities, the New York State legislature created a state public benefit corporation, UNDC, to assist the UN
System and its permanent missions, and the City of New York in meeting the UN community's office space
needs, hotel accommodations, appropriate housing, and other needed facilities. UNDC was established to
formulate and implement development strategies or plans for the coordinated future development of the United
Nations Development District. It is intended to serve as a real estate technical advisor and broker for the UN
community, as well as a liaison between the UN System and permanent missions, and federal, state, and/or
local authorities. UNDC has the ability to acquire and dispose of real property, and construct, purchase, and/ or
rehabilitate office buildings within the United Nations Development District to secure suitable facilities for the
UN community. Because of UNDC efforts, the UN System's commercial office space demand/ occupancy is
minimal.
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UNDC office facilities are not part of the Manhattan commercial office market. They are reserved for UNrelated uses, and are not available (leased) to private companies or any other commercial entities. UNDC
acquires, purchases, or constructs office buildings to accommodate the UN Secretariat, the UN's specialized
agencies, UN programmes and funds, and permanent missions.
Since the late l 960's, UNDC has developed approximately 1. 8 million square feet of office space in the vicinity
of the UN to serve the UN System and permanent missions. Some of UNDC' s more significant office buildings
include One, Two, and Three UN Plaza. All three of these buildings are primarily occupied by the UN's
specialized agencies, UN programmes or funds, and by several permanent missions to the UN.
One and Two UN Plaza are 39- and 40-story buildings that are Class A, glass tower office buildings along the
north side of East 44 th Street between First and Second Avenues. They accommodate approximately 700, 000 sf
of office space and a 4 27-room hotel. UNDP, the UN Secretariat, and several foreign missions are housed within
One and Two UN Plaza. Three UN Plaza is located directly across the street from One and Two UN Plaza, and
is the current headquarters of UNICEF. It also accommodates residential apartments housing UN staff and
foreign diplomats, among other residents.
As of August 2001 , the entire UN System leased approximately 1.4 million square feet of Manhattan office space
for an average asking rent ofapproximately $26.00 per square foot (See Table 3-12). Almost half of this leased
space is occupied by the UN Secretariat, while the remainder of office facilities serve the UN's specialized
agencies and UN programmes and funds. Although the UN System leases slightly more than the total useable
floor area of the UN Headquarters campus, more than 58 percent (approximately 819,000 sf) of this leased
office space is owned by UNDC. Less than 42 percent (approximately 582,000 sf) of the UN System's leased
office space is privately owned (commercially leased by the UN System), of which approximately 112,000 is
leased by the UN, and the remainder by various UN programmes and funds and specialized agencies.
Approximately 79 percent (476,000 sf) of the UN Secretariat's leased office facilities are owned by UNDC, and
approximately 43 percent (343,000 sf) of the UN's specialized agencies, and programmes and funds' office
facilities are owned by UNDC.

Table 3-12: Office Space Leased by the UN System in Midtown
Organization

UNPC SF Leased

Commercial SF Leased

Tot. SF Leased

Avg. Rent

UN

476,000

110,000

596,000

S24.00

UNDP

163,000

200,000

363,000

S22 .00

UNICEF

180,000

95,000

275,000

S27.00

UN OPS

0

76,000

76,000

S43 .00

UNFPA

Q

91.000

91.000

S36.00

Total

819,000

582,000

1,401,000

$26.00

Source: UN Facilities Mana9ement, Au9ust 2001
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Pro9rammes l\l Funds
The United Nations Development Program (UNDP), United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
(UNICEF), and United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) are all headquartered outside of the UN
Headquarters campus, within several high-quality, office buildings along the eastern side of Midtown, in CB6.

As shown in Table 3-13, UNICEF occupies approximately 275,000 gsf of Class A office space in CB6. The
majority (approximately 65 percent) ofthis office space (3 UN Plaza) is owned by UNDC. Less than 35 percent
(approximately 95,000 gsf) ofUNICEF's office space is commercially leased. Its main worldwide headquarters
are located at 3 UN Plaza in the UN Plaza submarket, and its other office facilities are located at 633 Third
Avenue in the Grand Central submarket.
UNO P currently leases significant portions of three office buildings in the UN Plaza submarket and occupies a
total of approximately 363,646 sf of office space. Approximately 45 percent of this office space is owned by
UNDC and less than 200,000 sf is commercially leased by UNDP. Its main worldwide headquarters are at 304
East 45lh Street.
The United Nations Population Fund's (UNFPA) headquarters are located in the Grand Central submarket at
405 Lexington Avenue. It occupies approximately 91,000 sf of Class A office space. All of UNFPA's office
facilities are commercially leased.

Table 3-13: Administrative Offices of UN Programmes & Funds in Midtown
Bldg.

Addr~:!:!

T2t, SF Q~~Ypi~d

Conp~rSF

L~ii~

Expirati2n

D~KriptiQn

QfBuilcling

~

UNICEF
3 UN Plaza

180,491

S32.SO

2026.

Class A mixed use building, IS-stories,
owned by UNDC

633 Third Ave

94.769

S27.00

Not Available

Class A commercial condos, 38-stories

Total

275,260

UNDP
1 UN Plaza

162,838

S22.00

2008·

Class A, 39-stories, owned by UNDC

304 E. 45.i. St

179,473

S22.00

20os·

Class A, 17-stories, City-owned

336 E. 4Stb St

l!4ill

S22.00

20os·

Class B, IS -stories, Uganda Mission

S43.00

Not Available

Total

362,646

UNFPA
220 E. 42 St.

Total

91,000

Class A, occupies 4th Fl., Chrysler Bldg.

91,000

•Represents the year the existing lease terminates. Tenant does have the option to renew once current lease expires.
Source:

UNICEF, UNDP, &_UNFPA, Au9usc 200}
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B.

Permanent Missions

As noted previously, there are currently 187 member states maintaining permanent missions at UN
headquarters in New York City. Only the UN member states of Equatorial Guinea, Kiribati, Palau, and East
Timor, which joined the organization in 1968, 1999, 1994, and 2002 respectively, do not have permanent
representation (missions) in New York City. The UN member state of Equatorial Guinea, however, maintains a
permanent mission outside of Manhattan, in Mount Vernon, New York. Almost all other UN member states
maintaining permanent missions at UN Headquarters are located in Midtown within three Manhattan
Community Board Districts (as shown in Table 3-14).
Although permanent missions possess the flexibility to locate anywhere within the City, the vast majority of
permanent missions located in Manhattan are concentrated near or adjacent to the UN Headquarters campus
along the eastern side of Midtown in CB6. Approximately 83 percent ( 1.61 million square feet) of permanent
missions are located in CB6, while less than 17 percent (400,000 sf) of permanent missions are located outside
of CB6. Most of the permanent missions located in CB6 are located in Class A office facilities (approximately 73
percent), while less than 30 percent are located Class B facilities.

Table 3-14: Permanent Missions Referenced by Manhattan Community Board
Communit)' Board

Tot. No. of Permanent Missions

Tot. Percentage

Tot. SF Occupied'

CB6

155

83%

1.61 Million

CBS

9

5%

100,000

CB8

.u

12%

300.000

Total

187

100%

2.01 Million

Estimate of Total Square Feet of commercial office space occupied by the 186 missions is extrapolated from data collected on
166 permanent missions in New York City.

Table 3-15 provides a more detailed look at the 155 permanent missions located in CB6. As shown in Table 315, approximately 56 percent (87) of the permanent missions located in CB6 are situated within the northern
portion of CB6, in the Turtle Bay community. Slightly less than 20 percent (30) are located in the residential
neighborhood of Tudor City and approximately 16 percent (25) are located in Murray Hill.
In total, permanent missions occupy approximately 2.01 million square feet of office space in Manhattan,
representing less than 1 percent of the Manhattan office real estate market. The average size of a typical mission
is approximately 10,800 sf. However, permanent missions in NYC range in size from less than 1,000 sf to more
than 200,000 sf of office space. Currently, 37 percent (68) of UN member states own their permanent mission
offices, while approximately two-thirds ( 119) of UN member states lease commercial office space ( 112) or
UNDC office space (7) for their permanent missions. Average asking rents for permanent mission office space
range from approximately $25.00 to $73.00 per square foot.
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Table 3-15: Permanent Missions in Community Board 6- Referenced by Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Turtle Bay

Tot. No. of Permanent Missions

Tot. Percentage

Tot. SF Occupied'

87

56%

880 ,000

<1 %

10,000

Sutton Place

Murray Hill

25

16%

280,000

Kips Bay

4

3%

50,000

Tudor City

30

19%

280,000

5%

110.000

100%

1.61 million

Beekman

Total

155

Estimate of Total Square Feet of commercial office space occupied by the 186 mfasions is extrapolated from data collected on
166 permanent missions in New York City.

As noted above, permanent missions have the freedom to locate anywhere within the City. They are not
restricted by any City, State, or Federal regulations to locate within certain specified areas. Although most
permanent missions prefer to locate within close proximity to the UN Headquarters campus, a few missions are
located along the Upper East Side and in central Midtown. The actual location of permanent missions is largely
market driven and determined by the individual operating budgets of particular missions . Permanent missions
lease or purchase office space where they can afford it, and behave like any other private commercial business or
institution. In addition, the turnover rate of leased permanent mission space is not cyclic or predictable. There is
no pattern that identifies the duration of a typical commercial lease for a permanent mission, each permanent
mission is a separate entity and operates independently.
Approximately 966,000 sf of mission space in Manhattan is owned by a foreign government and more than 1.0
million square feet of permanent mission office space is leased by a foreign government. The average size of a
leased permanent mission is 9,000 sf, while the average size of a permanent mission owned by a foreign
government is 14,000 sf. Unlike the UN System's leased office facilities, the majority of permanent mission
leased office space is privately owned. Less than 3 percent (approximately 63 ,000 gsf) of permanent mission
office space is owned by UNDC .
Most permanent missions occupy commercial office space in the Midtown North office submarkets of UN Plaza
(51 percent), Plaza (13 percent) and Grand Central (20 percent) (see Table 3-16). Less than 6 percent of
permanent missions are located in the Midtown South office submarkets of Gramercy Park and Murray Hill. The
majority of (approximately 51 .6%) permanent missions also occupy Class A office facilities. However, a quarter
of all permanent missions are located in unclassified commercial condominiums, brownstones, or residential
buildings.
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Table 3-16: Permanent Missions Referenced by Manhattan Office Markets
Tot. No. of Permanent Missions

Tot. Percentage

Tot. SF Occupied'

UN Plaza

95

51%

930,000

Plaza

24

13%

310,000

Grand Central

38

20%

390,000

Upper East Side

20

11%

260,000

Murray Hill

9

5%

I 10,000

Gramero/ Park

l

<1%

l.Q.QQQ

187

I 00°/o

2.0 I million

Office Submarket

Total

Estimate ofTotal Scjuare Feet of commercial office space occupied by the 186 missions is extrapolated from data collected on
166 permanent missions in New York City .

More than half of permanent missions have relocated at least once within the last twenty years. Only 28 percent
of permanent missions have remained within the same office facilities since 1988. At least twenty permanent
missions could be in the market for new commercial office space in the next five years and at least nine could be
seeking office space in the next two years.

In addition to the 187 current member states maintaining permanent missions in New York City, there is also
one permanent non-member state, Holy See, and sixteen other entities or intergovernmental organizations
including, Palestine, the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee, European Community, and the League of
Arab States, maintaining permanent observer mission offices at UN Headquarters in New York City. Like most
permanent missions, the vast majority of these observer missions are concentrated along the eastern side of
Midtown in CB6, near the UN Headquarters campus (see Table 3-17). Only the Caribbean Community (an
observer mission) is located outside of Manhattan, in Rego Park, Queens.

Table 3-17: Permanent Observer Missions Referenced by Manhattan Community Board
Community Board

Tot. Percentage

CBS

6%

CB6

76%

CB7

6%

CB8
Total

100%

Almost all observer missions lease their commercial office space in the office submarkets of UN Plaza, Grand
Central, Plaza and Gramercy Park, and the residential areas of Murray Hill, Turtle Bay, Tudor City and Sutton
Place. Only the Organization of African Unity owns its permanent observer mission, and only two observer
entities lease office space from UNDC in One UN Plaza. Several observer missions are located in the same
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office buildings as many permanent missions and other international/UN-related organizations. Commercial
offices that contain at least one observer mission include, 800 Second Avenue, 801 Second Avenue, 747 lbird
Avenue, 630 lbird Avenue, and 633 lbird Avenue. Average asking rents for many observer missions range
from approximately $45.00 to $60.00 per square foot. As the majority of observer missions do not own office
facilities, observer missions are relatively small and occupy less than an average of 10,000 sf.

C.

Foreign Consulates

There are currently 100 foreign consular offices located in New York City, 99 of which are located in
Manhattan. Only San Marino's foreign consulate is located outside of Manhattan in Elmont, Queens. Although
the majority of consular uses, like permanent missions, are located within the boundaries of CB6, several
consulates, occupying more than 460,000 sf of commercial office space, are located within four other Manhattan
Community Boards, as shown in Table 3-18.
As consular uses are not directly affiliated with the UN, consular offices are more dispersed throughout the City
and are generally located further away from UN Headquarters than the majority of permanent missions.
Although 63 percent of foreign consulates (690,000 sf) are located in CB6, the remaining 37 percent(460,000
sf) are scattered throughout central Manhattan, the Upper East Side, Downtown, and the western side of
Manhattan.

Table 3-18: Foreign Consulates Referenced by Manhattan Community Board
Tot. No. of Consulates

Tot. Percentage

Tot. SF of Office Occupied1

CB6

63

63%

690,000

CBS

19

19%

210,000

CB8

13

13%

200,000

CBI

2

2%

20,000

CB4

1.

2%

30.0000

Total

99

100°/o

I. 15 Million

Community Board

Estimate of Total Square Feet of commercial office space occupied by the 99 foreign consulates is extrapolated from data
collected on 86 foreign consulates in New York City.

The majority of the 62 foreign consular offices located in CB6 are generally concentrated within the
southeastern portion of Turtle Bay (see Table 3-19). Approximately 21 percent of foreign consulates are located
in Murray Hill along the commercial corridors of Second, lbird, and Lexington Avenues, and 16 percent are
located within the four block area of Tudor City.
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Table 3-19: Foreign Consulates in Community Board 6-Referenced by Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Turtle Boy

Tot. No. of Consulates

Tot. Percentage

Tot. SF of Office Occupied1

35

55%

370,000

1%

10,000

Sutton Place
Murray Hill

13

21 %

160,000

Kips Bay

3

5%

30,000

Tudor Cifj'

10

16%

100,000

Beekman Place

1

Total

63

100%

690,000

Estimate of Total Scjuare Feet of commercial office space occupied by the 99 foreign consulates is extrapolated from data
collected on 86 foreign consulates in New York City.

In total, foreign consulates are estimated to occupy approximately 1. 15 million square feet of commercial office
space in Manhattan, less than one percent of Manhattan's total office space inventory. They are slightly larger
than permanent mission offices and have an average office size of approximately 11,600 sf. Currently, 37
percent of foreign consulates have direct ownership of their commercial office facilities and 62 percent lease
commercial office space. Average asking rents for consular uses are slightly more than permanent mission space
and range from approximately $33.00 to $90.00 per square foot.

Like permanent missions, consular uses possess the flexibility to locate anywhere within the City, and are under
no restrictions to locate within certain specified areas. Many consular uses are located in the same office building
or within the same general area as their respective county's permanent mission to the UN in CB6, but others are
located in Downtown or along the west side of Manhattan. Consular office locations are determined by market
trends and the individual operation budgets of foreign governments. Consular office facilities are leased or
purchased where foreign countries can afford the space.
The majority of consular space is commercially leased by foreign governments . The average size of a consulate
owned by a foreign government is approximately 16,000 sf, and the average size of a leased consulate is
approximately 9,000 sf. Approximately 592,000 sf of consular office space is currently owned by a foreign
government, while approximately 992,000 sf of consular office space is commercially leased.
Similarly to the majority of permanent missions, most consular uses are located in the Midtown North office
submarkets of UN Plaza, Plaza, and Grand Central (see Table 3-20) . Consular uses predominantly occupy Class
A office facilities. Approximately 625 ,000 sfof consular office space is Class A. Less than 200,000 sfof consular
office space is Class B, and less than 9 3, 000 sf is Class C.
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Table 3-20: Foreign Consulates Referenced By Manhattan Office Markets
Tot. No. of Consulates

Tot. Percentage

Total SF Occupied 1

UN Plaza

30

30%

320,000

Plaza

27

27%

270,000

Grand Central

23

23%

270,000

Upper East. Side

9

9%

150,000

Downtown

3

3%

20,000

Midtown North

3

3%

60,000

Murray Hill

3

3%

50,000

Gramercy Park

l

1%

!.Q.QQQ

Submarket/Market

100°/o
I. 15 Million
99
Total
Estimate of Total Sciuare Feet of commercial office space occupied by the 99 foreign consulates L~ extrapolated from data
collected on 86 foreign consulates in New York City .

Since 1980, approximately 50 percent of existing foreign consulates have relocated to new office facilities . Only
a quarter of the existing foreign consulates have remained within the same office space throughout the last
twenty years. Nine of the existing consulates could be in the market for new office facilities within the next five
years, and two consular offices could be seeking new offices within the next year.

D.

Civil Society- Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO's)

As described in Task 1, the UN's Civil Society is very large, extremely diverse, and wide-reaching. Currently,
there are over 1,500 non-governmental organizations (NGO's) affiliated with the UN Department of Public
Information that perform a variety of services and humanitarian efforts. As NGO's are non-profit, voluntary
citizen's groups that serve as grassroots advocates for the UN and its programmes, they have very different
administrative needs, operations, and budgets. NGO' s office space needs and conditions are as diverse as their
individual goals, venues, and mandates. They range in size and budget from very small (with no administrative
offices and minimal staff) to very large (entire office buildings and hundreds of employees).
Currently, the UN Headquarters campus does not have any official office space or central meeting facilities
reserved for NGO' s. As affordable office space is severely limited in Manhattan, NGO headquarter and regional
offices in New York are scattered mostly throughout the five boroughs, Westchester County, and New Jersey.
Although slightly more than 200 NGO's have some type of administrative space in Manhattan near the UN
Headquarters campus, many of these NGO's operate on a part-time schedule or out ofresidentialhomes. Very
few NGO's operate full-time out of classified office facilities (i.e., Class A, Class B, or Class C office space).
Several NGO ' s that have similar interests and/ or programs occupy office space within the same building and/ or
share the same office facilities to reduce costs and expenses. Most NGO's that do operate out of classified,
commercial office facilities in Manhattan are located within the same buildings. Very few NGO' s (less than 17%)
own office facilities, while the vast majority (more than 83%) lease their needed administrative space.
Approximately 5 5 NGO' s have headquarter facilities within the immediate vicinity of the UN, in CB6 within the
office submarkets of UN Plaza (57%) , Grand Central (30%), Plaza (9%) and Murray Hill (4%). Most of these
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NG 0' s are stationed along Second Avenue and along the cross-town streets directly west of UN Headquarters
campus in Turtle Bay, Tudor City, and Murray Hill. They occupy affordable office space facilities within the
same buildings as many permanent missions and/ or consular uses. Significant office buildings containing NGO' s
include: 777 UN Plaza, 211 East 43nl Street, 801 Second Avenue, 633 Third Avenue, 823 UN Plaza, and 866
UN Plaza. Average asking rents for NGO ' s range from less than $30.00 per square foot to more than $60.00
per square foot.
One of the more significant and larger NGO's located in CB6 is the Ford Foundation at 320 East 43n1 Street.
This organization is one of the few NGO's that owns its office space facilities, and occupies a substantial amount
of space. In total, the Ford Foundation occupies approximately 340,000 gross sf of office space.

VII.

SNAPSHOT OF COMMERCIAL SPACE AVAILABILITY

This section of the report provides a snapshot of the commercial space availability in the vicinity of the United
Nations Headquarters. The purpose of this assessment is to identify potential development sites for the
construction of new offices facilities and existing commercial office buildings that could accommodate some of
the UN' sand other related uses' future commercial office expansion. In addition, this section also updates the
results of Urbitran Associates' 1998 commercial space availability assessment of a small area of eastern
Manhattan. The specific study area limits for the 1998 study were defined as Lexington Avenue to the west, the
FDR Drive to the east, East 34lh Street to the south, and East 49lh Street to the north (see Figure 3-4). This
study area largely includes the predominantly residential neighborhoods of Turtle Bay, Kips Bay, Tudor City,
Murray Hill and the UN Headquarters campus, as well as portions of the commercial office submarkets of UN
Plaza, Grand Central, and Murray Hill. Most of the UN System's current office facilities, as well as the majority
of permanent missions and several consular uses are also located within this defined area.
Desirable sites for office space expansion or development are typically defined as vacant properties,
underdeveloped or underutilized sites, and developed sites with large amounts of available space. As the study
area is in close proximity to central Midtown and the space demands oflocal companies, universities, and major
institutions, such as the UN and surrounding hospitals, are significant, opportunities for commercial office space
expansion are often limited without major site redevelopment. Although many sites within the study area seem
ripe for redevelopment, many sites within this area of eastern Manhattan do not represent viable opportunities
for office space development. During the last twenty years, many of the property owners/ developers within this
study area sold or transferred some or all of their development rights to other surrounding lots. As a result,
many of the existing sites with low density development cannot be further developed. However, there are
several opportunities for office space expansion, as several office buildings within the area currently have
available space. As of September 1, 2001, approximately 5 .5 million square feet of office space was available in
CB6. The following provides an updated, detailed survey of current vacant/ underutilized property and existing
commercial buildings that could potentially accommodate future commercial office development or expansion
in the area immediately surrounding the UN.

A.

Potential Sites for New Construction

As mentioned previously, the immediate area surrounding the UN Headquarters campus is located adjacent to
Midtown, and is one of the most densely developed urban neighborhoods in the country. Although office and
commercial activity in Midtown is predominantly concentrated along Third Avenue and the blocks to the west
and some crosstown streets, such as East 42od Street, several significant commercial and institutional uses are
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\ssessment of the Future Office Space Needs of the International Community
Figure 3-4
Study Area of the Urbitran Associates' 1998 Commercial Space Availability Assessment
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located to the east of Third Avenue. The immediate area encompassing the UN Headquarters campus is adense
mix of residential and institutional uses. Many permanent missions, UN programmes and funds, specialized

agencies, consular uses, and NGO's are located on the blocks immediately surrounding the UN. However,
almost all remaining potentially viable opportunities for new office development within this area are limited and
have implicit disadvantages. Two of the main constraints of many potential construction sites are existing zoning
restrictions and the lack of available development rights to further improve a site.
Many potential development sites immediately surrounding the UN Headquarters campus are within Cl -9
zoning districts, lower commercial density zoning districts. As shown in Figure 3-5, much of the Second Avenue
commercial corridor and the area between East 361.h and East 401.h Streets between First and Third Avenues is
zoned C 1-9, as well as a few city blocks directly north of Bellevue Medical Center. C 1 zoning districts generally
accommodate retail and personal service shops needed within residential neighborhoods. They favor residential
and community facility development over commercial development and permit a maximum FAR of 10.0 for
residential and/or community facility development, and a maximum FAR of only 2.0 for commercial
development.
A second major constraint for office space development is that many undeveloped and/ or potentially available
sites within the study area are designated public parks or lack development rights. The development of a public
park is a very lengthy and tedious process that requires several state and city actions and approvals. For example,
the demapping of an existing park requires State legislative approval, and both the demapping of an old park and
mapping of the new park require City review under the Uniform Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP). A
suitable replacement park site must also be identified and set aside as public park land. This replacement park
must be a one for one substitution, and generally must improve upon the existing recreational facilities for
which it is intended to replace. Other potential development sites within the study area are "soft sites" or
improved sites that have already been developed at a density below what zoning allows. However, many of these
"low density sites" in the area are no longer able to be further developed, as they have transferred some or all of
their development rights to adjacent parcels to add the allowable floor area.
Figure 3-6 and Table 3-21 provide an updated list of some of the available sites that could potentially be
developed as commercial office space. Most of the listed sites were identified in the 1998 Urbitran Study and are
currently vacant properties or used as parking facilities. Three of the listed sites (four properties) are the former
Con Edison properties that have recently been acquired by the FMS East River Associates, LLC.
The first listed property in Table 3-21 is a fenced open space area located over the Queens Midtown Tunnel
entrance (Midtown Plaza) between East 361.h and East 371.h Streets, just north of St. Vartans Park. It is zoned R8
and would require a special permit or need to be rezoned to a commercial zoning district to accommodate a
potential office use (possibly C 1-9). The future developer of this site would also need to acquire the air rights
over the tunnel entrance to improve the site. In addition, developing an office building over the Queens
Midtown Tunnel may also present safety and security concerns for the building's future inhabitants, which may
require special, costly security provisions and amenities. Although this site presents several challenges, would be
costly to develop, and requires several state and city approvals, the property is approximately 39 ,000 sf and
currently has no real utility. The site is closed to the public and has no existing amenities.
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Figure 3-5
Zoning Districts ·within the Immediate Vicinity of the U1" Headquarters Campus

Assessment of the Future Office Space Needs of the International Community
Figure 3-6
Potential Development Sites within the Immediate Vicinity of the UN Headquarters Campus

Legend: Potential. Development Sites
1. Mid-Tunnel Plaza, between E. J(Jh & E. 37h Streets
2. 344 E. 4(Jh Street, between 151 & 2nd Avenues
3. 210 E. 4Jlh Street, between 2nd & 3rd Avenues
4. 237 E. 3(/h Street, between 2nd & 3rd Avenues
5. 616 JS1 Avenue, between E. 3Sh & E. 3(Jh Streets
6. 685 pt Avenue, between E. 39'h & E. 4(Jh Streets
7. 666 pt Avenue & 708 181 Avenue, between E. 3gm & E. 41st Streets

Table 3-21: Potential Sites for New Office Space Construction
Mu.SE
Possible

Curr~nt

39,000

234,000
(RE use)

Vacant

MTA/
TBTA

C5-2
CO- 10
CF-10

4,000

40,000

Vacant

Gov't
of Turkey

C6-4
C0-10
CF-10

1,670

16,700

Vacant

SLG711
Fee LLC

917,21

Cl -9
C0-2
CF-10

5,800

11,600
(CO use)

Parking
Lot

S&M
Enterprise

B/w E. 35"' & E 36"'
St., east of First
Ave .

967, 1

Ml-5
C0-5 .0
CF- 6.5

66,000

330,000
(CO use)

Vacant

FMS
Former
ConEd Site

685 l• Ave

West side of 1" Ave,
B/w E 39lh & E 40"'
St

945,33

Cl-9
C0-2.0
CF- 10.0

80,000

160,000
(CO use)

Vacant

FMS
Former
ConEd Site

666 l • Ave~
708 l• Ave

East side of 1" Ave,
13/w E 38 & E 41 St

970,1

M3-2
C0-2 .0

277,000

554,000
(CO use)

Former
Electricity
Plant

FMS
Former
ConEd Sites

Appr2Ximat~

~

l.21

ZoningL
Max. F.AR

L21Ar~

Locati2n
Mid-Tunnel Plaza

B/w E 36"' & E 37"'
St, west of I" Ave

942,
p/o 1

RS
RE- 6.0

344 E 46 St

Along south side of
E 46 St, B/ w 1" &
2nd Ave

1338,
31

210 E 45 St

Along south side of
E 45 St, B/w 3"1 &
2nd Ave

1318,

237 E. 36 St

Along north side of
E 36 St, B/w 2nd &
3rd Ave

616 l• Ave

44

Sf

Qmm:

UK

CF: Community Facilities Uses; CO: Commercial Uses; & RE: Residential Uses
DCAS: New York City Department of City wide Administrative Services
MTA/TBTA: Metropolitan Transit Authority, Bridges and Tunnels Transit Authority

The next property listed in Table 3-21 is a vacant parcel situated along the south side of East 46th Street,
between First and Second Avenues, directly south of the Dag Hammarskjold Plaza. It is located one block west
of the UN Headquarters campus, and abuts high-rise office buildings along the west side of First Avenue that
currently accommodate permanent mission space, consular uses, and several NGO' s. The parcel is wned CS-2
and would potentially allow a commercial office building with a maximum FAR of 40, 000 sf. However, the site
is currently privately-owned by the government of Turkey.
The property at 210 East 45lh treet is located two blocks west of the UN Headquarters campus along the south
side of East 45lh Street, between Second and Third Avenues. It is located adjacent to office towers along the east
side of Third Avenue, and low-rise residential uses with ground floor retail on East 45lh Street. Although this
parcel is relatively small (approximately 1,670 sf) and is privately-owned, it is zoned C6-4 and would
potentially allow a commercial office building with a maximum FAR of 16, 700 sf. An office building of this size
could potentially serve as a permanent mission to the UN, consular office space, or NGO office space.
The fourth property listed in Table 3-21 is a privately-owned parcel that currently serves as a licensed parking
lot facility. It is a mid-block site along the north side of East 36th Street between Second and Third Avenues,
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approximately seven blocks to the south and two blocks to the west of the UN Headquarters campus. It is
located directly above the Queens Midtown Tunnel exit and is surrounded by residential uses. The site is zoned
C 1-9 and would potentially allow a commercial office building with a maximum FAR of 1 1, 600 sf. Similarly to
the property at 210 East 4 5th Street, a commercial development at this site could accommodate a permanent
mission, consulate, or NGO use. However, like the Midtown Plaza property, the development of this parcel
would be costly and would require the air rights over the Queens Midtown tunnel exit. This potential site may
also present several safety and security concerns for the building's future inhabitants.

The Former Con Edison Sites
The four former Con Edison properties identified in Table 3-21 are the three largest potential sites for new
construction and represent some of the better development opportunities in the study area (see Figure 3-7). In
total, these four properties occupy approximately 9.2 acres and represent one of the largest tracts of
undeveloped land (soft-sites) in Manhattan. They also represent some of the more viable development sites for
UN-related uses, permanent missions, and consulates. Office development on a portion of these four sites could
potentially accommodate conference and meeting facilities for the UN Secretariat, new permanent mission space
and new consular space, NGO offices, and/ or other UN-related uses. Although the Con Edison properties are
currently isolated from other significant commercial development in the area, each site permits commercial
office development as-of-right. In addition, all of the former Con Edison sites are in close proximity (3-7
blocks) of the UN Secretariat Building.
The following bulleted list provides an assessment of the potential office development that could be
accommodated on the former Con Edison properties under current zoning regulations.

616 First Avenue
616 First Avenue is the former Con Edison property that is located the furthest from the UN Headquarters
campus. It is located to the east of First Avenue between East 35th and East 36th Streets, directly southeast of the
Queens Midtown Tunnel entrance. The site is currently located within a light manufacturing district and is
wned M 1-5. Under the site's present M 1-5 zoning, a commercial office building with a maximum FAR of
330,000 sf could potentially be built as-of-right on-site. As the site is located directly west of St. Vartan Park,
the property at 616 First Avenue could also represent a viable replacement park site.

666 First Ave & 708 First Avenue
The properties at 666 First Avenue and 708 First Avenue, which contain the former Con Edison electricity
plant, are composed of three City Tax Lots located between East 38th and East40th Streets. In total, these two
properties consist of more than 270,000 sf of space and represent the largest under-developed site within the
study area. Currently, entire site is zoned M3-2 and would permit an office building with a maximum FAR of
544,000 sf. As such, these two properties have the unique potential to accommodate a significant, if not
unlimited, amount of the UN System's and/or permanent missions/consular uses' future office and/or
conference facility needs in one small geographic area.

685 First Avenue
The property at 685 First Avenue is the smallest of the former Con Edison properties. It is located directly west
of the former Con Edison electricity plant, between East 39th and East 40th Streets. Currently, the site is zoned
Cl-9 and would potentially permit a commercial office building with a maximum FAR of 160,000 sf.
Currently, FSM East River Associates, LLC is preparing an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) pursuant to
City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) for the disposition of these four properties. Although no concrete
build program has been determined at this time for these former Con Edison sites, most likely FSM will
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Former Con Edison Sites
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construct a mixed use development with an office and residential component. FSM is considering office
development along the north side of the 666-708 First Avenue site. The proposed Build Year for this mixed use
development is anticipated to between 2007 and 2011. Pei Cobb Freed & Partners, and Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill were selected as the site's architects.
Six other potential development sites were identified in the 1998 Urbitran Study but were not included within
this survey. One of the sites identified within the 1998 study was a portion of Robert Moses Playground at the
Queens Midtown Tunnel exhaust site. Ali this site is a portion of an existing City park, the site cannot readily be
developed without the approval of several State and City actions, and the designation of a replacement park. As
such, the site was not considered as a viable development site. Three other sites identified in the 1998 study
were the former Boys Club site at 763-773 First Avenue, which have since been developed into two 5-story
office buildings and one 6-story office building. Two of the office buildings are currently owned by the City and
the 6-story building is owned by the Government of Brunei. Although these sites are located directly west of the
UN Headquarters campus, they are relatively small parcels (less than 10,000 gsf) with little commercial
development potential. In addition, the two City-owned parcels transferred 10 FAR of their development rights
to the lot that contains One UN Plaza (both sites currently have a maximum FAR of 5. 0). The remaining two
sites identified in the 1998 Study have since been developed into commercial office uses (633 Third Avenue and
605 Third Avenue) that accommodate several permanent missions, foreign consulates, NG Os, or other UNrelated program.mes/ funds/ agencies.

B.

Building Rental/ Acquisition Opportunities

As mentioned previously, Midtown is one of the largest and most competitive commercial office markets in the
country, if not the world. It is also recognized as one of the more desirable and expensive office markets. Prior
to September 11, 2001, less than 7 percent of Midtown North's office market was available with average asking
rents of approximately $64. 00 per square foot. Since September 11 , available office space has slightly increased,
as both direct and indirect office space have returned to the market, and as companies continue to downsize and
forego future expansion plans. Although several displaced companies from Downtown have relocated to
commercial office space in Midtown, availability rates continue to increase as significant amounts of commercial
office space return to the market. However, although commercial office space continues to return to the
market, there are very few large continuous blocks of office space available throughout Manhattan, particularly
in Midtown. Class A office space is also very limited.
Real estate market estimates from December 31, 2001 predict that approximately 8 percent (14.6 million
square feet) of Midtown North's office market will be available within the next 6 to 18 months. As available
office space has increased, average asking rents for commercial office space have fallen approximately 10 percent
39
to an average asking rent of $58.00 per square foot in Midtown. However, as the immediate area surrounding
the UN consists predominantly of residential and institutional uses, there is a very limited supply of large
commercial office buildings and very few significant blocks of continuous office space available for lease. Much
of the office facilities are also older, lower quality, and less expensive than the majority of Midtown's office
stock. However, they are still more expensive than the majority of commercial facilities in Midtown South or
Downtown.
Appendix D provides a detailed list of significant commercial buildings within the immediate area surrounding
the UN that currently have available office space. From that list, Table 3-22 highlights a selection of buildings

39

Holusha, John ( 1I612002) In Office Market, a Time of Uncertainty: More Space Comes to Market. The New
York Times. New York: NY, p. 1.
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that currently have available office space that might be of particular interest to the UN, its affiliated programmes
and funds, specialized agencies, permanent missions, and/ or consular offices. Most likely permanent missions,
consular uses, UN programmes and funds, specialized agencies, and the UN Secretariat will (continue to) lease
commercial space due to the limited number of viable soft-sites in the immediate area of the UN.
Approximately 2. 1 million square feet of commercial office space is available within the immediate area of the
UN (see Appendix D). Most ofthis available space, however, is relatively small in size, at less than 20,000 sf.
Currently, there are nine commercial office spaces available that are larger than 20,000 sf and nine other office
spaces that are larger than 30,000 sf. Average asking rents for this available office space range from
approximately $27.00 to $89.00 per square foot.
Several of the office buildings listed in Table 3-22 with available space (as of December 2001) currently house
numerous permanent missions, consular offices, UN-related entities, and/ or NG Os, including 866 UN Plaza,
747 Third Avenue, 800 Second Avenue, 801 Second Avenue, 866 Second Avenue, and 885 Second Avenue. As
commercial, retail, and office uses are predominantly concentrated along Third Avenue and to the west, most of
the larger office buildings and the office buildings with available office space are located along Third Avenue and
00
the commercial corridor of East 4 2 Street. A few office buildings with available office space are located along
East 45"' Street (UN Plaza) and Second Avenue.
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Table 3-22:
A Highlighted Sample of Available Office Space in the Vicinity of the
UN Headquarters within CB6 Boundaries (December 2001)
Office Bl<lg,

Tut...M

Tot. SF Ayail. *

Ayg, Asking Rent

Qmw:

866 llNPlz.

34S,000

7,SOO

negotiable

Meadik Realty

405 Lez. Ave.

1.2 million

!Sl,200

S67 to SS9/sf

40S Lex. LLC

666 3 Ave.

700,000

6S,SOO

SSS to S70/sf

40S Lex. LLC

622 3 Ave.

1.0 million

92,100

S4S to SS9/sf

622 3rd Assoc.

633 3 Ave.

1.0 million

96,SOO

negotiable

633 3rd Assoc

605 3 Ave.

1.4 million

1S6,SOO

SSS/sf

Fisher Bros .

655 3 Ave.

37S,000

33,200

S35 to S60/sf

DurstOrg.

675 3 Ave.

29S,OOO

4S,200

SSS/sf

DurstOrg.

685 3 Ave.

6SO,OOO

1S4,700

S40 to S6S/sf

Blackarce Cap. &
Argent Venture

600 3 Ave.

Not Available

14,400

negotiable

600 3rd Assoc

630 3 Ave.

2SO,OOO

2S,300

S36 to S4S/sf

630 3rd CP

708 3 Ave.

S92,000

so,soo

S47 to SS3/sf

Clemens Properties

711 3 Ave.

S00,000

23,100

S4S to SSS/sf

711 3rd Assoc.

733 3 Ave.

SS0,000

9,200

negotiable

Durst Org.

747 3 Ave.

390,000

S0,000

SS2 to SS9/sf

Kaufman Org.

801 2 Ave.

IS0,000

19,300

negotiable

Crystal Realty

885 2 Ave.

7SS,OOO

29,000

S4S/sf

Duet Realty

866 2 Ave.

90,000

10,000

SS3toSS7/sf

NIA

800 2 Ave.

290,000

SS,000

negotiable

Amapl Realty

205 E. 42 St.

470,000

1,200

negotiable

Durst Org.

220 E. 42 St.

1.1 million

24,900

SSS/sf

220 News LLC

823 llNPlz.

IS0,000

.,4QQQ

negotiable

ADL

Total

*

1.12 million

Total SF Available represents all of the currently available space within the entire building. It may or may not represent
continuous blocks of available space within a particular building.

Source:
Available qffice Space in the '1Jlce submarkets ef l!N Plaza, Grand Central, Uurray Hill; CoStar, December 200 I
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TASK4
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY'S SPACE NEEDS ASSESSMENT
COMMERCIAL OFFICE SPACE

I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this task is to provide an assessment of the future commercial space needs of the UN
System, permanent missions, and foreign consulates in New York City. Through examining both the past
and present employment levels and office space utilization of the UN System, permanent missions, and
foreign consulates, this task provides employment forecasts and estimated future office space needs for the
international community in New York City, as well as predicts the ongoing and future trends in commercial
space utilization that could affect the United Nations and affiliated uses, as well as permanent missions and
consular uses.
Information for this report was compiled via paper record searches, computer databases, secondary data
sources, and other various technical studies. As interviewing the individual permanent missions and foreign
consulates demanded too many resources and the majority of foreign countries are not at liberty to divulge
any information about their existing facility needs or forecast future employment levels and/ or office space
needs, contacting permanent missions and consulates was outside the scope of this project. The vast
majority of the material compiled for this task is derived from secondary sources, including the Re9ister ef
Forei9n Consulates and Associated Government Offices in New York (2001, 1989, & 1980 editions), Permanent
Mission to tbe United Nations (1999, 1988, & 1980 editions), and The Economic Impact ef tbe Diplomatic
Community on New York ( 1989, 1981,& 1977 editions). The Co Star real estate database and other various real
estate surveys were also utilized to identify the amount and type of commercial office space occupied by
permanent missions and foreign consulates. Signature Properties real estate services also assisted in
describing the spatial utilization patterns of the international community. In addition, title searches were
conducted to identify any tenure patterns throughout the I 980's and l 990's.

II.

THE UN SYSTEM EMPLOYMENT TRENDS AND SPACE UTILIZATION

A.

The United Nations Secretariat Staff

As presented within Task 1, the diverse day-to-day work of the UN organization is carried out by the UN
Secretariat, a professional staff of international civil servants. Although the UN Secretariat staff is largely
concentrated at the UN Headquarters seat in New York City, the UN Secretariat maintains a significant
presence in several regional offices and throughout the world at various field offices. The UN Secretariat
staff serves, administers, and implements the programs and policies formulated by the other principal
organs of the UN across the globe.

In general, the UN Secretariat staff is composed of two classifications of workers, those who are employed
under the regular annual budget and those who are paid out of extra budgetary funds or voluntary
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contribution funds for specific projects. The UN staff who are employed under the regular budget are
permanent civilian staff located throughout the world at various headquarter, regional, and local offices.
They make up the bulk of UN employment and represent approximately two-thirds of the UN's current
staff. They also are relatively constant in number with little growth or fluctuation from year to year. Those
UN workers who are employed through extra budgetary funds are largely temporary or project-based
international and local ci"ilian staff who are hired to work on specific peacekeeping operations for the UN
in specific parts of the globe (UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations- Field Service). They primarily
work in the field at the local level in conjunction with military forces and civilian police, helping to create
and establish stable and secure local governments. The total number of UN peacekeepers employed at any
one time is dependent on current world events, and varies according to the complexity and quantity of
ongoing peacekeeping operations. Currently, the UN Secretariat employs approximately 8,900 people
under the regular budget and more than 5, 700 people under specially funded programs or projects.

UN Peacekeepers
The peacekeeping technique or strategy is a unique tactic originally devised and further defined by the UN
organization. The UN' s first peacekeeping mission or field operation began in 1948, when approximately
36 military observers were sent to the Middle East to oversee a fragile truce between the Arab nations and
Israel. Since then more than 750,000 individuals (the majority of them soldiers) have served in 55 UN
peacekeeping missions around the world. These peacekeeping missions have involved such diverse
operations as: patrolling buffer areas; monitoring cease fires; defusing conflicts; promoting the search for
durable political settlements; delivering humanitarian assistance; and assisting in the development of peace
agreements, as well as advising and training local governments and inhabitants.
The UN peacekeepers' primary function is to serve as preventative deployments to control and alleviate
conflict in troubled areas or regions. They work closely with the regular budget field staff of UN specialized
agencies, UN programmes and funds (e.g. UNICEF, UNDP, UNOPS etc.), and other UN offices to
contribute to the reconciliation and reconstruction of an area in turmoil. They assist societies devastated by
war and support balanced and tolerant institution-building. Each peacekeeping mission is unique and
specifically tailored to meet the requirements of each new UN operation.
Since the UN's inception in 1945, the UN's peacekeeping operations have diversified and adapted to the
changing political landscape of the world. Throughout the last sixty years, they have become increasingly
complex, and have evolved to help resolve the unique issues and disputes surrounding present-day conflicts.
Although UN peacekeeping missions originated as predominately military operations for handling interstate conflicts, the UN's peacekeeping operations are increasingly becoming multi-dimensional, involving
the strengthening of local institutions and often the development of transitional governments. UN
peacekeeping missions are increasingly being applied to intra-state conflicts and civil wars between multiple
armed factions with varying political objectives and fractured command lines.
In addition to being dynamic and fluid with current world events, UN peacekeeping missions have also
expanded in size and number, and changed in nature. As shown in Table 4-1, the vast majority of
peacekeeping missions undertaken by the UN to date were initiated during the 1990's. Approximately 70
percent (or 38) of the UN peacekeeping missions were initiated within the last decade, a sharp increase
from the three missions (5.5 percent of total) initiated in the 1980's. Nearly 30 percent (16) of UN
peacekeeping missions are still in progress today (see Figures 4-1 and 4-2). Less than 30 percent of the
UN' s peacekeeping operations began prior to 1990. Currently, the UN has peacekeeping missions in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia and Eritrea, Sierra Leone, Western Sahara, East Timor, IndiaPakistan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cyprus, Georgia, Kosova, the Prevlaka Peninsula, Golan Heights,
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Figure 4-2
Peacekeeping Operations
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Iraq/Kuwait, Lebanon, and other various locations in the Middle East. Furthermore, the UN has also
initiated an assistance mission in Afghanistan. This peacekeeping mission is focused on the recovery and
reconstruction of Afghanistan.

Table 4-1: Peacekeeping Operations of the UN t 948-2000
Tim~~~ri2d

N2, Qf Mi:i:ii2n:i
Initiated

P~r~ntilg~

b~tw~~n 12~8::2000

T2t.N2,2f
MiHiQns

N2. Qf Qng2ing
Mi:isfons

Qf Mi1111i2n:i

1948-1949

2

3.6%

2

0

1950-9

2

3.6%

4

2

1960-9

6

10.9%

9

3

1970-9

3

5.5%

6

3

1980-9

3

5.5%

8

5

1990-9

38

69 .1%

43

5

2000

!

1.8%

17

16

Total

55

100%

Source: UN Nations (1999) 50 Years 1948-1998 UN Peacekeepin9

The actual dynamics or composition of peacekeeping missions also has changed significantly. Although
military operations continue to serve as the backbone for many ongoing peacekeeping operations, local and
international civilian involvement within various peacekeeping missions has increased dramatically. By the
mid-2020's, the civilian personnel involved with peacekeeping missions are expected to increase to
approximately 12,500 people (data estimate includes both local and international workers and volunteers),
an increase of approximately 1,000 people from current levels.
The few UN employees who are located at UN Headquarters in New York City and are directly involved
with peacekeeping operations, primarily serve as the support staff for UN peacekeeping missions. They are
the mangers and administrators for individual peacekeeping operations, and are in constant contact and
communication with the field personnel of various missions. Their responsibilities include planning,
tracking, and accounting/budget work. The actual size of this support staff at the UN Department of
Peacekeeping Operations in New York City is dependent on the quantity and nature of ongoing
peacekeeping missions in the field. Although the size of this administrative staff is significantly smaller than
the number of peacekeepers in the field, the size of the support staff at the Department of Peacekeeping
Operations is directly proportional to the size of current peacekeeping missions. In addition, the size of the
support staff at UN Headquarters is also dependent on the status of a mission. When a field operation
doses, there is a reduction in the staff at UN Headquarters, and when a new field operation begins there is
an increase in the amount of staff at UN Headquarters. However, there is some lag time between the
completion of a peacekeeping mission and the termination of all affiliated UN support staff at headquarters.
Often some support staff at UN Headquarters will remain employed for six months to a year after a mission
ends to complete the necessary budget and follow-up work associated with a particular operation.
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The UN Secretariat in New York- 1990's-2000
Throughout the last decade, the UN Secretariat staff levels in New York City have remained relatively
stable, fluctuating little between the years. Since 1992, the UN Headquarters staff has only grown by about
four percent or approximately 200 employees. Most of these new employees at UN Headquarters were
additional extra-budgetary staff working for various peacekeeping missions . As of December 2000,
approximately 5,700 people (including both regular budget staff and UN support staff for peacekeepers)
were employed at UN Headquarters in New York City (see Figure 4 -3) .
Although the UN organization has grown through the addition of several member states and the expansion
of its services and efforts, the UN Headquarters staff has not experienced a significant increase in its
employment levels within the last ten years. During the 1990's, the UN Headquarter's staff fluctuated by
approximately 1,000 employees (18 percent), with its highest recorded employment level at approximately
6,000 workers in 1994, and its lowest at about 5,000 workers in 1998. Much ofthis fluctuation in United
Nations Headquarters staff was as a result of the UN ' s increased involvement in peacekeeping operations
throughout the world. However, as the majority of UN staff involved in peacekeeping operations work in
the field on specific projects, the total increase in staff levels at UN Headquarters was minimal.

Figure 4-3: UN Secretariat Staffing Level at UN Headquarters
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Regular Budget Staff
The bulk of UN Headquarter' s staff is comprised of regular budget workers. More than two-thirds of the
UN Headquarters staff are regular budget workers, while less than a third are extra-budgetary workers.
Although employment levels for regular budget staff have experienced a downward trend since 1994, they
have gone up slightly in 2000 to almost 1998 levels. As of 2000, approximately 3,880 of the UN Secretariat
staff in New York City were permanent, regular budget workers.
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As shown in Figure 4-3, the UN Headquarter's regular budget staff has remained relatively constant
throughout the last ten years. Employment levels for regular staff have only fluctuated by approximately 23
percent or 1, 000 people since 1992. On average, employment levels have varied by 100 to 300 regular
budget employees per year throughout the last ten years. The UN possessed its largest regular budget staff
in 1994 (approximately 4,500 workers) and smallest in 1999 (approximately 3,500 workers).

Extra-Budgetary Staff
Approximately 1,820 people at the UN Headquarters are currently employed under extra-budgetary funds.
Since 1992, the size of the UN' s extra-budgetary staff has grown by approximately 72 percent. Although
employment levels experienced a slight decline during the early 1990's and remained stable throughout
much of the mid-1990's, employment levels for extra-budgetary staff have fluctuated by approximately 800
workers. The UN's extra-budgetary staff experienced its greatest increases in 1994 (approximately 36
percent) and in 1999 (approximately 41 percent). Since 1999, the UN' s extra-budgetary staff has grown by
more than 700 employees (approximately 58 percent).
Forecast of Future Employment Levels within the UN
Future employment levels at the UN Headquarters seat in New York City are difficult to forecast. As the
UN Secretariat operates at an international scale, maintains field offices throughout the world, and
organizes international peacekeeping missions, the future status of the UN Secretariat is highly dependent
on the world's current events and political landscape. Currently, the UN organization has 191 permanent
member states, several observer missions and liaison offices, and eighteen ongoing peacekeeping missions,
as well as a total staff of approximately 14,600 employees scattered throughout the world. Approximately
39 percent, or about 5,700 UN employees are headquartered in New York City at UN Headquarters.
Although the UN Secretariat's regular budget staff is relatively static and fluctuates little from year to year,
the UN's peacekeeping operations and extra budgetary workers are reflective of the world's current
political environment. The size of the UN's peacekeeping staff is primarily dependent on the quantity and
specific nature of the UN's current peacekeeping operations, as well as the level of civilian involvement
within ongoing missions. Since the UN's inception in the mid l 940's, the UN's peacekeeping missions have
greatly expanded and become more reliant on civilian staff (including UN extra budgetary staff). During the
l 990's, the number of peacekeeping missions increased by more than five times the number of
peacekeeping missions in the l 980's and the size of UN headquarter' s extra budgetary staff increased by
approximately 400 employees to support ongoing peacekeeping operations (see Figure 4-3). Given the
political and social climate in the world, this trend is expected to continue over the next two decades .
Assuming that the trend of the last decade will continue, staff levels can be expected to fluctuate by
approximately 18 percent throughout the next decade, and average employment is estimated to increase by
approximately four percent by 2010. Staff levels of the UN's extra budgetary workers at the UN
Headquarters are best characterized as being cyclic. Although the UN's peacekeeping staff is dependent on
current world events and the number and nature of ongoing missions, the size of the UN Headquarter' s
extra budgetary staff largely varies by approximately 1,000 workers within a ten year period, while the UN
Headquarter' s regular budget staff remains for the most part stable. It is expected that employment levels at
UN Headquarters will continue to remain for the most part constant during the next ten to twenty years
and fluctuate by approximately 1,000 workers per decade. Net employment, however, is estimated to
increase by about four percent per decade, resulting in approximately 5,900 employees by 2010 and
approximately 6,200 employees by 2020 .
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8.

The UN Programmes & Funds in New York City

Similarly to the UN Secretariat, the major UN programmes and funds headquartered in New York City are
not expected to experience any major expansions, downsizing, or increases/ decreases in current
employment levels at the UN Headquarters. Currently, the United Nations International Children's
Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) have a combined total
staff of approximately 2,000 people (including regular staff, consultants, and out-source [contract)
personnel) in New York City.
Although the UNDP experienced a significant increase in staff levels within the last decade due to the
creation of a subsidiary fund (the UNDP headquarters staff increased by approximately 50 percent during
the late l 980's), the United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM), UNDP' s headquarters staff
is not expected to change significantly within the next 10-20 years. The UNDP largely operates as a
decentralized organization through a unique network of field offices. Most of its services are delivered via
local country and regional offices with 85 percent of the program's staff located at various local field offices
across the globe. Currently, UNDP maintains operations in more than 150 countries, including 24 offices in
Latin America and the Caribbean, 43 offices in Africa, 17 offices in the Middle East, 39 offices in Asia and
the Pacific, and 24 offices in Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States. UNDP projects are
implemented in response to government requests and aim at aiding developing countries improve and
efficiently use natural and human resources, as well as mobilize capital investments. It is predominately a
hands-on, grass-roots level program. As mentioned within Task 3, UNDP currently occupies approximately
360,000 gsf of office space in Manhattan ( 160,000 gsf of office space in One UN Plaza; 180,000 gsf in 304
East 45lh Street; and 20,000 gsf in 336 East 45lh Street) and is expected to maintain an equivalent amount of
office space through 2020. Approximately 55 percent (200,000 gsf) of this office space is commercially
leased (owned by private entities).
UNICEF employment levels in New York City have for the most part remained constant throughout the
last ten years. Although UNICEF experienced a significant increase (53%) in staff levels during the late
l 980's, UNICEF does not anticipate any major growth at its headquarters in the next couple of decades.
Like the UNDP, most of UNICEF's operations are carried out at the local and regional level. UNICEF
maintains seven regional offices and more than 120 field offices in various countries throughout the world.
It also administers programs within over 160 countries across the globe. UNICEF's work is predominately
carried out via partnerships among local governments, various non-governmental organizations (NGO's),
and local communities, where the UNICEF staff serve as educators, experts, advisors, and liaisons. In New
York City, UNICEF currently occupies approximately 275,000 gsf of office space in Manhattan (180,000
gsf office space within 3 UN Plaza and 95,000 gsf within 633 Third Avenue). More than 65 percent
(approximately 180,000 gsf) of this office space is owned by UNDC, and less than 45 percent of
(approximately 95,000 gsf) of this office space is commercially leased by UNICEF. Like UNDP, UNICEF is
expected to maintain its existing office facilities through 2020.
Although UNDP and UNICEF will most likely expand their field operations and missions across the globe,
both of these UN entities are not expected to experience any significant growth at their respective
headquarter seats in New York City throughout the next two decades. They are expected to maintain their
existing staff levels and continue to occupy the same amount of office space in 2010 and 2020. In total,
UNDP and UNICEF are expected to occupy approximately 295,000 gsf of commercial (privately leased)
office space and approximately 340,000 gsf of UNDC office space.
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C.

The UN System's Patterns of Space Utilization

As noted within Task 3, the UN System has almost always been in constant need of affordable and
convenient high-quality office space, conference rooms, and meeting facilities. Since its inception in the
mid-1940's, the UN System has grown significantly and its staff can no longer be contained within the 18acre, 1.3 million square feet (useable floor area) of the UN Headquarters campus. The UN's membership
has more than tripled in size and its services, efforts, and peacekeeping operations have greatly expanded.
The UN Headquarters campus and buildings, originally designed to accommodate up to 70 member states,
are severely deteriorated and functioning well beyond their capacity. Although the UN Headquarters
campus has undergone several physical modifications over the years, the UN Secretariat has been forced to
seek and lease approximately 596,000 gsf of privately-owned ( 120,000 gsf) and/ or UNDC-owned
(476,000 gsf) office space in nearby facilities. The UN has also purchased the UNITAR building (located on
the northwest comer of East 45lh Street and First Avenue), totaling approximately 22,600 square foot . In
addition, almost all of the UN' s specialized agencies and UN programmes and funds are located within
additional facilities outside of the UN Headquarters. The entire UN System leases approximately 1.4
million sf of privately-owned (582 ,000 gsf) and/or UNDC-owned (819,000 gsf) office space in Midtown
Manhattan (more than the total amount of useable floor area at UN Headquarters) . Currently, there is no
office space or conference/meeting facilities reserved for the UN's "Civil Society" (NGO's) at UN
Headquarters .
After completing an extensive review of the physical needs of the UN Headquarters campus, the UN
Secretary-General has proposed the implementation of a capital master plan, and it is under the
consideration by the Member States. Although UN Headquarters is a superbly designed and wellconstructed landmark development, age and extended heavy usage have led to the degradation of the
Secretariat Building and the conference/meeting facilities of the General Assembly and Conference
Buildings. The UN's expanded membership, increased interaction with non-governmental organizations
(NGO's) and the public, as well as technology advantages, have placed unprecedented burdens and new
operations demands on the deteriorated headquarters complex. The UN campus is in dire need of major
repairs, equipment replacements, and comprehensive refurbishing. Throughout the last fifty years, the UN
buildings have never received fundamental upgrades to their security systems and operating systems (i.e
mechanical and electrical systems). They are also no longer compliant with fire safety codes, environmental
safety regulations, and handicap accessibility standards. They are also energy inefficient and contain some
water-damage.

United Nations Headquarters Capital Refurbishment
During the 57lh Session of the UN General Assembly, which began September 2002, the UN SecretaryGeneral will propose a complete capital refurbishment project for the UN Headquarters campus, which the
UN General Assembly will then decide a potential development plan. The proposed capital refurbishment
plan, as currently contemplated, would substantially renovate the headquarters campus in a limited timeframe. The UN buildings would be installed with a full sprinkler system, a complete fire alarm system, and
new heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems. They would also be equipped with modern state-ofthe-art operating and security systems, and would conform to handicap accessibility standards. All asbestoscontaining material would be removed and any water-damaged material would be replaced. Technologic
support spaces and data-distribution systems would be modernized and consolidated, and the
conference/meeting facilities of the campus would be further upgraded with teleconferencing and video
presentation equipment. In addition, the UN Headquarter's landscaping would also be improved. 1

UN General Assembly (6128/00) Capital master plan: Report of the Secretary-General. SSth Session, Item 119: p . 11 - 3.
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Although the overall purpose of the UN capital master plan is to renovate and upgrade the headquarters
campus, the proposed capital refurbishment has the potential to significantly expand the current capacity of
the UN facilities without the construction of any new facilities or expansions to the existing buildings'
envelopes. The proposed renovations would allow for more efficient use of existing space and would create
more useable floor area from the existing floor area of the building envelopes. The proposed renovations
would also include: the addition of three medium-sized meeting rooms (capacity 60 persons) in the first
basement of the General Assembly Building; and provide for the construction of a centralized computer
media center and broadcast area. 2
The Secretary-General' s current report offers two approaches to phasing the project. The First Approach
would involve the construction of a swing space and consolidation building by the United Nations
Development Corporation (UNDC) on the west side of Robert Moses playground, immediately south of
the UN Headquarters campus, subject to appropriate state and local government approvals. The proposed
building would be used temporarily for all meetings, as well as office space. However, in order to consider
this Approach as a viable alternative, a suitable site for a comparable active recreational use replacement
park for Robert Moses playground would have to be identified and set aside as public parkland. The City of
New York and the UN have discussed the creation of a bicycle path and esplanade on the East River
waterfront from East 41 " to East 48 th streets, as a possible means of mitigation. Under the First Approach,
the proposed refurbishment work of the UN Headquarters campus would be completed in five years or
less. After completion of the proposed refurbishment, the new building could potentially be used to
consolidate many of the UN System's offices presently located in One UN Plaza and Two UN Plaza, as well
as in various commercial premises, and the UN would have the option to purchase the new building. One
and Two UN Plaza, as well as much of the UN System's current commercial office holdings would be
vacated and be available for commercial rental in approximately 2010.
The Second Approach would be a phased approach. The new meeting rooms in the basement of the General
Assembly building would be created first, and serve as swing space for meetings. Swing space for office
functions would be provided through a combination of short-term commercial leasing and the replacement
of the two-story South Annex building with a 4-story building in the same location (on the UN
Headquarters campus). In total, the UN would lease approximately 110,000 sf of office space for the period
of refurbishment. This approach would require six years or more to accomplish. After completion of the
proposed refurbishment, the needed swing space would not be retained.

Forecast of the UN System's Office Space Needs
As the UN Secretariat's employment levels in New York City are cyclic and are expected to remain
relatively stable and increase by less than eight percent (500 employees) over the next two decades, the
total amount of office space occupied by the UN Secretariat is not expected to increase significantly by 2010
or 2020. Throughout the last several years, the UN Secretariat has maintained a zero nominal growth policy
and has not expanded its office facilities . The UN Secretariat is expected to continue this zero-growth policy
during the next twenty years and continue to occupy approximately 596,000 gsf of office space outside of
the UN Secretariat building. Under the First Approach of the UN's capital refurbishment, UNDC would
construct approximately 800,000 gsf of swing space in the near future to accommodate the UN
Secretariat's staff during the UN Headquarter' s proposed refurbishment. 3 Under the Second Approach, the

UN General Assembly (6 / 28 / 00) Capital master plan: Report of the Secretary-General . 551h Session, Item 119: p . 13- 15 .
United Nations Facilities Management Department, August 2001
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UN would lease approximately 110,000 gsf of office space swing space and construct 4-story building on
the site of South Annex building (on UN Headquarters) to accommodate the UN Secretariat's staff during
the UN Headquarter' s proposed refurbishment.
Once the UN's capital refurbishment is complete, the UN Headquarters campus is expected to have ample
available office space and conference facilities for the UN Secretariat's various departments by 2020. The
newly refurbished Secretariat Building will allow for the more efficient use of space and create more useable
floor area for office space. Most of the UN Secretariat's minimal growth for the next two decades will be
accommodated by the proposed renovations to the Secretariat Building. In addition, the UN will also have
the option of retaining its swing space. Under the First Approach, the UN would only be expected to retain
(i.e., continue to lease and ultimately purchase) its swing space if the UN were to vacate an equivalent
amount of space in One and Two UN Plaza, as well as other commercial premises. This would allow One
and Two UN Plaza to be available for commercial office rental in 2010.
The entire UN System within New York City is also not expected to grow significantly by 2020 . As most of
the UN' s specialized agencies and UN programmes and funds are anticipated to maintain existing staff levels
at the UN Headquarters seat, the UN System (including the UN Secretariat) is expected to continue to
occupy approximately 1.4 million square feet of leased office space in Manhattan in CB6. More than 71
percent (approximately 1,000,000 gsf (800,000 gsf would be the proposed swing space]) of this leased
space would be owned by UNDC and approximately 400,000 gsf would be commercially leased.

III.

PERMANENT MISSIONS EMPLOYMENT TRENDS AND SPACE UTILIZATION

Currently, there are 191 member states of the UN, 187 of which have permanent representation
(permanent missions) in the vicinity of UN Headquarters in Manhattan (see Table 4-2) . Since the
establishment of the UN in the mid- 1940's, the number of UN member states and the number of
permanent missions located in New York City has been steadily increasing. More than 130 nations have
joined the UN since its inception in 1945, and approximately 99 percent of the UN's member states have
established permanent mission offices in New York City.

A.

Member States Representation in New York City-1977-2000

Throughout the last three decades, UN membership has increased significantly and the number of member
states with commercial office space in New York City has greatly expanded (see Table 4-2). Since 1977,
UN membership has increased by more than 28 percent (42 member states) and the New York City
permanent mission community has grown by approximately 33 percent (47 permanent missions). Most of
these newly established member states and permanent missions represent Caribbean and southeast Pacific
island nations, as well as eastern European and Balkan countries.
Although the UN has for the most part experienced a gradual increase in membership since its inception in
the mid-1940's, UN membership has grown substantially over the last 30 years. More than 20 percent of
the its current member states joined during the late 1970's, 1980's, and 1990's, and approximately 25
percent of member states have established permanent missions in New York City since the late 1970's. One
of the greatest increases in UN membership and in the influx of permanent mission offices in New York
City was in the early 1990's, when approximately 26 nations joined the UN and 29 member states
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established permanent mission offices in New York City. This significant influx of member states can be
attributed to the collapse of the former Soviet Union (USSR) and the fall of several communist regimes in
eastern Europe (e.g. Yugoslavia and Czechoslavia). Over the last 25 years, UN membership has grown by
approximately 1.25 percent per year. Since 1992, the rate of membership growth in the UN has declined
significantly. Over the last 10 years, UN membership has only increased by an average rate of
approximately 0. 44 percent per year.

Table 4-2: Member Growth in the United Nations-1977-2002
No. Member State

Percent Change

Tot. No. of Permanent Missions
in Manhattan

Percent Change

1977

149

1.4%

14-0

n/a

1981

157

5.4%

148

5.7%

1990

159

1.2%

154

4.1%

1994

185

16.3%

183

18.8%

2000

189

2.2%

186

1.6%

2002

191

1.1%

187

<1.0%

28.1%

n/a

33.6%

Percent Chan9e ( 1977-2002)
Source:

(1) United Nations, www.un.org/Overview/growth.htm#90
(2) Parter, Alan S. Deputy Commissioner (December 1977) The Economic Impact ef the Diplomatic Community on ihe New York
Metropolitan Area. New York City Commission for the United Nations and for the Consular Corps.
(3) New York City Commission for the United Nations and for the Consular Corps (December 1981) The Economic Impact ef the
Diplomatic Community on the City ef New York.
(4) New York City Commission for the United Nations and for the Consular Corps (December 1989) The Economic Impact ef the
Diplomatic Community on the City ef New York.

Projected Growth if Permanent Missions in New York City 2010 8t2020
The future growth of permanent missions in New York City is difficult to predict with any great accuracy.
Most of the current UN member states already maintain permanent mission offices in Manhattan, and most
of the large independent nations of the world are already member states to the UN. Very few existing
nations are not currently represented at the UN as member states or as observer missions or other entities.
There are only four existing UN member states (approximately 1 percent) that do not have permanent
representation (mission offices) near the UN Headquarters in Manhattan. In addition, there is only one
remaining permanent observation mission and an observer entity that could potentially join the UN as
member states.
Kiribati, Palau, and East Timor are the only three existing UN member states that do not have permanent
representation at UN Headquarters in New York City, and Equatorial Guinea is the only UN member state
that maintains a permanent mission outside of New York City in Mount Vernon, NY. Both Kiribati and
Palau are small Pacific island nations with populations of less than 90,000 people and annual per capita
incomes of less than $9,000. They joined the UN in the mid to late-1990's and have not yet established
permanent mission offices. However, it can be assumed that within the next 10 to 20 years, these two
member states will most likely establish permanent mission offices near the UN in Manhattan. Given the
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small population of the two nations, both of these proposed mission offices would be expected to be small
in size (less than 10,000 gsf) and possess minimum staff levels (less than 10 employees).
The provincial state of East Timor gained full independence on May 20, 2002 and joined the UN as a
member state in October 2002. Most likely East Timor will establish a permanent mission office near the
UN in Manhattan within the next 10 to 20 years. As East Timor has less than a million inhabitants and very
low per capita incomes, East Timor' s permanent mission office is also expected to be very small in size (less
than 10,000 sf) with few staff members (less than 10 people).
The current mission office of Equatorial Guinea is located approximately 30 minutes north of the UN
Headquarters just outside of New York City, in Westchester County. It can also be assumed that Equatorial
Guinea will most likely decide to relocate its office facilities to Manhattan to be in closer proximity to the
UN Headquarters seat and the other member states within the next 10-20 years. Equatorial Guinea's
proposed Manhattan mission office would also be expected to be small in size and have a staff of
approximately 10 people.
Although there is one permanent observer mission/nation (Holy See) and an observer entity (Palestine) to
the UN that may elect to become UN member states in the future, these two observer entities currently
maintain commercial office facilities to the UN in Manhattan, and would be expected to continue to occupy
their existing facilities in the future.
It is difficult to predict which other nations or entities may join the UN and/ or establish permanent mission
offices at UN Headquarters due to the difficulty of predicting what political, social, or economic forces or
occurrences could lead to the formation of new countries and/ or the induction of new member states. It is
also extremely difficult to determine how many additional nations may join the UN over the next couple of
decades. Throughout the late 1970's and early 1980's, most of the UN's new member states were
Caribbean island nations, southeast Asian nations, and a few African nations. During the early 1990's, the
UN experienced one of it greatest increases in membership since its inception with the induction of
numerous eastern European nations and Balkan countries. During the late I 990's, the UN continued to
experience an influx of several southeast Asian nations. By the end of the I 990's, UN membership had
expanded by 30 member states (19 percent).
Most likely, the UN will not experience the same rate or same type of growth in the next two decades, as it
did during the early I 990's. The primary cause for the explosion in UN membership during the recent past
was the collapse of the Soviet Union and the fall of other large communist nations. As there are few large
nations in the world with unstable governments, the probability of a large nation dividing into smaller
countries with independent governments is very low. Many of the remaining countries in the world that are
not member states to the UN are small island nations in the southeast Pacific and in the Caribbean. Other
areas or regions in the world that have the potential to become UN member states are recently independent
nations or nations struggling to gain independence including, additional Balkan countries, the TransDneister Republic, Chechnya, Abkazia, Montenegro, Kurdistan, Kashmir, and others. Furthermore, civil
strife in many regions of Africa could also lead to the formation of new independent nations.
While the number of UN member states will likely increase with the formation of new countries, the total
number of permanent missions in New York City is not expected to increase significantly. Assuming that
the UN will experience similar rates of growth over the next decade as it has over the past two and half
decades, which is a very conservative assumption, UN membership can be expected to increase by
approximately 3-8 percent by 2010, and approximately 6-16 percent by 2020 (see Table 4-3). Based on
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these conservative assumptions, approximately 5 to 15 new member states could be inducted into the UN
by 2010, and approximately 6 to 16 new member states between 2010 and 2020, for a total of 11 to 31
members by 2020. Almost all of these new member states are expected to establish permanent mission
offices in New York City by 2020.

Table 4-3: Forecast of Member Growth in New York City
fiilr

No. of New Members 1

Total No. of Members

Percent Change Per Decade

2000

30

189

19%

2010

5- 15

194-204

3%-8%

2020

6-16

200-220

3%-8%

The projected rate of growth for new UN member states over the next 20 years is based on the historic trends of the
past two decades. The projected number of new member states is an estimate that is derived from the rate of UN
membership growth over the last 25 years (1.25 percent), as well as the last 10 years (0.44 percent) .

B.

Employment within Permanent Missions

Permanent missions in New York City are as diverse and unique as the individual conntries they represent
at the UN. They vary widely in size and in expenditures, with employment levels ranging from
approximately 2 to 250 employees, and budgets ranging from less than 1.0 million to over 50.0 million
dollars. The size of a particular permanent mission's office is largely dependent on and reflective of the
operating budget of a mission office and the overall wealth of its representative nation. Most of the UN
member states (approximately 86 percent) have permanent mission staffs of 5-40 employees. Very few
missions have staffs with less than five employees, or staffs larger than 80 employees. Almost all of these
employees are foreign residents and are natives of their respective countries.
Generally, permanent missions possess two types of employees, including general staff and diplomatic staff.
The general or administrative staff of a permanent mission are the secretaries, bookkeepers, translators,
advisors, and technical experts of a member state's mission. They represent the bulk of a mission's
employment and vary greatly in number from mission to mission. Permanent missions with significant
operating budgets typically have large administrative staffs, while missions with small operating budgets
have smaller administrative staffs. The diplomatic staff of a permanent mission are a UN member state's
ambassadors and other representative envoys, who are granted diplomatic immunity in the United States .
They represent approximately 30-40 percent of a permanent mission's staff.

Permanent Mission Employment and Sta.ff Levels: 1977-1999
As the total number of permanent missions in New York City has been steadily increasing, the total number
of people employed at permanent missions has also increased. Since the late 1970's, the total number of
permanent mission employees (including foreign dignitaries) has increased by approximately 41 percent or
1,370 people, while the total number of permanent missions in New York City has increased by
approximately 30 percent or 46 missions. Although the total number of permanent mission employees
decreased by approximately nine percent in the late 1980's, employment levels for permanent missions
went up during the early 1990's to surpass 1980 levels. As of May 1999, there were approximately 4, 570
people employed at 186 permanent missions in Manhattan. On average, approximately 24 people were
employed at a permanent mission office.
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Although the total number of people working for a permanent mission increased substantially over the last
25 years, almost all of the employment growth in permanent missions can be attributed to additional
member states establishing offices at UN Headquarters. Most of the already established permanent missions
in New York City experienced little growth, if any, between 1970 and 1999. Employment levels for
individual permanent missions remained relatively stable. Since the late l 970's, the employment levels of
individual permanent missions have increased by less than seven percent, and the average number of
employees per mission has fluctuated between 20 to 25 people (see Table 4 -4). During the last 20 years,
permanent mission employment has typically fluctuated by less than 500 people over a five year period.

Forecast of Future Employment Trends for Permanent Missions 2010 &.2020
Like the UN Secretariat, the future employment level of permanent missions in New York City is difficult
to predict. As the employment of permanent missions is highly dependent on the future membership and
growth of the UN and the wealth of member states, the future status of permanent mission employment in
New York City is ultimately dependent on the world's political environment. Throughout the 1990's, most
of the employment growth of permanent missions was attributed to the significant increase in UN
membership and the total number of countries establishing new permanent mission offices in New York
City. Assuming that the trend of the l 990's and l 980's will continue, the existing staff levels of the current
permanent missions are expected to remain relatively stable and increase little from year to year. Most of
the current member states with permanent mission offices in New York City are expected to maintain their
existing staff levels, or increase existing levels by approximately 7 percent. The average staff size of a
permanent mission is also expected to remain between 20-25 people. As mentioned above, if UN
membership continues to grow at existing levels, approximately 5 to 15 new member states could be
inducted into the UN by 2010, and approximately 6 to 16 additional member states between 2010 and
2020, for a total of 11 to 31 members by 2020. Most of these new UN member states are expected to be
small in size and possess relatively few employees, less than the current average of 24 persons per mission.

Table 4-4: Permanent Missions' Employment Growth in New York City
N2. Qf P~.mm.uu.~nt
Mi11i1i2n:i in Manhattan

~~r~nt
Chang~

T2t.N2. Qf

P~r~nt Chang~

Avg,N2.2f

EmplQ~~!!

inEmpl2~~:1

Empl2~~11LMi:192n

1977

140

n/a

3,200

nL1l,

22.8

1980

148

5.7%

3,300

3. 1%

22 .3

1988

154

4.00/o

3,000

-9.1%

19.5

1994

183

18.8%

3,800

26.7%

20.8

1999

186

l.6%

4,570

20.3%

24.5

30. 1%

1,370

41.00/o

1.7

fiar

Net Chan9e (1977- 1999)
Source:

(I) Parter, Alan S. Deputy Commissioner (December 1977) The Economic impact ef the Diplomatic Communi';)' on the New York
Metropolitan Area. New York City Commission for the United Nations and for the Consular Corps.
(2) New York City Commission for the United Nations and for the Consular Corps (December 1981) The Economic Impact ef the
Diplomatic Communi';)' on the Ci';)' ef New York.
(3) New York City Commission for the United Nations and for the Consular Corps (December 1989) The Economic Impact ef the
Diplomatic Commun ii;)' on the Ci';)' ef New York.
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Although the total amount of employment for permanent missions has increased by approximately 43
percent (1,370 workers) over the past thirty years, the future employment level of permanent missions in
New York City is not expected to increase to such a degree during the next 10 to 20 years. The four UN
member states that do not currently have permanent representation in New York City would be expected
to add less than 40 employees to the permanent mission workforce, and the new member state of
Switzerland and the observer entities of Holy See and Palestine already maintain mission offices to the UN
and would be expected to maintain their existing staff levels. While the number of permanent missions may
increase with the induction of additional small island nations in the southeast Pacific and in the Caribbean,
and with the formation and independence of new countries, the total number of permanent mission
employees will not increase substantially. Most potentially new member states would not be fmancially
well-off and very small in size. As a result, these nations would likely have few employees at their
respective mission in New York City. The employment level of existing permanent missions is likely to
remain relatively stable or exhibit a slight increase, as it has for the last 20 years. It is expected that the
employment levels for permanent missions would increase by approximately 350 employees in 2010, and
by approximately 400 employees between 2010 and 2020. Net employment for permanent missions is
expected to be approximately 4,900 employees in 2010 and 5,300 employees in 2020.

C.

Permanent Missions Patterns of Space Utilization

As noted previously, permanent missions range in size from less than 1,000 gsf to more than 200,000 gsf.
Although most permanent missions would prefer to occupy the highest quality, spacious office facilities in
the closest proximity to the UN Headquarters, permanent missions occupy a wide variety of office space
including, high-quality Class A facilities, commercial condominium space, affordable Class B facilities,
residential apartment space, and converted-loft Class C office space. They are also scattered mostly
throughout much of Midtown Manhattan, but a few missions are located within Downtown, Midtown
South, and along the Upper East Side. Currently, approximately 53 percent of permanent missions occupy
high-quality Class A office facilities. However, many permanent missions will sacrifice the quality of office
space to locate near the UN.

Permanent Missions' Space Utilization- 1980-2()()()
Throughout the last twenty years, permanent missions have predominately concentrated near or adjacent to
the UN Headquarters complex in Manhattan Community Boards Six and Eight (CB6 and CBS). As shown in
Table 4-5, the few missions that were located farthest from the UN in Community Boards 7 and 9, during
the early 1980's, have since moved to either CB6 or CBS along the east side of Midtown Manhattan during
the 1990's. More than 70 percent of permanent mission offices have been located in CB6, and
approximately 15 to 20 percent of permanent mission offices have been located in CBS, since the early
19SO's. Most of the newly established member states to the UN have also elected to locate their mission
offices in CB6. Since the l 9SO's, the total number of permanent missions in CB6 has grown by
approximately 33 percent (39 permanent missions) and total number of permanent missions in CBS has
decreased by approximately 13 percent (3 permanent missions). Approximately 510,000 square feet of
office space in CB6 has been converted into permanent mission space since 19SO.
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Table 4-5: Permanent Missions to the UN Referenced by Community Board- t 980-2001
Manhattan
Community

I

1980

2001

1988

~

SE
Oci;.yp.it:.d1

Pe.r,e.11tef

SE
Oci;.yp.ied1

Pe.rce.ntef

Tulfil

SE
Qi;.,up.ied1

Pe_ri;.e_ntef

Tu1Sl1.

CB6

1,100,000

73%

1,150,000

71%

1,610,000

80%

CBS

100,000

7%

110,000

7%

100,000

5%

CB7

10,000

< 1%

10,000

< 1%

0

n/a

CB8

300,000

20%

34-0,000

21%

300,000

15%

CB9

Q

l1LA

10.000

<1%

Q

l1LA

Total

1,510,000

100%

1,620,000

100%

2,010,000

100%

Tu1Sl1.

Estimate of total square feet of commerual space occupied by the 148 missions is extrap<>lated from data collected on
66 permanent missions in New York City.
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 154 missions is extrap<>lated from data collected on
91 permanent missions in New York City.
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 187 missions is extrap<>lated from data collected on
166 permanent missions in New York City .

The majority of permanent missions that are located in CB6 have predominately concentrated in the
residential neighborhood of Turtle Bay (see Table 4-6). However, the residential neighborhoods of Murray
Hill, Tudor City, and Beekman Place have experienced a slight increase in the total amount of permanent
missions since the early 1980's. During the last two decades, the residential neighborhood of Beekman Place
experienced a 7 percent increase in the total amount of office space occupied by permanent missions, while
the neighborhood of Turtle Bay lost approximately 12 percent of its mission office space. Approximately 56
percent of (86) permanent mission offices in CB6 are located within Turtle Bay, and approximately 16 to
19 percent of (25 and 30) permanent missions are located within Murray Hill and Tudor City, respectively.
The total amount of office space occupied by permanent missions has increased by approximately 500,000
gsf (33 percent) since 1980. Although only 28 percent of permanent missions have remained within the
same office facilities since 1988 and some of the larger UN member states have constructed or purchased
new mission space, most permanent missions have experienced very little growth since the 1980's. The
majority of permanent missions have not expanded significantly and occupy relatively the same amount of
space as they did in the early 1980's. The typical or average size of a permanent mission has fluctuated little
and has remained at approximately 10,800 gsf (450 sf per employee). The average sizes of typical missions
owned or leased by a foreign government have also remained relatively constant (9,000 gsf for a leased
permanent mission, 14,000 gsf for a permanent mission owned by a foreign government). Most of the
increase in permanent mission office space during the last 25 years was as a result of additional and new UN
member states establishing missions in New York City.
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Table 4-6: Permanent Missions to the UN in Community Board 6
Referenced by Neighborhood- 1980-2001
Neighborhood

2001

1988

1980

P,ri;,ntef

Tuml

SE
Q,,up.i,d.1

690,000

600/o

880,000

55%

n/a

0

n/a

10,000

< 1%

190,000

17%

190,000

17%

280,000

17%

Kips Bay

20,000

2%

50,000

4%

50,000

3%

Tudor City

140,000

13%

210,000

18%

280,000

17%

Beekman

lQ.QQQ

< 1%

lQ.QQQ

< 1%

11.QJ)QQ

7%

1,100,000

100%

1,150,000

100%

1,610,000

1000/o

P,rc,ntef

Tuml

SE
Qmqzied1

740,000

67%

Sutton Place

0

Murray Hill

Turtle Bay

Total
T

SE
Qi;i;up.ied1

P,ri;,ntef

Tutfl1

Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 148 m1ss1ons is extrap<>lated from data collected on
66 permanent missions in New York City.
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 154 missions is extrap<>lated from data collected on
91 permanent missions in New York City.
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 187 missions is extraPolated from data collected on
166 permanent missions in New York City.

There has also been an increase in the number of UN member states that own their respective commercial
office facilities since the early l 980's. Approximately 37 percent of all permanent missions currently own
their respective office facilities. As shown in Table 4 -7, there has been an 13 percent increase in the amount
of mission office facilities owned by a foreign government since 1980. Although some of the larger
permanent missions (e.g. Nigeria, Turkey, Germany, Indonesia, and the Philippines) constructed or
purchased new expanded office facilities in the recent past, the majority of commercial office space
purchased by permanent missions during the l 980's and l 990's was relatively small in size (less than 10,000
sf.) and was commercial condominium space in buildings surrounding the UN Headquarters.

Table 4-7: Percentage of Permanent Mission Space Owned or Leased by a UN Member State
Percentage of Space Leased

Percentage of Space Owned

1980

76%

24%

1988

69%

31 %

1999

63%

37%
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As the majority of permanent missions have predominately located near the UN Headquarters campus,
most permanent missions are concentrated within the four office submarkets closest to the UN
Headquarters in Midtown Manhattan (see Table 4-8). Since the 1980's, the majority of permanent missions
have located within the UN Plaza, Grand Central, Plaza, and the Upper East Side office submarkets.
Throughout the 1980's and 1990's, more than 380,000 gsf of office space in the UN Plaza submarket and
approximately 140,000 gsf of office space in the Plaza submarket have been converted into permanent
mission office space. As of December 2001, approximately 51 percent (94) of permanent missions were
located within the UN Plaza office submarket. Most new UN member states have also established mission
facilities within the UN Plaza submarket, with a few locating missions in the Plaza and Murray Hill
submarkets. Since the 1980's, the UN Plaza submarket has experienced an influx of approximately 35
permanent missions.

Table 4-8: Permanent Missions to the UN Referenced by
Manhattan Office Markets-1980-2001
~

1988

Submarket

2001

SE
Ocrnp.ied1

Per,e.ut.ef

SE
Qm.1p.ie.d!.

Pe.«.e.nt.ef
Tu1fl1

SE
Q"-up.ied1

Pe_r'-'nt.ef

Tutll1

UN Plaza

550,000

370/o

650,000

4-0%

930,000

46%

Plaza

170,000

11%

200,000

12%

310,000

15%

Grand Central

430,000

29%

350,000

22%

390,000

19%

Upper E. Side

260,000

17%

290,000

18%

260,000

13%

Murray Hill

60,000

4%

90,000

6%

110,000

6%

Gramercy Park

20,000

1%

20,000

1%

10,000

<1%

Midtown Nonh

10,000

<1%

0

n/a

0

n/a

Upper W. Side

1QJ2QQ

< 1%

l.Q.QQQ

..ill

.Q

na

1,510,000

100%

1,620,000

100%

2,010,000

100%

Touil
T

1980

Tutll1

Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 148 rmss1ons is extrapolated from data collected on
66 permanent missions in New York City .
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 154 missions is extrapolated from data collected on
91 permanent missions in New York City .
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 187 missions is extrapolated from data collected on
166 permanent missions in New York City.

As more than 90 percent of office space in the UN Plaza, Grand Central, and the Plaza office submarkets is
Class A, the majority of permanent missions have also occupied high-quality Class A office space throughout
much of the 1990's. Approximately 53 percent (97) of permanent missions were located within Class A
office facilities in the late 1990's. Less than 16 percent (30) of permanent missions were located in Class B
office facilities and less than 7 percent (13) of were located within Class C facilities. The remaining 25
percent (46) of permanent missions were located within unclassified office facilities or commercial
condominium space.
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Forecast of Future Space Utilization Patterns for Permanent Missions: 2010 &.2020
Assuming that the utilization trends of permanent missions during the last twenty years will continue
through the next two decades, the vast majority of the existing and projected UN member states are
expected to occupy mission facilities in close proximity to the UN in CB6, and in the office submarkets of
UN Plaza, Plaza, Grand Central, and Murray Hill. The total amount of office space occupied by permanent
missions in New York City is not expected to increase significantly and permanent missions are not
expected to have substantial additional office space needs in the next 20 years. Although it is almost
impossible to determine the exact office space needs of individual missions, as they vary considerably in
size, staff levels, and expenditures, the size of a typical or average permanent mission is expected to remain
at approximately 10,SOO gsf (approximately 4SO gsf per employee). Most of the current permanent
missions are expected to occupy the same amount of space and will experience very little growth within the
next couple of decades. Many of the current permanent missions are also expected to continue to occupy
the same office facilities . As the majority of projected permanent missions are anticipated to be small
nations with relatively low per capita incomes, the majority of projected missions are expected to privatelylease small office facilities (significantly less than l 0,000 gsf) in the immediate vicinity of the UN .
If existing trends continue UN membership can be expected to increase by approximately 3-S percent by
2010, and approximately 6-16 percent by 2020. Approximately S to lS new member states could be
inducted into the UN by 20 l 0, and approximately 11 to 31 new member states by 2020. Almost all of these
new member states would establish some type of permanent mission office in Manhattan. In total, the
amount of office space occupied by permanent missions in Manhattan is expected to increase by
approximately 2 to 6 percent (40,000 gsf to 130,000 gsf) by 2010 and by approximately S to 14 percent
(90,000 gsf to 2SO,OOO gsf) by 2020 (see Table 4-9). Based on an expected increase of up to 130,000 square
feet by 2010 and by 2SO,OOO square feet by 2020, the maximum amount of office space occupied by
permanent missions in Manhattan is expected to be approximately 2.14 million square feet in 2010, and
2.29 million square feet in 2020.

Table 4-9: Projected Square Feet of New Mission Space in Manhattan
No. ofNew Missions

Tot. SF Occupied by New Missions'

Total SF Occupied by all Missions

2000to 2010

5 to 15

4-0,000 to 130,000 sf

2,050,000 to 2, 14-0,000 sf

2010 to 2020

6 to 16

60,000 to 150,000 sf

2, 110,000 to 2,290,000 sf

~

Tot.al square feet occupied by new permanent missions in Manhattan is based on the average size of a typical mission
leased by a foreign government.

Almost all of the permanent missions currently located within the immediate vicinity of the UN in CB6, are
expected to maintain their existing office facilities or relocate to similar facilities within the surrounding
area. Most of the projected permanent missions are also expected to establish missions near the UN
Headquarters in CB6. By 2020, if existing growth rates and utilization patterns continue, CB6 will
experience a 7 to 20 percent increase in the total number of UN member states maintaining mission offices
in their community board. In 2020, approximately S4 to S6 percent of (a maximum of 1S9) permanent
missions in New York City will be located within CB6, and less than 20 percent of permanent missions will
be located within either CBS or CBS (see Table 4-10). Over the next 20 years, permanent mission office
space in CBS and CBS is expected to be maintained and up to 2SO,OOO gsf of office space in CB6 would be
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converted into permanent mission space. Approximately 2.1 to 2.3 million gross square feet of office space
in CB6 is expected to be occupied by approximately 165 to 189 permanent missions in 2020.

Table4-10:
Permanent Mission Office Space Referenced by Community Board in 2010 & 2020
~Qmmnnit}'.

Board

2010
SFQ~~ypied

Gr2wthinSF

P~~nt QfT2t,

T2t, P~n;;~nt Chang~ frQm 2001

CB6

1,650,000 to 1,74-0,000

4-0,000 to 130,000

S1%

1%

CBS

300,000

0

14%

- 1%

CBS

1QQ.QQQ

Q

5%

()Ola

Total
,,.

2,050,000to2,140,000

40,000 to 130,000

100%

..

Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied 1s based on 5 to 15 additional UN member states
establishing permanent mission offices in Manhattan (for total of 194 to 204 missions) and the average size of a typical
mission owned by a foreign governmental being approximately 14,000 gsf and the average size of a typical mission
leased by a foreign government being approximately 9 ,000 gsf. Almost all of the new permanent missions in Manhattan
are anticipated to be leased office space.

C2mmynicy

Bruml

2020

T2t. P~n;;~nt Chimg~ from 2001

SFQ~~ypied

Gr2wth in SE

CB6

1,710,000 to 1,S90,000

100,000 to 2SO,OOO

S2%

2%

CBS

300,000

0

14%

- 1%

CBS

100.000

Q

4%

-1%

Total

2, 110,000 to 2,290,000

100,000 to 280,000

100%

IT

P~r~~nt

QfTQt.

..

Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied is based on 11 to 3 1 additional UN member states
establishing permanent mission offices in Manhattan (for total of 200 to 220 missions) and the average size of a typical
mission owned by a foreign governmental being approximately 14,000 gsf and the average size of a typical mission
leased by a foreign government being approximately 9 ,000 gsf. Almost all of the new permanent missions in Manhattan
are anticipated to be leased office space.

The majority of permanent missions in CB6 are expected to occupy leased commercial office facilities
within Turtle Bay in 2010 and 2020. Almost all of the permanent missions currently located within Turtle
Bay are expected to maintain their existing facilities in the Turtle Bay neighborhood and most of the new
UN member states are expected to locate their mission facilities in Turtle Bay. If current trends continue, a
small percentage of permanent missions will also continue to locate within the predominately residential
neighborhoods of Murray Hill, Beekman Place, and Tudor City.
UN member states are also expected to continue to purchase commercial office facilities near the UN
Headquarters campus to serve as permanent mission space. If permanent missions continue to follow the
same tenure trends over the next two decades as they did during the 1980's and 1990's, approximately 38
percent of permanent missions will own their respective office facilities (a maximum of 83 missions) by
2020. Although the majority of permanent missions (62 percent) will continue to occupy leased office
facilities, some of the smaller permanent missions are expected to purchase commercial condominium space
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in buildings surrounding the UN to serve as mission space. In total, the number of permanent missions
owned by a foreign government is expected to increase by approximately S percent.

If existing office space utilization patterns continue, the majority of permanent missions in 2010 and 2020
are expected to continue to locate near the UN Headquarters campus within the office submarkets of UN
Plaza, Plaza, Grand Central, and Murray Hill. Almost all of the permanent missions ( 154) located within
the UN Plaza submarket are expected to maintain their existing facilities. As the majority of permanent
missions prefer to locate in the closest proximity to the UN Headquarters campus, there is expected to be a
high demand for commercial office space in the UN Plaza office submarket.

IV.

FOREIGN CONSULATE EMPLOYMENT TRENDS AND SPACE UTILIZATION

Foreign consular offices represent their respective state in a host country, and are not connected to the UN.
Originally developed to promote and secure international trade between two countries, consular offices
have evolved to encourage and protect trade, tourism, and investment between a host country and native
country. Currently, Manhattan hosts the largest consular community in the world, and is home to 99
foreign consulates (100 consulates within New York City) .

A.

Consulate Representation in New York City- 1980-2001

New York City's consular community has been in existence for over 200 years. It is the oldest consular
community within the United States and one of the largest in the world. Consular offices for France, Spain,
the United Kingdom, and the Netherlands were some of the first foreign consulates established in the US
during the late l 700's. By the beginning of the twentieth century, most of the US' s major trading partners
had established consular offices in Manhattan.
As shown in Table 4-11, since the late l 970's the Manhattan consular community has grown by
approximately nine percent (eight consular offices). Although Manhattan's consular community
experienced a slight decline in the late l 980's, when several African and Middle Eastern nations closed their
consular offices, the Manhattan consular community is slowly expanding again (see Table 4-12).

Table 4-11: Growth in Foreign Consulates in Manhattan-1977-2001
~

No. of Consulates in Manhattan

Percent Change

1977

91

n/a

1981

93

2.2%

1989

87

-6.4%

1994

92

5.7%

2001

99

7.6%

Percent Change ( 1977-200 I)

8.8%

Source: Re9ister efForei9n Consulates <VU.me. Government Offices Jn NY (2001, 1989, &..1980) &..
The Economic Impact efthe Diplomatic Community on NY 1989, 1981 , &_1977.
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Table 4-12: Consular Uses that Left New York City During the 1980's
Foreign Consulates that Left NYC

Years

Total Number

1980-1989

11

Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Gambia Republic, Iran, Jordan,
Kuwait, Niger, Oman, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Suriname

1989-2001

6

Fiji, Kenya, Madagascar, Sudan, Zaire
St. Vincent & the Grenadines

Source: Re9Lfter ef Forei9n Consulates &.Assoc. Government Offices

in

NY (2001 , I 989, &_I 980)

Throughout the 1990's, the Manhattan consular community experienced a significant influx of southeast
Asian countries including Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, and China, and an increase in southeast Pacific
island nations including, St. Lucia. After the collapse of the Soviet Union and the fall of many communist
regimes in eastern European nations, many of the newly formed Balkan nations and eastern European
countries, such as Uzbekistan, Romania, Bulgaria, the Ukraine, Russia, the Kyrgyz Republic, Slovenia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Belarus also established consular offices in Manhattan. Since 1989, the rate of
consular growth has more than doubled. Over the last thirteen years, the Manhattan consulate community
has expanded by approximately 1 percent per year.

Projected Growth ef Forei9n Consulates in Manhattan 2010 c!l.2020
Like permanent missions, the future growth of consular offices in Manhattan is also difficult to predict with
any great accuracy. Most likely, the addition of new consular offices in Manhattan will depend on US
foreign trade, tourism, and investment interests. New York City is a world city that is home to numerous
foreign companies, banks, and other various international offices. It is also home to many of the US ' s major
financial markets, important service industries, banks, investing firms and other brokerage houses.
Although many of the US 's major foreign trading and investment partners already maintain consular offices
in New York City or in the Washington D.C. area with jurisdictional coverage in New York City, the New
York City consulate community has the potential to expand significantly in the future. Global trade is
growing. The current international trade levels of the world are approximately twenty-two times the levels
of trade in 1950. Only 99 of the 189 UN current member states have consular offices in Manhattan. There
is also one existing consulate (San Marino) in New York State that does not maintain its consulate office in
Manhattan. In addition, many of the seventeen foreign consulates that were closed during the 1980's have
the potential of reestablishing their consular offices in the next couple of decades.
Most of the existing consular offices in Manhattan represent European Nations, Caribbean island nations,
Asian countries, southeast Pacific nations, South and Central American countries, and a few African
Nations . Many Middle Eastern nations and most African nations do not currently maintain consulate offices
in New York City. In addition to the possible reestablishment of several Middle Eastern and African
consulates closed during the 1980's, there is a strong likelihood that some of the other existing UN member
states may establish consular offices in New York City in the next two decades. However, it is difficult to
predict which particular nations or entities may establish consular offices in Manhattan due to the difficulty
of predicting what political, social, or economic forces or occurrences will drive international financial
markets, trading, and tourism.
Assuming that the New York City consulate community will experience similar rates of growth over the
next twenty years as it has in the 1989-2002 period, the New York City consulate community can be
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expected to increase by approximately 10 percent by 2010 and approximately 20 percent by 2020.
Approximately 10 new consular offices could locate within New York City by 2010, and approximately 10
additional consular offices between 2010 and 2020, for a total of 20 consular offices by 2020 (see Table 413).

Table 4-13: Forecast of Consular Growth in New York City
Year

No. ofNew Consulates per Decade

Total No. of Consulates

Percent Change Per Decade

2001

7

99

8%

2010

10

109

10%

10

119

100/o

2020

The projected rate of growth for new foreign consulates over the next 20 years is based on the historic trends of the
past decades. The projected number of new foreign consulates is an estimate that is derived from the rate of consular
growth from 1989-2000 (about 1 percent per year) .

B.

Employment within Foreign Consulates

Like permanent missions, foreign consular offices are extremely diverse. They range in size, scale and
budget, and possess staffs of 2 to 250 people. They also have two classifications of workers, including a
diplomatic staff and a general administrative staff. The general administrative staff makes up the bulk of
employment and represents approximately 60 to 70 percent of the overall staff at a consular office while the
diplomatic community usually represents less than 40 percent.

Forei9n Consulate Employment and Staff Levels: 1980-2001
As the number of consular offices in Manhattan increased by approximately nine percent since 1980, the
total number of employees working at foreign consulates also increased. Since the late 1970's, the total
number of foreign consulate employees (including foreign dignitaries) increased by approximately 53
percent or approximately 1,080 people, while the total number of foreign consulates increased by
approximately nine percent or nine foreign consulates (see Table 4-14). Although the total number of
consular employees decreased by approximately 24 percent in the mid to late 1980's, employment levels
for foreign consulates increased during the early l 990's to 1981 employment levels. In general, the New
York City consulate community has grown by approximately 25 percent every 5 to 8 years. As of May
1999, there were approximately 3, 100 people employed at 99 foreign consular offices in Manhattan. On
average, approximately 31 people were employed at a foreign consulate office.
Although the total number of people working for a foreign consulate has increased significantly over the last
25 years, most of this employment growth in foreign consular offices can be attributed to additional foreign
nations establishing new offices in Manhattan. Most of the established foreign consulates experienced very
little growth, if any, between 1970 and 1999. The average employment levels at consular offices did
increase by approximately 40 percent (10 people) from 1977 to 2000 but, this can be attributed to the
influx of 17 foreign consular offices. Most these consular uses represented eastern European and Balkan
countries, south east Asian nations, and Caribbean island nations. During the last 20 years, foreign consulate
employment has typically fluctuated by less than 600 people over a five year period .
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Forecast of Future Employment Trends for Forei9n Consulates 2010 &_2020
Like the UN Secretariat and permanent missions, the future employment level of foreign consulates is
difficult to predict. As the employment of foreign consular offices is highly dependent on the world
economy, US foreign trade, tourism, and investment interests, and the wealth of future foreign consulates,
the future status of foreign consulate employment in New York City is ultimately dependent of the world's
political environment and financial market. Assuming that the trend of the 1990's and the 1980's will
continue, the existing staff levels of the current foreign consulates are expected to remain relatively stable
and increase little from year to year. Most of the current foreign consular offices in New York City are
expected to maintain their existing staff levels, however, some consular offices may experience increased
staff levels over the next two decades. If existing employment trends continue, the average staff size of a
typical foreign consulate is expected to increase to about 34 people for the forecast period .

Table 4-14: Foreign Consulate's Employment Growth in Manhattan
NQ, Qf(;Qnml.ites
in M.inh.illiln

P~r~nt

Tot.NQ, Qf

Cb.ing~

EmplQ~~:i

f~r~nt
Ch.ing~

EmpJQ~~llLCQ!lllul.ite

1977

91

n/a

2,020

n/a

22.2

1981

93

2.2%

2,560

26.7%

27.5

1989

87

-6.4%

1,950

-23.8%

22.4

1994

92

5 .7%

2,500

28.2%

27.2

1999

99

7.6%

3,100

24.0%

31.3

9. 1%

1,080

55.1%

9. 1

}'..Qt

Net Chan9e (I 977-1999)

Avg,NQ,2f

Source:

(1) Parter, Alan S. Deputy Commissioner (December 1977) The Economic lmpact ef the Diplomatic Communio/ on the New York
Metropolitan Area. New York City Commission for the United Nations and for the Consular Corps.
(2) New York City Commission for the United Nations and for the Consular Corps (December 1981) The Economic lmpact ef the
Diplomatic Communio/ on the Cio/

ef New York.

(3) New York City Commission for the United Nations and for the Consular Corps (December 1989) The Economic Impact
Diplomatic Communio/ on the City

ef the

ef New York.

As mentioned above, if the foreign consulate community continues to grow at existing levels,
approximately 10 new consular uses could establish commercial offices in Manhattan by 2010, and
approximately 20 new consulates by 2020. If existing employment trends continue, it is expected that the
employment levels for foreign consulates would increase by approximately 16 percent (500 employees) per
decade. Net employment for foreign consulates is expected to be approximately 3,600 employees in 2010
and 4, 100 employees in 2020 .

C.

Foreign Consulates Patterns of Space Utilization

Similar to permanent missions, foreign consulates are extremely diverse and occupy a wide variety of office
space. They range in size from approximately 1,000 gsf to more than 100,000 gsf and reside within Class A,
Class B, and Class C offices facilities, as well as within commercial condominium space. Currently,
approximately 54 percent of consular offices occupy Class A office facilities in Midtown Manhattan. Foreign
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consular offices are slightly more dispersed throughout much of Manhattan. Unlike most permanent
missions, many foreign consulates are located Downtown, central Midtown, and along the West Side of
Midtown Manhattan.

Forei9n Consulates' Space Utilization- 1980-2001
Throughout the last twenty years, foreign consulates have predominantly concentrated within Manhattan
Community Boards Five, Six, and Eight (CBS, CB6, CBS). Less than three percent of consulates were
located within either CB 1 in Downtown Manhattan or along the west side of Midtown Manhattan in CB4,
during the 1980 and 1990's. As shown in Table 4-15, most the foreign consulates appear to be moving into
CB6 and CBS, and out of CB7 and CB5. From 1980 to 2001, CB6 experienced a 2 2 percent increase in the
amount of commercial office space occupied by foreign consular uses. Most of the newly established foreign
consulates have elected to locate their offices in CB6, followed by CBS. Approximately 330,000 gsf of
office space in CB6 has been converted into consular offices since 19SO.

Table 4-15: Foreign Consulates Referenced by Manhattan Community Board- 1980-2001
Manhattan
Community

B2im1

1980

SE
Ocr_ypied

1

1988

2001

fe.rr.e.ntef
Lllill

Ocr_up.ied2

Pe.rmitef
TuUU

Der.up.id

Pe.rr.e.ntef
Tu1ll1

SE

SE

CB6

360,000

38%

430,000

47%

690,000

60%i

CBI

10,000

1%

30,000

3%

20,000

2%

CB4

20,000

2%

20,000

2%

30,000

3%

CBS

360,000

38%

300,000

32%

210,000

18%

CB7

50,000

5%

10,000

1%

0

n/a

CB8

.L2Q.QQQ

16%

140.000

15%

200 000

17%

Total

950,000

100%

930,000

100'%

1,150,000

100%

T

Estimate of total square feet of commeraal space occupied by the 89 foreign consulates 1s extrap<>lated from data
collected on 36 consular offices in New York City.
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 87 foreign consulates is extrap<>lated from data
collected on 40 consular offices in New York City.
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 99 foreign consulates is extrap<>lated from data
collected on 86 permanent missions in New York City.

The majority of foreign consulates that are located in CB6 have predominantly concentrated in the
residential neighborhood of Turtle Bay (see Table 4-16). However, the residential neighborhoods of
Murray Hill and Tudor City have also experienced significant increases in the total amount of consular uses
since the early 19SO's. During the last 20 years, consular office space within the residential neighborhoods
of Murray Hill and Tudor City has more than doubled, while the neighborhood of Turtle Bay has
experienced an eleven percent decrease in consular office space utili7.ation. Approximately 54 percent (36
consulates) of foreign consulate office space in CB6 is located in Turtle Bay, and approximately 23 percent
(13 consulates) and 15 percent (10 consulates) are located within Murray Hill and Tudor City, respectively.
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The total amount of office space occupied by foreign consulates has increased by approximately 200,000
gross square feet or 21 percent since 1980. Although approximately 75 percent of foreign consulates have
relocated to new office facilities during the 1980's and 1990's and some of the larger foreign consulates
within Manhattan have constructed or purchased new consulate space, most foreign consulates have
experienced little space growth since the 1980's, in spite of the growth in employment (53 percent). The
majority of foreign consulates have not expanded significantly and occupy relatively the same amount of
space as they did in the early 1980's. The typical or average size of a foreign consulate has fluctuated little
and has remained at approximately 11,600 gsf (370 gsf per employee). The average size of typical
consulates owned or leased by a foreign government have also remained relatively constant (9, 000 gsf for a
leased consular office and 16,000 gsf for a consulate office owned by a foreign government).

Table 4--16: Foreign Consulates in Community Board 6
Referenced by Neighborhood-1980-2001
1980

Neighborhood

1988

2001

Pe_r,e.ntef
Tut«J.

fe.r.,e.ntef
Tut«J.

SE

fe.r,e.ntef

Oc'-Jlllietf

Oc,up.ie_d!_

Tulfil

235,000

65%

230,000

53%

370,000

54%

Sutton Place

0

n/a

0

n/a

10,000

1%

Murray Hill

75,000

21%

80,000

19%

160,000

23%

Kips Bay

10,000

3%

20,000

5%

30,000

4%

Tudor City

30,000

8%

100,000

23%

100,000

15%

Beekman Place

1Q..QQQ

lli

Q

ill

2.Q.QQQ

3%

Total

360,000

1OOo/o

430,000

lOOo/o

690,000

lOOo/o

SE
Oc,u/lied
Turtle Bay

I

1

SE

Esnmate of total square feet of commercral space occupied by the 89 foreign consulates 1s extrapnlated from data
collected on 36 consular offices in New York City.
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 87 foreign consulates is extrapolated from data
collected on 40 consular offices in New York City.
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 99 foreign consulates is extrapnlated from data
collected on 86 permanent missions in New York City.

As many foreign governments have constructed or purchased commercial office buildings to accommodate
both their permanent mission to the UN and their respective foreign consulate office, since the early 1980's,
there has been a significant increase in the number of foreign governments that own their respectively
consular office. Approximately 37 percent of all foreign consulates own their respective office facilities. As
shown in Table 4-1 7, there has been a 15 percent increase in the total amount of consular office facilities
owned by a foreign government since 1980. Most of these newly constructed or purchased office facilities
are relatively small in size (less than 16,000 gsf) and are commercial condominium space in Midtown
Manhattan. The majority of consulates (63 percent or 62 consulates), however, continue to occupy leased
office facilities.
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Table 4-17: Percentage of Foreign Consulates Owned or Leased by a Foreign Government
~

Percent of Space Leased

Percentage of Space Owned

1980

78%

22%

1988

76%

24%

1999

63%

37%

As most foreign consulates were predominantly located in central and eastern Midtown Manhattan during
the 1980's and 1990's, most consular uses were concentrated within the three office submarkets that
comprise the eastern half of the Midtown North office market. Since the 1980's, approximately 70 percent
of foreign governments have maintained consular offices within the office submarkets of UN Plaza, Plaza,
and Grand Central (see Table 4-18). More than 160,000 gsf of office space in the UN Plaza office
submarket has been converted into a consular use since the early 1980's. Approximately 80,000 gsf of office
space in Grand Central submarket has also been converted into consular uses. In addition, approximately
10,000 gsf of office space in the Upper East Side office market has been converted into consular space. Most
of the foreign governments that have had consulate office space in the Midtown South office markets and in
the office submarkets along the west side of Manhattan in the early 1980's and 1990's have since relocated
their respective offices to the office submarkets of UN Plaza and Grand Central. As of December 2001,
approximately 31 percent of foreign consulates were located in the UN Plaza office submarket, and
approximately 25 percent and 21 percent were located in the Grand Central and Plaza office submarkets,
respectively. Most new foreign consular offices have established consulate facilities in the UN Plaza and
Grand Central office submarkets.
As the majority of foreign consulates (approximately 75 percent) have occupied office space in the office
submarkets of UN Plaza, Grand Central, and Plaza, most foreign consulates have occupied high-quality
Class A office facilities during the 1980's and 1990's. Approximately 54 percent (54) of foreign consulates
were located within Class A office facilities in the late 1990's. Less than 18 percent (18) of foreign
consulates were located in Class B office facilities and less than 8 percent (8) of were located within Class C
facilities. The remaining 20 percent (20) of foreign consulates were located within unclassified office
facilities or commercial condominium space.

Forecast of Future Space Utilization Patterns for Foreign Consulates 2010 & 2020
Assuming that the utilization trends of foreign consular uses during the last twenty years will continue
through the next two decades, the vast majority of the existing and projected foreign consulates are
expected to occupy commercial office facilities within Midtown Manhattan. As more than 52 percent of
permanent missions do not have consular representation in New York City, the New York City consular
community has the potential to expand significantly by 2020. Although it is very difficult to determine the
exact office space needs of individual consulates, as the vary considerably in size, staff levels, and
expenditures, the size of a typical or average consulate is expected to remain at approximately 11,600 gsf
(approximately 370 gsf per employee). Most of the current consular offices are also expected to occupy the
same amount of space and will most likely experience very little growth within the next couple of decades.
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Table 4-18: Foreign Consulates Referenced by Manhattan Office Markets- 1980-2001
~

l28Q

Manhi)ttan

2001.

Qfli1;;~ Mirk~t

SE
Qf;.f;.'Up.i!:.d.

1

ft:nt:nt.ef
Tulfil

Oc,up.ied1

P!:.u;.t:nt.ef
Tulfil

Qmq1.ied

SE

SE

P!:.rm1t.ef
1

Tulfil

UN Plaza

160,000

17%

210,000

23%

320,000

28%

Plaza

320,00

34%

290,000

31%

270,000

24%

Grand Central

190,000

200/o

180,000

19%

270,000

24%

Upper E. Side

140,000

15%

110,000

12%

150,000

13%

Downtown

10,000

1%

30,000

3%

20,000

2%

Midtown North

70,000

7%

60,000

7%

60,000

5%

Murray Hill

30,000

3%

40,000

4%

50,000

4%

Gramercy Park

0

n/a

0

n/a

10,000

<1%

Midtown South

10,000

1%

0

n/a

0

n/a

Upper W. Side

2.Q.QQQ

2%

10.000

1%

Q

n/a

Total

950,000

I

930,000

1,150,000

Estimate of total square feet of commeraal space occupied by the 89 foreign consulates 1s extraPolated from data
collected on 36 consular offices in New York City .
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 87 foreign consulates is extraPolated from data
collected on 40 consular offices in New York City.
Estimate of total square feet of commercial space occupied by the 99 foreign consulates is extraPolated from data
collected on 86 permanent missions in New York City.

If existing trends continue, the Manhattan consulate community can be expected to grow by approximately
10 percent by 2010, and approximately 20 percent by 2020. Approximately 10 new foreign consular offices
could be established within Manhattan by 2010, and approximately 20 new consular offices by 2020. In
total, the amount of office space occupied by foreign consular offices is expected to increase by
approximately 16 percent (182 ,000 gsf) by 2010 and by approximately 32 percent (367,000 gsf) by 2020
(see Table 4- 19). Based on an expected increase of up to 182,000 gross square feet by 2010 and 367,000
gross square feet by 2020, the maximum amount of office space occupied by foreign consular uses in
Manhattan is expected to be approximately 1.33 million square feet in 2010, and 1.52 million square feet in
2020.

Table 4-19: Projected Square Feet of New Consular Office Space in Manhattan
~

No. ofNew Consufates

Tot. SF ofNew Consufar Space

Total SF Qccupied by All Consufates

2000to2010

10

182,000

1,332,000

2010 to 2020

10

367,000

1,517,000

Total Square feet occupied by new foreign consulates is estimated from the average size of a typical consulate leased by
a foreign government.
Includes growth in average consulate to 34 employees at 370 square feet per employee.
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If existing utilization trends continue, almost all foreign consulates located within CB6 are expected to
maintain their existing commercial office facilities or relocate to similar office facilities within the
surrounding area. Although foreign consulates have the freedom to locate anywhere within the City and
they are not directly related to the UN, most of the projected foreign consulates are also anticipated to
establish commercial office facilities in CB6, followed by CBS. As foreign governments are increasingly
establishing their respective consular offices near their respective permanent mission to the UN, many
foreign consulates are (re)locating near the UN Headquarters campus in CB6 and in the southern end of
CBS. By 2020, if existing growth rates and utilization patterns continue, CB6 would experience a 41
percent (26 consulates) increase in the total number of foreign consulates maintaining commercial offices in
their community board and CBS would have an influx of approximately S consulates. Over the next 20
years, foreign consular office space in CBl and CB4 is expected to be maintained and up to 417,000 gsf of
commercial office space in CB6 and S0,000 gsf of commercial office space in CBS would be converted into
consular space (see Table 4-20). CBS is anticipated to lose approximately 130,000 gsf of consular office
space. Approximately 1.12 million gross square feet of commercial office space in CB6 is expected to be
occupied by approximately S9 (74 percent of) foreign consulates in 2020.

Table 4-20: Foreign Consulate Space Referenced by Community Board in 2010 & 2020
Manhattan
Community

2010

SF Q~~ypied'

Gr2wth in SF

P~r~~nt QfT2t.

CB6

S92,000

202,000

67%

7%

CBI

20,000

0

2%

00/o

CB4

30,000

0

2%

- 1%

CBS

146,000

-64,000

11%

-7%

CBS

244.000

11:.QQQ

1S%

1%

Total

1,332,000

IS2,000

~

I

I2t. P~~~nt Chang~ fr2m 2001

1000/o

..

Estimate of total square feet occupied is based on 10 additional foreign governments establishing foreign consular
offices in Manhattan (for a total or 109 consulates) and the average size of a typical consulate owned by a foreign
government being approximately 16,000 gsf and the average size of a typical consulate leased by a foreign government
being approximately 9 ,000 gsf. Almost all of the new consular office space is anticipated to be leased space.

Manhattan
Cmnmynity

~

SF Q~~Ypied'

Gt2wth in SE

CB6

1,107,000

417,000

73%

13%

CBI

20,000

0

1%

- 1%

CB4

30,000

0

2%

- 1%

CBS

S0,0000

- 130,000

5%

- 12%

CBS

2SO,OOO

S0,000

1S%

1%

1,517,000

367,000

Jkw:d

Total
I

f~r~nt Q(T2t.

T2t.

P~~~nt Chang~

fr2m 2001

1000/o

..

Estimate of total square feet occupied 1s based on 20 additional foreign governments establishing foreign consular
offices in Manhattan (for a total or 119 consulates) and the average size of a typical consulate owned by a foreign
government being approximately 16,000 gsf and the average size of a typical consulate leased by a foreign government
being approximately 9 ,000 gsf. Almost all of the new consular office space is anticipated to be leased space.
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The majority of foreign consulates in CB6 are expected to occupy commercial office facilities within Turtle
Bay in 2010 and 2020. Almost all of the foreign consulates currently located within Turtle Bay are expected
to maintain their existing facilities in the Turtle Bay neighborhood and most of the new foreign consulates
are expected to locate their office facilities in Turtle Bay. If current trends continue a small percentage of
permanent missions will also continue to locate within the predominately residential neighborhoods of
Murray Hill and Tudor City.
Foreign governments are also expected to continue to purchase commercial office facilities in Manhattan to
serve as consular space. If foreign consulates continue to follow the same tenure trends over the next
decade as they did during l 990's, approximately 46 percent of consular uses will own their respective office
facilities (a maximum of SS consulates) by 2020. Although the majority of foreign consulates (S4 percent)
will continue to occupy leased office facilities, many of the smaller foreign consulates are expected to
purchase commercial condominium space in Midtown Manhattan. In total, the number of consular uses
owned by a foreign government is expected to increase by approximately 48 percent.
The majority of foreign consulates in 2010 and 2020 are expected to continue to locate in Midtown
Manhattan within the office submarkets of Plaza, Grand Central, UN Plaza, and the Upper East Side.
Almost all of the foreign consulates located within the UN Plaza, Grand Central, and Upper East Side
submarkets are expected to maintain their existing facilities and most of the projected foreign consulates are
also expected to located within these submarkets .

V.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Permanent missions, consular uses, the UN Secretariat and the remainder of the UN System are expected
to occupy approximately 3.8 to 3.9 million square feet of commercial office space in Manhattan by 2010
and approximately 4.1 to 4.3 million square feet by 2020, versus 3.7 million square feet of commercial
office space occupied by the international community today (see Table 4-21). Most of this commercial
office space (approximately S2 percent) will be occupied by permanent missions to the UN, followed by
foreign consular uses. Although the UN Secretariat will require approximately 800,000 gsf of swing space
for its proposed capital refurbishment plan, the UN Secretariat is expected to maintain its zero nominal
growth policy over the next twenty years. UNDC is expected to construct a 800,000 gsf office building
(along the west side of Robert Moses playground) that will be used as swing space for the UN Secretariat
for a period of five years. Once the UN's proposed capital refurbishment is completed, the UN is expected
to occupy and retain its swing space. It is anticipated that the UN System would vacate its current office
facilities in One and Two UN Plaza, as well as most of its commercial office facilities, and consolidate its
office facilities within the proposed UNDC building. As such, the New York City international community
is only expected to grow by 347, 000 to S 27, 000 gsf or 9 to 14 percent by 2020.
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Table 4-21: Existing Conditions and Projected Commercial Office Space Needs of the
International Community in Manhattan in 2010 & 2020

International Body

SF Occunied in 2000

UN Secretariat

120,000

UN System·

462,000

Permanent Missions

International
Body
UN Secretariat

.

UN System
Missions
Consulates
Total

-.-

2,010,000

Foreign Consular Uses

1.150 000

Total

3,742,000

2010
SFO~cypied

2020
Growth in SF
1

SFQ~cypied

Gr2wth in SF

0

- 120,0001

0

- 120,000

462,000

0

462,000

0

2,050,000-2,140,000

40,000- 130,000

2, 110,000-2,290,000

100,000-280,000

l.322.000

182.000

1.517.000

367.000

3,844,000-3,934,000

102,000-192,000

4,089,000--4,269,000

347,000-527,000

Excludes the UN Secretariat
After the UN 's proposed capital refurbishment is completed, the new UNDC, 800,000 gsf swing space building is
expected to be retained by the UN System and used to consolidate many of the UN System's office facilities presently
located in One and Two UN Plaza, as well as commercial premises. It is anticipated that the UN Secretariat will no
longer occupy any commercial office facilities in 2010 or 2020.
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As mentioned previously, much of the international community prefers to locate near the UN Headquarters
campus along the east side of Midtown in CB6 or CBS. If current utilization trends continue, the majority
of the projected office space for the international community is expected to be accommodated by office
facilities in CB6 and CBS (see Table 4-22) . In addition, some of the existing consular uses in CBS are
anticipated to relocate to CB6 or CBS. Approximately 122,000 to 212,000 gsf of office space in CB6 will
be converted into permanent mission or consular-related office space by 2010, and approximately 397,000
to 577,000 gsfby 2020. The maximum amount of commercial office space occupied by the UN , permanent
missions, and/ or foreign consular uses in CB6 is expected to be approximately 3. 01 million square feet in
2010, and 3.46 million square feet in 2020.

Table 4-22: Existing Conditions and Projected Commercial Office Space Needs of the
International Community in Manhattan in 2010 & 2020
SF Occupied in 2000

Community Board
CB6

2,SS2,000

CBS

S00,000

CBS

310,000

CBl

20,000

CB4

30,0000

Total

3,742,000

2020

2010
SFQ1;;1;;ypied

Gr2nth in SE

SFQ1;;1;;ypied

GrQwth in SF

CB6

3,004,000-3,094,000.

122,000-212,000.

3,2S9,000-3,4S9,000 .

397,000-S77,000 .

CBS

S44,000

44,000

SS0,000

S0,0000

CBS

246,000

-64,000

lS0,000

- 130,000

CBI

20,000

0

20,000

0

CB4

30,000

0

30,000

0

Total

3,SS4,000-3,934,000

102,000- 192,000

4,0S9,000-4,269,000

347,000-527,000

Estimate includes a net loss in commercial facilities occupied by the UN Secretariat in 2010 and 2020.

As shown in Table 4-23, there is more than 67 million square feet of commercial office space in CB6, in the
office submarkets of UN Plaza, Plaza, Grand Central, Murray Hill, and Gramercy Park. Currently the
international community occupies approximately 4.2 percent (approximately 2,882,000 sf) of the entire
CB6 commercial real estate market. If the international community continues to maintain its existing
growth rate and exhibits similar utilizations trends to the 1980's and 1990's, the international community
can be expected to occupy a maximum of 3.46 million square feet of office space and approximately 5.2
percent of the commercial real estate market in CB6 by 2020. With an increase in international community
demand of about 1.0 percent (approximately 577 ,000 gsf) of CB6's office space capacity by 2020, it is
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reasonable to expect that office development will readily expand, if necessary, to meet this demand based
on market forces alone.

Table 4-23: Available Office Space in CB6
Qffi!;;~ S1d~mark~t

T2tal SF

UN Plaza

1,800,000

Plaza

P~r!;;~nt

Qf Mark~t in CB6

T2tal SF in CB6

T2t. SF Avail. in CB6

100%

1,800,000

150,000

88,000,000

25%

21,000,000

1,4-00,000

Grand Central

50,000,000

70"/o

35,000,000

3,200,000

Murray Hill

9,000,000

4()0/o

3,600,000

210,000

Gramercy Park

19,000,000

35%

6,500 000

560 000

Toto]

167,000,000

nla

67, 900,000

5,520,000

Source: GVA Williams Real fatate Corp. (9127 I 2001) Market Research Took www.williams9va.com

Currently, there is more than 1.5 million square feet of commercial office space under construction in the
immediate vicinity of the UN Headquarters campus and seven major potential development sites that could
accommodate commercial office development as-of-right under existing zoning regulations near the UN
Headquarters campus. In total, approximately 1.11 million square feet of commercial office space could be
developed as-of-right near the UN Headquarters which could potentially accommodate UN-related uses,
permanent missions, and/ or consular uses. The four former Con Edison sites, which are one the largest
tracts of undeveloped land (soft-sites) within Manhattan, represent some of the most viable sites for UNrelated uses, permanent missions, and/ or consular uses in the future. Located between three to seven
blocks from the UN Headquarters, these four properties are in dose proximity to the UN Headquarters
campus and could potentially accommodate approximately 1.0 million square feet of office/ conference
space, in a concentrated area, as-of-right under current zoning regulations.
Based on historic trends it is reasonable to assume that office stock in CB6 will expand if necessary to
accommodate the international community's future office space demands. Throughout the last twenty
years, CB6's office inventory has grown by approximately 13 percent to approximately 67 million square
feet. Office space vacancy rates within CB6 and Midtown have fluctuated since 1980, and have remained
between 3 and 16 percent. Currently, there is approximately 5.5 million square feet (about 8 percent) of
office space available in CB6 that could accommodate permanent missions, consular uses, and UN-related
uses. Although there is less than 150,000 square feet of available office space in the immediate vicinity of
the UN Headquarters campus in the UN Plaza submarket, there is more than 4 million square feet of
available commercial office space in CB6 in the office submarkets surrounding UN Plaza that could
accommodate permanent missions, consular uses, and UN-related uses. Space within the small 1.8 million
square foot UN Plaza submarket, however, will likely continue to be tight, due to its immediate proximity
to the UN.
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APPENDIX A
liwentory of Arnilable Office Space in Manhattan Office Markets as of December 200 I

APPENDIX A

In ventory of AYai lab le Office Space in Man hattan Office Markets as o f Decembe r 200 1

Total Office Space (SF)*

Avail. Office Space (SF)*

Percent Available

Average Asking Re nt

!Vorth

182 .9

14.5

7 .94%

58 .54

A1idtown South

71.0

8.0

11 .27%1

,40 .14

Downtown

80.2 '

6 .9

8.56%

41.48

Total

334.1

29.4

8.8%

46 .72 1

A1idto~vn

*Square fed arc rcprc cnteJ in millions.
Downto\\'n estimate reflects a loss of 15. million sq uare feet of otllce space as a resu lt of the terrorist att,1ck5 on
September 11 , 2001. The Do\\'ntown estimate inclmks all office space that is currently functional ancl that \\'ill be
o perational by late 2001 or early 200+.
WcightcJ a\ cragc a'king rent.
Source:

Krcahling, L. ( I I 13 I 200 I) Manhattan rents fa ll , \'acandcs rise.

Crain·~ .\"e1r York Busm eu.

APPENDIX B
Inventory of Anilable Commercial Office Space in Manhattan Community Board 6

APPENDIXB

Inventory of Available Commercial Office Space in Manhattan Community Board 6
(Data estimates are from the Second Quarter of 2001 & reflect office inventories prior to September 11, 2001)

Csmmum;;iiJI Qffis;~ Spils;~
Tot. SF Avail.
%Avail.

Clil:i11 A Qffis;~ Spils;~
Tot. SF
o/oofTot

AVi)il, Clil:i:i A Qffis;~ Spils;~
Tot. SF
%Avail.
Avg.Asking
Rent

Real Estate
Market

Tot. SF

Manhattan

349,335,665

28,466,674

8.15%

$49.02

207,201,772

59.31%

13,137,626

6.34%

n/a*

Downtown

95,4-00,447

7,738,982

8.11%

$41.62

53,817,935

56.41 %

2,694,924

5.01 %

$46.48

Midtown N.
Grand Central
Plaza
U.N. Plaza

182,915,977
49,695,167
87,853,462
1,847,465

13,587,038
4,606,983
5,700,427
151,097

7.43%
9.27%
6.49%
8. 18%

$64.42
$60.52
$71 .22
$46.46

130,964,955
27,638,068
73,031,706
785,467

71.600/o
55 .61%
83. 13%
16.67%

8,532,422
2,519,540
4,323,127
7,524

6.52%
9.12%
5.92%
0.96%

$69 .27
$66.74
$72.86
$60.00

Midtowns.
Gramercy Park
Murray Hill

71,019,241
19,260,169
9,285,345

7,140,654
1,570,033
858,088

10.05%
8.15%
9.24%

$42 .43
$42 .59
$41.70

21,418,882
6,619,008
1,842,852

30.16%
34.37%
19.85%

1,910,282
288, 138
204,343

8.92%
4.35%
11.09%

$45 .69
$43 .60
$44.71

Real Estate
Market

Clil:i:i B Qffis;~ Spils;~
Tot. SF
Tot. SF

Avg. Asking
Rent

AVi)il, Clil:i:i B Qffis;~ Spils;~
Tot. SF
%Avail.
Avg.Asking
Rent

ClilH C Qffis;~ Spils;~
Tot. SF
Tot. SF

Anil, Clil:i:i C Qffis;~ Spils;~
Tot. SF
%Avail.
Avg.Asking
Rent

Manhattan

108,714,177

31.12%

11,568,531

10.64%

n/a*

34,419,716

9.85%

3,760,515

10.93%

n/a*

Downtown

29,603,961

31.03%

3,152,373

10.65%

$39.98

11,978,551

12.56%

1,891,685

15 .79%

$37.00

Midtown N.
Grand Central
Plaza
U.N. Plaza

44,566,293
17,866,073
13,958 ,822
1,061,998

24.36%
35 .95%
15 .89%
57.48%

4,442,508
1,773,838
1,316,708
143,573

9.97%
9.93%
9.43%
13.52%

$59.74
$53. 92
$66. 19
$45.75

7,384,729
4,191,026
862,934
0

4.04%
8.43%
98 .000/o
0.000/o

612, 108
313,605
60,592
0

8.29%
7.48%
7.02%
0.000/o

$50.26
$47.91
$63 .30

Midtown S.
Gramercy Park
Murray Hill

34,543,923
7,612,877
5,464,803

48 .64%
39.53%
58 .85%

3,973,650
847,083
551,417

11.50%
11.13%
10.09%

$41.74
$44.04
$41.18

15,056,436
5,028,284
1,977,690

21.20%
26.12%
21.30%

1,256,722
434,812
102,328

8.35%
8.65%
5. 17%

$39.67
$39.08
$38.47

*

n/ a: Information is not available.

Source: GVA Williams Real far.ate Corp . (912712001) Market Research: &.iearch Tools . www.williams9va.com

n/ a
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APPENDIX C
Summary of Commercial Office Space Rented by the UN-System in New York City
Building Address

UN
Secretariat

UNDCSF
Occuoied

Tot. SF
Occuoied

Cost per SF

Bldg.
Class

No.of
Stories

Office
Submarkel

Manhattan
Comm. Board

CB6
Neighborhood

I UN Plr.

176, 126

176, 126

S22.00

A

44

LI:\ Plaza

CB6

Turtle Bav

2 Ul\' !'!/..

300,000

300.000

S22.00

A

44

LI:\ Plaza

CB6

Turtle Bay

30-f E. -f) Si

0

64,527

S12.00

A

17

LI'\ Plaza

CB6

Turtle Bay

S66 U1\i Pl/.

0

31,000

S46.00

A

40

LI:\ Plaza

CB6

Turtle Bay

r

0

25,000

s34.00

A

21

LI'\ Plaza

CB6

Turtle Bay

476,126

596,653

180,491

180,491

S32.50

A

44

LI:\ Plaza

CB6

Turtle Bay

0

94,769

sn.oo

A

41

Grand Ce ntral

CB6

Murray Hill

180,491

275,260

162,838

162,838

S22.00

A

44

LI:\ Plat.a

CB6

Turtle Bay

0

179,473

S22.00

A

17

LI:\ Plaza

CB6

T urtle Bay

20,335

S22 .00

B

15

LI'\ Pl<:tza

CB6

Turtle Bay

S28

1

Ave.

Total
UNJCEF

3 LJ ,\ ' !'IL.
633 3"' A l' C.

Total
UNDP

I(!,\ ' Pl/.
30~~

E. -f:J Si.

336 E.

-+5''' St.
Total

UNFPA &.
UNOPS

162,838

362,646

220

t.. -+2 Si.

0

91,000

s 36.00

n/a"

37

Grand Centra l

CB6

Murray Hill

-f().)

Lcxingron .fre.

0

76.000

S43.00

A

77

Grand Cen tral

CB6

Murray Hill

n/a

168,000

819,455

1,402,600

Total

Overall Total

.n/ a: :\ot Availab le

Source: ( lniLC</ 1\iations Of} ice cffa cilir1ci· :Hanagemenr. ilugusr 2()0/
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APPENDIXD
Available Office Space in the Vicinity of the United Nations
Office Building
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
JO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

6003 Ave.
605 3 Ave.
622 3 Ave.
630 3 Ave.
633 3 Ave.
655 3 Ave.
666 3 Ave.
675 3 Ave.
685 3 Ave.
708 3 Ave.
711 3 Ave
733 3 Ave.
747 3 Ave.
205 Lex. Ave.
215 Lex. Ave.
353 Lex. Ave.
355 Lex. Ave
360Lex. Ave.
369 Lex. Ave.
370 Lex. Ave.
405 Lex. Ave.
441 Lex. Ave.
823 UN Plz.
866 UN Plz.
800 2 Ave.
801 2 Ave.
866 2 Ave.
885 2 Ave.
261 Madison Ave.
269 Madison Ave.
275 Madison Ave.
295 Madison Ave.
90 Park Ave.
99 Park Ave.
JOO Pd.rk Ave.
JOI Park Ave
125 Park Ave
205 E. 42 St.
220E. 42 St.
222 E. 41 St.
124 E. 40 St.
202 E. 35 St.
314 E. 34 St.
Total.

Tot. SF Avail.
14,464
156,569
92,138
28,376
96,500
33,244
65,544
45,291
154,770
50,545
23,173
9,220
50,002
20,054
32,735
4,100
7,120
26,378
23,198
25,358
181,242
37,439
5,055
7,887
55,000
19,350
10,000
29,324
32,460
5,744
30,684
61,165
205,897
82,802
56,821
103,370
54,695
1,276
24,992
166,446
4,900
3,000
14,000
2,152,000

Avg. Asking Rent Building Descri~tion
negotiable
$58/sf
$45 to $59/ sf
$36 to $48/ sf
negotiable
$35 to $60/sf
$58 to $70/sf
$58/sf
$40 to $65/sf
$47 to $53/sf
$48 to $55/sf
negotiable
$52 to $59/sf
$37/sf
$37 to $40/sf
$39 to $45/sf
$39 to $45/sf
negotiable
$41 to $50/sf
$32 to $46/sf
$67 to $89/sf
$52 to $64/sf
negotiable
negotiable
negotiable
negotiable
$53 to $57 /sf
$48/sf
$40 to $42/sf
$36 to $40/sf
$40 to $51/sf
$44 to $48/sf
$45 to $60/sf
negotiable
negotiable
$75 to $80/sf
$52 to $67 /sf
negotiable
$55/sf
$65/sf
$27 to $38/sf
negotiable
n~otiable

Class A, 42-stories, 1.0 million rsf
Class A, 43-stories, 1.4 million rsf
Class A, 39-stories, 1.0 million rsf
Class A, 23-stories, 1.0 million rsf
Class A, 41-stories, 1.0 million rsf
Class A, 28-stories, 0.6 rsf
Class A, 32-stories, 0.7 million rsf
Class A, 31-stories, 0.6 rsf
Class A, 27-stories, 0.3 million rsf
Class A, 35-stories, 0.6 million rsf
Class A,19-stories, 0.8 million rsf
Class A, 23-stories, 0.5 million rsf
Class A, 38-stories
18-stories, 0.1 million rsf
Not Available
15-stories, 71,000 rsf
Class A, 22-stories, 0.3 million rsf
Class A, 24-stories, 0.3 million rsf
Class A, 26-stories, 0.3 million rsf
Class A, 26-stories, 0.4 million rsf
Class A, 77-stories, 1.2 million rsf
18-stories, O. lmillion rsf
Class B, 11-stories, 0.2 million rsf
Class A, 40-stories, 0.3 million rsf
Class A, 18-stories
Class A, 22-stories, 0.2 million rsf
Class A, 15-stories, 90,000 rsf
Class A, 49-stories, 1.0 million rsf
Class A, 30-stories, 0.6 million rsf
21-stories, 0.1 million rsf
Class A, 42-stories, 0.5 million rsf
Class A, 45-stories, 0.4 million rsf
Class A, 81-stories, 2.0 million rsf
25-stories, 29,800 rsf
Class A, 36-stories, 1.6 million rsf
Class A, 46-stories, 0. 7 million rsf
Class A, 24-stories, 0.6 million rsf
Class A, 20-stories, 0.7 million rsf
Class A, 37-stories, 65,000 rsf
Not Available
11-stories, 49,000 rsf.
Not Available
Class B, 6-stories, 10,800 rsf

Source: Costar, Dec. 2001, Avail. office sp. in the submarkets of UN Plaza, Grand Central, & Murray

